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RESULT OF INJUNCTION

ALABAMA

Nov. 1, (By the Associated Press). A
strike of coal miners seemed inevitable tonight if operators heed the injunction issued by Federal
Judge A. B. Anderson, which proscribed the check off

3G0,-00-

sec-lio-

juris-uiction- ."

gtatos Into which the message
Was sent were Pennsylvania, Ohio,
West Virginia, Illinois, Indiana,
Michigan,
Kentucky,
Missouri,
Iowa, Kansas, Oklahoma, Arkan

sas, Texas, Wyoming, Montana
Washington.
Wait nn Anderson.
Dispatch of the message followed conferences between union
However,
chiefs and counsel.
there was no indication that any
action would be taken at union
headquarters to precipitate a
strike until after Judge Anderson
had declared his order was not
Ho amended the
yet effective.
order to provide that it was not
In force until after the Borderland Coal corporation, complainant In the injunction suit, had
filed bond indemnifying
for damages that might
result from any acts under the
injunction in case of a reversal
Counsel agreed
of his decision.
that $1,000 bond was sufficient.
Previously counsel for both operators and the union had agreed
to hasten an appeal with the hope
of averting any considerable walkout and it was learned that operators had assurance that the International officers would Beek til
prevent a closing of the mines,
live Mines Idle.
While preparations for the apwere
being made, reports
peal
from the Indiana coal fields were
that five mines were Idle in protest against the Injunction and
union officials at Terre Haute
were considering formal Issuance
of a striko order. More than 1500
men were employed at the Indiana
mines that closed, and employes
elsewhere In the coal field were
planning meetings.
Counsel for the union and operators will appear tomorrow before
Judge Anderson for formal action,
appealing his decision. No comment on whether a strike would
be regarded as contempt of the
order was obtainable from officials but counsel In the case
pointed out that the order was
aimed only at preventing the operators from paying the check off
and stopping union efforts to organize the Williamson coal field
in West Virginia.
defen-fendan-

GOLD ORE DISCOVERED
IN ILLINOIS,
REPORT
B

Till" Aawirintrll PreM.)
Freeport, III., Nov. 1. What

was

thougnt to be gold ore has been
discovered on a farm near Pearl
City, 111., it was reported today,
with the announcement that a com.

pany had been formed to begin
mining operations on 1,800 acres of
land leased today near the village
It was said the ore was discovered
by well diggers and that it was ex
pected to yield about $11 a ton.

FORMER CONGRESSMAN HULL IS
CHOSEN CHAIRMAN OF NATIONAL

COMMITTEE IN PLACE OF WHITE
New Chief Says He Wants to "Decentralize"
Authority By Throwing Greater Respomi
bility on Local Organizations; Praises His
Predecessor, Flays Republicans.
(BY THE AKSO
1
(by the Assodemocratic
ciated Press.) The
party today chose former Congressman Cordell Hull, of Carthage,
Tenn., as chairman of its national
committee to succeed George H.
White, of Marietta, Ohio, who retired to party ranks.
The change in leadership, which
had been held by Mr. White since
July 1020. when he assumed the
chairmanship at the call of former
Governor Cox, of Ohio, th" party's
nominee for president, was assured
early today, when after conferences
lasting practically all night, It was
announced that all elements of the
party had agreed on either
Long, former assistant secMr.
retary of state, or Mr. Hull.
Long's ultimate selection was con- ' St. Louis, Nov.

Breck-enrid-

WEATHER
FOIU2CAST.

Denver, Colo., Nov. 1. New
Mexico and Arizona: Fair Wednesnot much
day and Thursday;
change In temperature.

report.

IjOCAL
Conditions for the twenty-fou- r
hours ended at 6 p. m. yesterday,
recorded by the university:
69
Highest temperature
30
Lowest
33
Range
Kit
Mean
65
Humidity at 6 a. m..
SO
Humidity at 6 p. m.
Nona
Precipitation
wind
Maximum
It
velocity....
South
Direction of wind
Clear
Character of day.,

IATKI PUESS.)
tlngent, however, upon the resignation of Edward B. Goltra, of St.
from MisLouis, committeeman
souri.
Mr. Goltra said he would r.ot resign In Mr. Long's favor. Mr. Hull
then was. announced as the agreed
candidate.
Mr. White on his arrival yesterday announced that he would not
resign, regardless of tho opposition
to him, unless a man could be found
on whom all could agree. A conference finally was arranged near
midnight when, it Is understood
the White opposition led by Senator
Carter Glass, of Virginia, displayed
a minimum of 66 votes out of a
total of less t.an 100 votes expected
to be present.
Mr. Long and Mr. Hull as compromise candidates nre understood
to have been put forward by the
opponents of Mr. White and were
declared acceptable by Senator Pat
Harrison, of Mississippi, and his
two colleagues on the committee
as Chairman White's representat-
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Convention hall, Kansas City, Mo.
the American legion the organization's short history has
equaled the present one (n Importjldlng its third annual ance.
Prominent guests from overNo other meeting In seas are
in attendance, and ques

BELIEVES

HE

TRIALDELAYED
Sanity of Accused Slayer of
J. B. Kennedy Becomes
Paramount Issue; Case
Is Set for Monday.

nwWWMMHMHHH
tions of vital Interest to the legion
ana to the nation at large are being discussed. The convention will
last through Wednesday.

YANKS HANGED

WITHOUT TRIAL

Kansas City, Nov. 1. Marshal Foch of France, in a
statement
Issued late today
from the reviewing stand during the parade of the American
Legion, declared he had been
greatly impressed by tho dignity and beauty of tho long
procession.
The statement said:
"It shows the thing that war
has done. It has brought out
through suffering that wh!ch
is dignified
and strong and
beautiful in men's souls; it has
done that for us and for you
and for all who fought with
us. It was
that dignity and
strength of soul which I saw
today in these marching comrades of mine. Coming to America has enlarged my vision
I have founfr V. necessary tc
see things on a bigger scale.
Today was beautiful."

WATSON CLAIMS
Georgian Alleges American
Soldiers
Abroad Were

Treated
Denied

Bj The Annrlntrri PrrH.)
Los Angeles, Calif., Nov. 1.
The sanity of Arthur C. Burch,
accused with Mrs. Madalynne C.
Obenchain of the murder of J.
Belton Kennedy, became a paramount issue in the case today and
resulted in his trial, scheduled for
today, going over until next Monday. Mrs. Obenchain, who had
demanded a separate trial, consented in open court to the continuance of her case to the same
date, with tho understanding that
it would then probably be set to
follow the trial of Burch,
When court conevened - at' ten
o'clock, with Superior Judge Sidney N. Reeve presiding, Paul
Schenck, chief counsel for Burch,
addressed the court and asked permission to read soma affidavits.
He was granted leave to proceed
and opened with a statement from
RECALL,
John J. Sullivan of Seattle, one
of his associates,
As he read, reciting Mr. Sullivan's professional connection with Seventeen
Precincts Are
the case, he came without change
of voice to a statement that after
Missing; Proposal to Liquiconferring with Burch, Mr. Sullidate the State Bank Is
van believed his client to be Insane. There was a stir in the
Rejected By Voters.
room and Burch, after a quick
glance at the attorneys, settled
(By The Aaanrlattd Frrai.)
back with an emotionless face,
Fargo, N. D., Nov. 1 (by the Asand listened apparently unmoved
sociated Press.) While opponents
to the subsequent reading.
of thenon partisan league In North
C. E. ERRSTK1N WILL RE
Dakota defeated three league enADMITTED TO PRACTICE dorsed state officials in Friday's
recall election, they failed to pass
Los Angeles, Calif., Nov. 1.
Charles 13. Erbsteln, attorney of an Initiated law providing for liquiChicago will be admitted to prac- dation of the State Bank of North
tice in the state courts of Cali- Dakota.
fornia tomorrow afternoon upon
The measure to liquidate the
advice of the Los Angeles Bar
established as part of the
association, it was announced here bank,
tonight by Superior Judge Sydney league's program for
of Industries, lost by a maN. Reeve. This overrules an objection made by Thomas Lee jority of from 4,000 to 6,000, as did
also
three proposed constitutional
Woolwlne, district attorney against
admission of Erbsteln to practice amendments end five other initias an attorney for the defense of ated laws.
When independent
newspapers
Mrs.
C.
Obenchain.
Madalynne
practically ceased tabulation of uncharged with the murder of J. official
returns
tonight the three
Belton Kennedy,
elected to replace the
Judge Reove announced that he Independents
asrecalled
received tonight a report from the sured of state officials were
final 'majorities of from
trustees of the Los Angeles Bar 4.200 to 6.000.
These figures also
association, stating that Attorney
Erbsteln was entitled to practice corresponded to returns assembled
the league newspaper here.
before the Illinois Bar association byGovernor
Lvnn J. Frastler. de
and that it deemed it proper and
by R. A. Nestcs, Independent,
fit that he be entitled to associate feated
in office for approxiwith the counsel In the defense will continue
month, as twenty
of the case before the court here. matelyareanother
allowed
for certification
days
District Attorney Woolwlne files of
returns to the secretary of state.
charges against the moral char- who has ten days In which to preacter of Erbsteln on the day that pare the returns for the official
the Chicago attorney appeared in canvassing board. court here last week to become
Immediately after the canvassing
associated in the defense of Mrs. board
has announced its findings,
Obenchain.
These charges were the governor, together with Attorreferred by Judge Reeve to the ney General William Lemke and
bar association grievance commit- John N. Hagan, commissioner of
tee. The trustees of the associa- agriculture and labor, will step out
tion communicated with the Illi- and their places will bo taken renois Ear association, and acting spectively by Nestos, Svelnbjorn
unon the resnonse from that hnrtv Johnson and Joseph A. Kitchen.
cancelled a proposed hearing of
Returns as comDiled bv the inde
the charges by tho local grievance pendent newspapers
showed the
committee and advised that Erb- following standing tonight.
steln be admitted to practice here.
Governor: 2,085 out of 2,102 precincts give: Nestos, 111,017: Frailer, 106,639: majority, 4,378, with
NUMBER FAILURES IN
seventeen precincts missing.
OCTOBER INCREASED
Attorney general: 1,723 precincts
give: Johnson 98,418; Lemke,

MAJORITY

ifjy,

4,378

--

88,-78- 9!

(By The Auoclmea Prem.)
New York, Nov. 1. October failures reported to Bradstreets numbered 1,806, an Increase of 17 per

cent over those of September, and
the second largest number in any
month since March. 1915. Insolv
encies last month were nearly four
times those of October, 1919.
$47,732,-20Liabilities aggregated
31 per cent above September's
total, but smaller than in any preives.
ceding month back to November,
Mr. White announced that Mr. 1920.
Hull's selection was a "very happy
The biggest Increase came In tht
one," asserting that he had not south, which had about two and
canwith
allied
been closely
any
times the failures and
didate at the San Francisco con- liabilities of October, 1920.
vention.
In ten months of 1921 there have
Reports that Daniel C. Roper, been 15,535
Involving
failures,
former internal revenue commis-ntnna- r. liabilities of $591,105,741.
la to be made chairman of
the national executive committee In
DENIES ALLEGATIONS.
accordance with the compromise
New York, Nov. 1. Jack Dcmp- on
the
chairmanship
agreement
sey today filed papers denying the
could not be confirmed tonight.
in a complaint of Al
Mr. Hull's name was presentea allegations
Slegel which has not yet been
to the committee by Senator Glass. bert
filed.
Slegel Is the husband of
Following the agreed plan. Senator Bee Palmer, a dancer.
Dompsey
Harrison seconded Mr. Hull's nomi- Is said
have been served in
nation and asked for a unanimous Minnesotato with
a complaint In a
suit for alienation.
(Continued on Puge Two.)

3,

one-ha-

lf

Inhumanely;
By

Wadsworth.

(Hj The Asn'ialfd I'rew.)
D. C, Nov. 1.
Washington,
Charges by Senator Watson, democrat, Georgia, that American solin
diers serving
France, were
hanged without court martial or
other ,form of trial, precipitated
a heated debate today in the senate. Chairman Wadsworth of the
invited the
military committee,
Georgia senator to appear before
his committee to produce evidence
in support of his charges.
Replying to Senator Watson's
charges that 21 American soldiers
had been hanged on one. scaffold
in France, Senator New, republican, Indiana, presented an official statement from the .fudge advocate general of the army, showing that out of a total of 28 sen
tences of death Imposed on tho
American
forces,
expeditionary
only nine were actually carried
out.
Photogrnph of Callous.
"How many senators know,'"
Senator Watson had asked, "that
a private soldier was frequently
shot by his officers because of
some complaint against officers'
Insolence; and that they hnd gallows upon which men were hanged
day after day, without court martial or any other form of trial?
I had and have the photograph
of one of thoso gallows, upon
which 21 white boys had already
been executed at sunrise when the
photograph was taken; snd ther
were others waiting in the camp
jails to be hanged morning after
morning."
declared
Wadsworth
Senator
that his charge could not be light
ly brushed aside, nor "could It be
excused on grounds of excitability
in debate."
He demanded that
Senator Watson produce the proof.
Senator Watson replied that he
resented the "demand" and would
"tell him- foot to foot and shoulder
t(S shoulder that he was the equal
of any senator." and assumed full
responsibility for his charges. Tie
said he would refuse to go before
any committee with his evidence
or to produce his witnesses miloss
they were' guaranteed Immunity.
Can Produce Witnesses.
"I mean every word I said," he
added, "and T did not overpalnt
the picture. I have a photograph
of, the gallows upon which white
soldiers were' hanged and I can
produce witnesses who saw It, If
It In safe for them to appear.
"A picture of white men .hanged
like dogs. I can produce men If
it were safe, who saw men shot
without trial. I cannot compel
men to come to this uncertain
danger.
Letters Were Censured.
"The food was piled up mountain high fn France and virtually
given to the French when our me'i
wero starving.
I ran provo that
our men were unnecessarily exposed and left to die on the road.
I know
men who saw
theso things and told me about
them. Told me how letters were
censored ami steroeotyped to conform to regulations and how soldiers who would not comply were
subjected to barbarous treatment.
These men will not go back to
Europe again to fight. I have
Commissioner of agriculture and heard them state thev would die
before they would do so. The
labor: 1,723 precincts give: Kitch-Imen were treated inhumanely, and
97,208 Hagan, 87,659.
told me so themselves."
Senator Wadsworth vigorously
BODE IS APPOINTED
challenged the truth of Senator
Watson's charges.
OF
ADMINISTRATOR
Senator Watson then produced
ESTATE
OF MERTEN his small photograoh of an al
leged lllogal execution. It wis
passed around among senators who
(By Tbo Awoclalrd TreM.)
examined It cnrefully.
El Puso, Texas, Nov. 1. The
t'ruees,
prohato court at
ROLLS-ROYC- E
New Mexico, today appointed
PASSES
.Martin Ilodc, of Ablqulu, New
New
In
7 PER CENT DIVIDEND
administrator
Mexico,
Mexico of tho estate of George
H. Morten, merchant ami post(Br The Amnrlntrd Pro,.)
master of Rodey, N. M., who
Springfield. Mass.. Nov. 1. Cir
was found murdered at his
cular letters to stockholders of the
e
homo tlicro on Octolier 21.
of America. Inc.. an
Himd was
fixed nt $50,000.
nouncing the passing of the 7 per
Dodo Is tho only American hrtr
cent preferred stock dividend, were
to the astute, which Is estimatmade public today. President L. J.
more than
ed
$500,000.
Belnap states that while the earnOther heirs reside rt Germany.
ings of the company have created a
Albert Matliias, of EI Pus",
surplus, the directors do not feel
lun been appointed ndmlnls-trhatIt would bo good Judgment, in view
of depressed business conditions, to
for tho estate In Texas,
his build being fixed at
inaugurate the payment of dividends at this time.

IDS

Aaanrlntrd Presl.)

Kansas City. Mo., Nov. 1. Under a brilliant autumn sky and
through denso crowds the American Legion passed in review before
military and naval leaders of Italy,
France, Great Britain and Belgium
and ranking American military officers.
Marshal Foch of France, Admiral Beatty of Great Britain, General Diaz of Italy. Lieutenant General Jacques of Belgium and Genn
eral Pershing, Admiral Hugh
U. S. N.. and MaJ. Gen. John
A. IHeune, commanding the marine
corps, marched will their "buddies'' of the legion from Convention
hall, where the parade was formed,
to the reviewing stand, where they
stood while the legion thousands
passed by. Vice President Coolklge
was also in the reviewing stand.
Veterans
from
state
every
marched in the groat pageant,
bringing together ngain the leaders
of the wcr and a stream of marching legionnaires.
Approximately
40,000 veterans were In the line
that streamed past several hundred
thousand spectators.
Men In Civilian Clothes.
Men in civilian clothes marched
shoulder to shoulder with those
who had again donned their uniforms. The old spirt of discipline
and training was evident as the
veterans strode along in platoon
formation and snapped salutes to
the reviewing officers.
Preceded by tho military band
President Obregon of Mexico sent
as a m:irk of courtesy, the allied
leaders rode at the head of the
procession until tho reviewing
stand was reached. Marshal Foch
and General Pershing arrived first.
In their party was Capt. Eddie
Rickenbacker. American flying ace.
They were followed hy General
IMaz and General Jacques with Admiral" Earl
Beatty and Admiral
Rodman not far behind.
Then came motor cars bearing
the thirty-fiv- e
congressional medal
of honor men, nnd the parade had
officially begun. The state delegations moved past In alphabetical
order. The Alabama legionnaires
were headed by Lamar Jeffers, representative In congress and wearer
of the distinguished service cross.
Allied Chiefs Impressed.
Almost three hours elapsed before the last man of the Washing
ton state posts had passed. The
parade hegan under a bright sun
and ended when the purple shadows of the autumn evening blended with the heavier shades of dusk.
The huge crowds in the roped off
streets stayed until the last. All of
the allied chieftains declared the
spectacle had made upon their
minds an indelible impression.
All spoke
particularly of the
execution of the custom followed
by the color bearers In dipping departmental and post standards and
holding aloft the Stars and Stripes.
The American leaders were particularly gratified, they said, to know
that the legionnaires had not forgotten the art of marching.

G

n,
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Uolls-Royc-

FEDERAL AID

Fill

Rod-mii-

F0CH IMPRESSED BY
DIGNITY AND BEAUTY
OF LEGION PARADE

MURDER

LEADS
DELEGATES

Almost Three Hours Required for the Procession
to Pass; Hundreds of
Thousands of Spectators,

Mil w AfTTn

Single Coplea fic

Prmii.)

The matter of proceeding to secure
further reductions In railroad
employes' wages with the object of reducing rates is "well
In hand"
with tho various
roads and necessary" moves to
the
bring
questions before the
interstate commerce commission and the railroad labor
board will be taken at once.
T. Dewltt Cuyler, chairman of
the Railway F.xccutives' association, said In a telegram
tonight to W. II. Chandler,
president of the National Industrial Traffic league.
Mr. Chandler
telegraphed
Mr. Cuyler in New York to
ask when rate reductions
might be expected. Mr. Cuyler replied that the roads were
awaiting word from the interstate commerce commission
as to the date for a hearing
on rates and the roads were
about ready to proceed in accordance with tho transportation act In seeking authorization by the labor board for a
wago reduction.

Great Pageant, Preceded By Mexican Band

e

of union dues.
A telegram sent late today from headquarters of the
United Mine Workers after it had been definitely learned
that the injunction was not in effect, advised union
officials to regard dicontirance of the check off system
as breaking the existing wage agreement
and

I By Th
Aonorlnted
Chicago, Nov. 1.

Thousand

CONGRESSMAN

or Mull, 85c a Month

CARRIERS WILL
SOLDIERS BONUS
ASK PERMISSION
TO SLASH WAGES FIGHT WILL BE

in

Indianapolis,

The telegram, signed by Presi
dent John L. Lewis, Vice President
Philip Murray and Secretary William Green, said:
"Any abrogation or setting
aside of any part or section of
this agreement, including the
section
for
the
providing
checking off of dues and assessments cannot be regarded
as other than a violation of the
and should be
agreement
treated accordingly by the district officers and local unions."
It was said authoritatively that
the international officers regarded
the strilte as the union's only
weapon to enforce a contract. The
telegram was sent to officials In
sixteen states, where the check off
0
provision obtains and where
of the 550,000 union miners
are employed.
The telegram said:
"As a result of the disagreement
between the United Mine Workers
of America and the coal operators
in the fall of 1919 it was suggested
by the government of the United
States that the miners and the
operators submit all their differences to a commission appointed
by the president, said commission
to have full authority to render an
award. The United Mine Workers
agreed to this program and the
commission in due time rendered
Rn award which they decided must
be written into the form of an
coal
agreement by and between-thoperators and the United Mine
Workers to he In effect until March
31. 1922.
Following rendition of
this award by the United States bituminous coal commission, functioning under governmental authority, the president, in a letter
addressed to the coal operators and
the United Mino Workers, commanded both sides to meet in Joint
conference and duly execute such
agreement as (mected by the biThis
tuminous coal commission.
was done and the agreement was
In
New York, March
duly signed
It is, therefore, obvious
31, J920.
that said joint agreement cannot
bo modified or changed in any of
its provisions until its expiration.
March 31, 1922. Any .abrogation
n
or setting aside of any part or
of this agreement, including
checkfor
the
section
the
providing
ing off of union dues and assess-as
ments, can not be regarded
other than a violation of the agreement and should be treated accordingly by the district officers
and local unions within your

IS REVIEWED

From Every

International Officers Are Said to Regard the
Walkout as the Organization's Only Weapon to Enforce a Contract; 350,000 Workers in Sixteen States Involved.
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Forty

SYSTEM RESENTED BY UNIONISTS

nation-wid-
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SETTING ASIDE OF 'CHECK OFF'

EDITION
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Albuquerque, New Mexico, Wednesday, November 2, 1921.

FOKTY-KKCON-

CITY

GIVE

PROJECTS
APPROVA L

Raton, N. M Nov. 1. Colfax
possesses more
county already
miles of improved highways thai
any other county in the state and
this county will retain the forefront during tho coming year In
the amount of surfaced highway
to be built through county, stnte
Anand federal cooperation.
nouncement has just been made
through the state engineer's office
that six additional federnl aid projects had been approved for this
section of the stnte. Three of these
are located In Colfax county, two
in T'ninn county and one In San
Miguel county. The projects cover the highways between Raton
and Clayton and several lengthy
stretches between Raton and Las
V'gas on the Santa He trail whim
have not yet been improved.
It
is expected that most of this work
will bo completed bv the end of
next year. The surfacing will ba
of gravel.
In addition to the above contracts just announced there are
other Important segments of the
state highway within Colfax county which are now under contract
or are about to bo placed iindr
contract. The work of prove! surfacing is "now being pushed on 25
miles of highway between the
Maxwell turnoff, 16 miles south of
Raton, and Cimarron, under two
In December
separate contract.
It is very likely that the contract
will be let for the grading of 33
miles of
highway between Springer and Gladstone In
Hnlon county and early In the
spring the contract will be let for
18 miles of the state
highway on
road between
the Eagle Nest Dam and tho top
of Taos hill. It Is understood that
the state highway commission expects to have a standard surfaced
highway from the state line on top
of Raton Pass to Santa Fe by tho
end of 1922. About 40 per cent
of .the state highway between
Raton and the Texas state line
will be surfaced In about the same
period of time.
Of tho proposed federal aid projects, 58 'i miles lie in Colfax
county. It Is estimated that this
will cost approximately J200.000.
"

eatingIieatof wild
goat

fatal to

a boy

RENEWED TODAY

ey

isi

Senator Reed Expects
Reply to a Statement
sued By Fordney,
and Means Head,

to

Is-

Ways

LUXURY ANdHuISANCE
TAXES HOTLY DEBATED
Work of Revising
i

the

Rev-

enue Measure Proceeds;
Smoot's Proposal
Expected to Meet Opposition

Washington,
1.
Nov.
and nuisance taxes held the Luxury
center
of the senate stage today and
tonight with party lines obliterated
.So
j.inny of this class of excises
were voted out of the revenue
revision bill that tho charge was
made from the democratic side that
ttiera was a movement
afoot to
strip the measure and to make
necessary adoption of a general
sales tax.
Thia was denied by Senator Penrose, in charge of the bill, who said
it was not the time to bring forward a sales tax. He
the
senate that even if allassured
the items
proposed for repeal went out of
the bin, there would be a margin or
$1 0,000,000
between the
ment Income and outgo. governSales Tax Dlseusslon.
The rales tax discussion was accepted as notice of the fight that
is to come when Senator Smoot.
republican, rtah. brings up his
proposals for such a tax, probably
He introduced
Thursday.
two modified and alternate today
sales
tax plans. One proposes a 1
per
cent levy on all manufactured
goods where sales exceed $6,000 a
year, nnd tho other proposes a
general turnover tax of 'A of J
per cent where tho sales "exceed
$6,000.

Senator Smoot previously had offered nn amendment providing a
general manufacturers' sales tax of
3 per cent with
certain
this to he In lieu of allexemptions,
miscellaneous taxes. His new plans would
replace any mwoellanenus
excise
and would provide for a 10 per cent
inx nn corporations in place of the
15 per cent
tentatively agreed
upon by the senate.
It Is understood to be his plan
to offer his amendments one bv
one with the view of testing senate
sentiment on each.
Tlwsimiot nmenamcms afe"' expected to meet stiff opposition.
Bonus Fight Deferred.
The senate confined Its operations today largely to the subject
matter In the bill, renewal of the
soldiers' bonus fight being deferred until tomorrow.
Senator
Heed, democrat. Missouri, expects
to reply to a statement Issued today by Chairman Fordney, of the
house ways and means committee,
who said the Reed amendment for
the bonus coming at this time
would "undoubtedly create suspicion In the minds of the veterans
of the senator's sincerity."
"Very early In the coming regular session of congress." he eaid.
"tho house will undoubtedly pass
an adjusted compensation bill."
and
taxes
nuisance
Luxury
stricken from the bill by the senate Included those on articles made
of fur, toilet soaps and soap powVflflhm
ders, tooth ami mouth
dentrifices, tooth paste, toilet pow- uem ami peiroicum
on, electric
fans, thermos and thermostatic
bottles, and photoeranhic annara- tus and accessories.

nixes jteiainea.

Taxes retained Included: Photo- irranhin ftlmsi nnrt
nlcitn
ntha
than moving picture films, S per
ceni; canoy, j per cent ror ail
kinds, In lieu of the present rate
of 4 ner cent: nerfumes essences.
extracts, toilet waters, cosmetics,
hair oils, hair oil dressings, restoratives, dyes, etc., 4 per cent In
lieu Of nresent Rtnmn
arms, sheila and cartridges, hunt- (Continued on Page Two.)

Long Be,-- h, Calif., Nov. 1.
David Smith, 5 years old, died here
last night from poisoning induced,
accord! g to doctors who attended
the child, from eating the meat of
a wild goat, killed
by the lad's
father on a rerent hunting trip.
Three other members of the family
(Bf The Aanoclntrd Prera.)
Washington, Nov. 1. Letters are who partook of the meat are in a
to be sent brewers advising them serious condition.
that beer already manufactured
and held in stock may be sold for
medical purposes under the new
treasury regulations, Internal Revanenue Commissioner
Blair
nounced tonight.
Sale of this beer for the sick
could begin at once under the
proper permits, he declared, adding that there would be no delay in
the issuance of permits to brewers
whose applications were without
flaw. The bureau, he said, would
not allow any red tape to interfere
with immediate distribution of beer
Emfor medical purposes.
To permit beer in
plants to be used as medicine
Go
"takes a strained construction" of
the law, according to a statement
issued tonight by Wayne B. Wheeler, general counsel of the
league.
"We are not so much interested
(BY THK ASSO 1ATI0D PRKSS.)
New York, Nov. 1. British del- in this," he said, "as wo are in the
lustify President Harding's
enforcement
of tho provisions egates Jo the conference on limiinitiative, and, personally, lam
which prevent any applicant from tation of armaments will
go to not prepared even to contemplate
getting a permit who has violated Washington resolved
the
possibilities of failure. To do
that, short of so would
either state or federal law or regube to assume that the
This applies compromising the safety of the world was afflicted
lation thereunder.
with an Incurboth to brewer who makes his ap- empire or its sea security, they will able Insanity and could
not be replication as well as to the druggist go to almost any length to meet strained from suicide. The greatwho will get a permit to sll it." other great naval powers in a mu- est needs of mankind are
peace and
tual and proportionate effort to that relief from the burdens
of war
relieve
their
from
burwhich
the
to
people
peace ought
LIBERTY MEMORIAL TO
bring. No
den of competitive armament.
one recognizes this more clearly
This declaration was made today and fully than the British governKANSAS CITY FALLEN
first lord ment and people and none has
by Lord I.ce of
HEROES JSDEDICATED of the British Fareham,
admiralty, and an given greater proofs of sincerity in
official delegate of his country, the pursuit of theso high objects.
who arrived on the Olympic with By their bond, and, so far, lonely
(Br The AuoelaKd Pren.)
other
Kansns City. Mo.. Nov. 1. One
delegates from Italy. China lead In reduction of naval armaof the greatest assemblages in the and Japan.
ments; by their frank acceptance
Referring to th wnt ho said he of the principle of equality with
nistory or the country paid homage
to America's war dead here today had been convinced for years that America in naval strength, as also
at the dedication of Kansas City's Germany meant mischief, a .d add- by their present policy
of concilialiDerty memorial.'
being built In ed thut the lessons learned from tion and concession In Ireland,
honor of the city's sons who fell the war were not confined to those they have made It clear that they
learned from Germany.
not only seek peace but pursue it.
during the wr.
"Tho world," he asserted, "has
A mass of humanity
American
"It Is In this name spirit of praclegion members, visitors, citizens, learned a wider lesson still that tical endeavor that the British deldistinguished war leaders from al- militarism is a menace to civiliza- egates come, resolved that short
lied countries and high ranking tion.
of compromising the safety of the
"That Is what
officers of the United States army
brings us to empire or the sea security upon
and navy, including General Persh- Washington, And if, as I trust, we which its very existence
all go there In a spirit not merely a betrayal of our ancient depends,
ing, joined in the dedication.
heritage
The memorial is a great column of hope and sincerity, but of fixed of which they never could be
guiltv
to be reared on the crest of a hill determination to convert the preswill go to almost any length
they
on the Union station Plaza, atop ident's lofty aspiration into a prac- to meet the other
naval
which will burn a perpetual fire, tical working agreement, the war powers in a mutual great
and propora pillar of cloud by day and by will not have been fought in vain. tionate effort to relieve
our re"I come In a spirit of nulet con- spective peoples from the Intoler
night a pillar of fire."
Two million
dollars was sub fidence thnt the re,eu;ts of this con able burden of competitive
scribed ocully for tho memorial. ference will be such as amply to1

BEER FOR SICK MAY
BE SOLD AT ONCE IF
PERMITS ARE GOTTEN

BRITAIN IS WILLING TO MEET
OTHER POWERS IN AN EFFORT

TO RELIEVE ARMAMENT BURDEf

Anti-Salo-

Short of Compromising the Safety of the
pire or its Security at Sea, the Delegates
Will
to Almost Any Length, First Lord
cf the Admiralty Declares.
v

far-seei-

FREIGHT

NEW PENNSYLVANIA
SENATOR STARTED

RATES

LIFE AS TEACHER

1

HOT

(Spei-la- l

-

Aorlattd Pre.)

(By The

Chicago, Nov. 1. It costs
less to ship a ton of nowsprint
ppper from Scandinavia to New
York City than to ship a ton cf
the same paper from Ningar-York,
Falls across the state of New secreK. 8. Kellogg of New York,
Service
Trint
News
the
tary of
bureau, told the Salesmen's Association of the Paper Industry hers
today.
"America's paper Industry," Mr.
Kellogg said, "faces serious competition from foreign lands not
alone because of the fact that
ioroign paper Is made by cheap
labor, under depreciated exchange
conditions, but also because of
freight shipments."
showing comparative
Figures
freights between foreign shipping
points and American points, as
evidence of conditions
lng the paper Industry In general,
were supplied by Mr. Kellogg.
"The rate from Hamburg to
New York and other eastern ports
Is $4 per 1000 kilns or 3.S4 per
tnn nf 5 nun Tinnnrlfl. snd Sff Der
long ton or $5.86 per 2,000 pound-- )
from Scandinavia," he said. "Compared with this are rates from
various important American mills.
"The rate from Watertown and
Glens Falls to New York Is $5.60
and from Niagara Falls, 15.70.
The Watertown rate to Philadelphia and Baltimore Is $6.30. Typical rates from Important Canadian
shipping points to New York are:
Grand
Out., $10.50;
Kspanola,
Mere, Que., $7.60; Iroquois Fails.
Ont $9.60; Jonqulre, Que., $8.60;
Ottawa, Ont., $7.60: Sault Stc.
Mario, Ont., $10.50; Three Rivers,
Que.. $7.60.
York city rate are
not much better than the Canadian,
the Llvermora Falls rate being
16.40 and Millinocket, $7.70. From
Port Edwards, Wis., to New York
Cltv the rate Is $11.30 per ton;
to Philadelphia $10.90, and to
2

i

e,

$10.70.

William E. Crow.
William E. Crow A Unlontown,
Pa., the newly appointed U. S. senator to succeed the late Philander
Chase Knox, was born on a Pennsylvania farm. He started life as
a school teacher and has been a
successful newspaper man, lawyer
serve by
He
and legislator.
Appointment until the election In
1922.
November.
European prices, 'and Europe cannot supply America's permanent
needs. The normal result would
be wide swings In prices which are
always disadvantageous
to producer and purchaser alike in any
commodity where price extremes
aro found.
"It Is better fnr the American
user of newsprint to have a dependable source of supply at home
at a price which affords
a reasonable profit to the manufacturer
and thus encourage greater production thun to have a temporary
supply from abroad at prices fixed
by ruinous
unfair
which will vanish whencompetition,
world conditions again approach normal."
(

t
"America, even with tho best,
fastest and most modern paper PRODUCERS OF
HONEY
tnills in the world," Mr. Kellogg
"cannot
IN COLORADO SOLVE
declared,
successfully
compete with the prices of EuroMARKETING PROBLEM
pean paper made and shipped ' under these conditions.
I
It is the
will
In
suffer
(By The Ansorlnted I'rni.l
the
publishers who

Ions run, for American mills cannot make paper to meet present

STRONG BROS.
FURNITURE
LINOLEUM
RUGS

Montrose, Colo., Nov. 1. Honey
producers In this district have solved a marketing problem with the
parcels post. They declare they
will not return to the old method
of selling to commission houses but
will continue to deal directly with
the consumer.
W. S. Corhut, one of the shippers
who found himself with a surplus
of honcv that ho could not sell
because of low prices offered, decided to try out an experlmcnt.
Ho
sent some nost cards to a list of
addresses stating that ho would
deliver honey in five and ten pound
pails through the parcel post. The
response was encouraging and before tho 1921 stock of honey was
ready for the market he had disposed of the surplus stock from
the year before.
Ho then decided to market the
1921 crop in the same manner and
Is making a success of the venture.
Other bee men have followed his
plan and they say it Is a success.

ST.

LOUIS-DEMOCRA-

IS SHOT

AND

KILLED

(Br The Aworinted FreM.)
St. Louis, Mo., Nov. J. William

We

hit it right

DINNERWARE
SEEMS JUST
i WHAT WAS

.

These five new patterns of ours are the
prettiest and the low- est priced we have had
for years.
AND

They are stock pat-- ;
terns that is they
are patterns we will
always carry in stock
and you can select
what you need now
and fill in as needed.
Our stock ,of Hotel-?war- e
is the largest it
has ever been now. It
'
is most complete.
,

:

Strong Block

j

Copper at Second.

Correnpondenrt in The Journal.)

Tucumcarl, N. M., Nov. 1, A. U
Hamilton, county agent, and C. C.
Head, county club leader, together with county delegates and cluh
members have returned from the
state meet at Clovis.
Quay County Club leader Head
carried over the winning team in
stock Judging that will make the
trip to the western stock meet
to be held in Denver in January.
Winning members were: Ambrose
Brlttian and Clyde Miller of Porter and William Shirley of Tlasa
Largo. Head's team won the state
contest last year, going as delegates to the International Stock
meet at Chicago last December.
These bova were: Ole Welch, Nam.
Visa: Mount Hall, Plain and
Charles Miller, Forrest. These delegates made an excellent showlnj
In the race for the trip to London, England.
The counties of Colfax, Quay,
Mora, Curry and San Miguel were
represented at Clovis meet October 27 and 28. The state his six
county club leaders with about
1,500 boys and girls enrolled.
Quay county has an enrollment cf
U9. County Club Leader Head
is a Texas A. A M. student, having attended both A. tc M. and
the West Texas State collego at
Canyon. He has been employed
as leader In Quay the past two
years. Previous to the state meef,
the boys were given three weeks
of Intensive training by Club
Lender Head and Agent HandHnn.
Additional training will be given
the boys before the meet in Denver.
Quay members attending" thi
state meet other than the delegates were: Misses Flossie Guest,
Dovle Jackson, Mary Mltchall and
Bernlce Harvey.
The glr's were
chaperoned by Mrs. C. D, Crane
San
Jon.
of
Hunter 8. Moles of State collego Is in the city to confer with
County Agent Hamilton relative
to work that will be taken up in
the near future. Miss 8turdlvant.
assistant state club leader, will arrive this week to introduce in two
of the county schools a plan fo."
hot lunches. Nara Visa and Porter schools have been selected for
the experiment.
Nara Visa has
recently completed a new school
building at a cost of $45,000. Porter is one of the larger rural consolidated schools. They will finish an 18,00 building some time
next year. The experiment of hot
lunches were tried at the Plas.
Largo school last winter
a period of 90 days, the during
result
showing that 85 pupils were served
at a cost of h'A cents per pupil.

1

g

way.

Neighbors who saw the flames
leaping from the roof, rushed to
the scene and attempted to save
the contents of the house. Some
bedding and a few household
were recovered, ahead of the
flames, from the front part of the
dwelling. Many gallons of canned
fruit and other foodstuffs in the
basement of the house were destroyed when the building fell.
All clothing of the family was de
stroyed with the exception of their
everyday work clothes.
The barn and trash In the barnyard also caught fire, hut these
blazes were extinguished when n
ditch of water from an artesian
well was turned over the barnyard. Nothing of the dwelling
was saved.
The farm is the property of Mr.
W. L. Gage, who has the loss partially covered by insurance.
ar-tid-

Egan, a member of the democratic
city committee and recognized as
a "power" in local and state democratic affairs, was shot and killed
while standing in the doorway of
his saloon hero last night by unidentified assailants, who fired at
him from a curtained automobile
while passing.
"I don't know who shot me and
I wouldn't tell if I did.
I'm a
good sport," were Egan's dying
words.
ACCEPTS PAYMENT.
Salt Lake City,
Police claim a gang feud Is reNov. 1. The
for
Church
death.
of Jesus Christ of Latter
sponsible
Egan's
Day Saints, through Millard
ARTICI.KS FIIiFD.
its representative at Juan"!,
Panta Fe, Nov. 1. The Clara Mexico, has accepted 194,477.50 in
Barton Memorial association filed payment for lands formerly ownod
articles of Incorporation
at the by Mormon colonists In Mexico
corporation commission offices to- and during the revolution confl.
The
day.
association, according cated by the Mexicans, It was anto the articles, will build a me- nounced at the head office of the
morial at Clovis.
church here today.

Your state of health largely
depends upon the food you eat
No one who is physkally ailing in any way
can afford to take chances with the food he eat.
For upon the selection of your food, and upon
its perfect digestion and assimilation largely depends your state of health.
The most important thing in connection with
the digestibility of any cereal food is the way it
is prepared and the length of time it is cooked
or baked.
Grape-Nut- s,
the rich cereal food made from
whole wheat flour and malted barley, is probably
baked longer than any other cereal food.
A large part of the starch of the wheat and
in
barley is changed into dextrin and grape-sug- ar
This is one reason why
preparing Grape-Nut- s.
Grape-Nu- ts
is so easily digested by even the
most delicate people.
Grape-Nut- s
is wheat and barley so processed
as to make it delicious and appetizing oven young
children thrive on it and grow strong and rosy.
Go to your grocer today and get a package
of Grape-Nut-s.
Eat it as a cereal with milk or
cream, or make it into a delicious pudding. It
will be enjoyed and relished by every member
of the family.
,

Grape-Nut- s

the Body Builder

There's a Reason"

r

CONFF.ltF.NCn OF PARTY
LEADERS BEING URGED
New York, Nov. 1. An annual
conference of national and state
leaders of the party, designed to
clarify and placo before "the people the party's position on issues
of the day, is being urged upon
the democratic national commitD. Roosevelt,
tee by Franklin
democratic vice presidential candidate in 1920.
In a letter to the committee,
Mr. Roosevelt said he did not
think it sufficient to obtain ex
Dresslons of the political beliefs
of the entire parly every four
vears. and suggested that this
should be done at least every year.
A party, he1 declated, "can have
no clear, definite program behind
which its members can stand unitedly and whole heartedly, unless
Its leaders are possessed of machinery bv which they can keep
In close touch with the sentiment
of the party members throughout
tho entire country."
HULL

SERVED

IN TITE

SPANISH-AMERICA-

e,

SPURRED by enthusiasm, for Evereacjy's
.Jftnew Flashlight, an Eveready Dealer one
'wnight recently introduced it to the crowds
of New York's Broadway.
j

ti as
iStif'

Wffl

II

2

extra

Chattanooga, Tenn., Nov. 1.
Judge Hull Is a native of Overton
county, Tennessee, and attended
Cumberland university, Lebanon,
Tenn. He spent his early life as
His
a farmer and lumber dealer.
first public service was as a member of the Tennessee legislature.
Later he was judge of the Fifth
Tennessee judicial district, and
snrved several terms in congress
n
He served in tho
He is 50
war as captain.
years old.

Mazda

Eveready

worth

lamps,

60 cents.

Get it and test it. over night, and if you
are not eager to keep it, return it to the
dealer, and he will refund your money.

by the world
famous "bright lights," he demonstrated
the focused flashlight in front of his
He played it on
store to passers-by- .
him to the
about
and
signs
buildings
amazed gaze of hundreds.

Though handicapped

There

an Eveready Flashlight for
tubular, pocket, and
lantern types at prices ranging down to
70. cents, including the new Pocket
Light at 1.75. The Focusing Flashlight
is designed especially for outdoors, for
automobiles, and wherever long distance
light is required; the Diffused Flashlight
for indoors, and" wherever a broad field
of light is needed.
is

every

Many at once bought The Eveready
Focusing Flashlight: They saw what it
could do.

Until you have tried it you can not know
the maximum usefulness of a flashlight.

WAR

(You can make the same test. Get this
new Flashlight from an Eveready
Dealer. Just 3.75, including the
Eveready Battery worth
cents, and two

purpose

Only genuine Eveready Batteries will insure
service for your Eveready
and
Flashlight. But
Eveready Batteries
long-live- d,

bright-burnin-

y

ft

improve all flashlights.

Spanish-America-

SOLDIER BONUS
FIGHT WILL BE
RENEWED TODAY
(Continued from Page One.)

ing and bowle knives, dirk knives,
daggers, cigar and cigarette holdFIRE DESTROYS FARM
ers and pipes, humidors and smokHOME IN PECOS VALLEY ing stands, hunting and shooting
garments and riding habits, liveries
and livery boots and hats and auto(Rperla! fnrrcrpondanco to The Jnitrnnl

Artesla, N. M., Nov. 1. The
farm home of Mr. and Mrs. N. R.
White, who reside a few miles
north of Artesla on the Cottonwood, was totally destroyed on
Friday when the house burned to
the ground.
Mrs. White was
home at the time, but knew noth-lnof the fire, until the conflagration had gained great head-

Demonstrate to. Yourself what the Eveready
Flashlight Demonstrated to Broadway

matic slot device weighing machines, 10 per cent; yachts and
motor boats, not designed for trade,
fishing or national defense, and
pleasure boats and pleasure canoes,
if sold for more than $100, 10 per
cent: automatio elot vending machines, 5 per cent.
Tax.
Manufacturer's
Five per cent manufacturers
taxes on carpets, trunks, vaiises,
purses, portable light fixtures, and
fans soli in excess of certlfleJ
inese
amounts were agreed to.
are to replace existing luxury,
clothing and similar taxes paid to
i.n
the retailer by the customer.
senate struck out a committee
amendment for a 5 per cent tax
for the leasing or licensing oi
mminff nicture films.
Bv 32 to 18, the senate agreed
to the house rate of 6 per cent
Instead of the present 10 per cent
nn works oi ail.
The Jewelry tax section with the
present rate of 6 per cent was
agreed to, but with a provision
exempting surgical instruments,
eye glasses and spectacles.
One of the two new taxes proposed by the finance committee,
that on office furniture and fit
tings made of imported cabinet
woods, was knocked out.
Senators Hefiln, democrat, Ala
bama, and Townsend, republican
Michigan,- led a fight for repeal
of the 8 per cent tax on automo
biles, but the committee amend
ment was sustained.
The senate tonight completed
censideration of the excise tax title
and adopted clarifying amend
ments, leaving only the Insurance
tax section to be disposed of. It
recesfed at 10:30 p. m. until 11
a. m. tomorrow.

$3.75
cAt any Dealet
NATIONAL

CARBON CO., Inc. 599 EIGHTH STREET, SAN FRANCISCO.
30 EAST 42nd STREET, NEW YORK.

PERSONAL NOTES
OF THE STATE
STATU COIjI.KGF.
Misses Elsie Rlchetson. Velma
Dell, Dorothy and Eva Yoast, and
Jeane Hanson gave a very delightful dance at the parish house In

Did you know that there's a book which
lists all the people in this town who need
and ought to have an Eveready Flash-

Mesllla Park Saturday evening.
The dance was attended by a great
number of college students and
it will be remembered as one of
the bright evenings of the fall.
A very delightful
party was
given at the girl ' dormitory Saturday evening by the young ladies
A number of thf
living there.
college students attended and
the Hallowe'en party.
A Hallowe'en
party was rtlven
by the B. Y. P. U. of Las Crnces
Monday evening in the hay barn
of Mr. O. C. Snow. The people
came masked and after a gruat
ghosty time everyone unmasked
and games played and refreshments served.
Several hundred
people attended the party.

light? And that your name is among
them? There IS. It's the city directory!
We have Eveready Flashlights for Everybody from $3.75 down to 70c. Come get
yours.

"IF IT'S HARDWARE WE
First And Copper

FINED AND SENTENCED
TO PRISON ON CHARGE
OF COUNTERFEITING

IT"

Phone 74

New Mexico Steel Co. Inc.

til.

2100

GHTS
HASHIS
AW

Fig Syrup"

Those behind the Smoot plan
said their calculations tonight gave
assurance of not less than 42 republicans and three democrats or
only four short of a majority of
the senate. Counting the number
of senators now here they claimed
to have close to enough votes to
carry them to victory.
A more official, but incomplete
canvass of the republican membership showed 29 for the sales
tax and only seven against, with
five doubtful.
Sales tax advocates have been
conducting a quiet but earnest
campaign in the senate for several
days. This was followed tonight
by a charge from Senator King,
Utah, that the tax bill was beina
stripped of the miscellaneous tax
with a view to making a sales tax
Hurry mother! Even a sick child
loves the "fruity" taste of "Calimore logical.
fornia Fig Syrup" and it never
fails to open the bowels. A
PROPOSED $16,000,000
today may prevent a sick
tomorrow.
child
If constipated
LOAN IS ABANDONED
bilious feverish, fretful, has cold.
or
if
is sour, tongue
stomach
colic,
Associated
The
Frew.)
(Br
bad. remember a
New York. Nov. 1. Default bv coated, breath
of
the little bowels
the Chinese republio of the 15.500.- - good cleansing
000 Joan made by the Chicago bank, la often all that is necessary.
Ask your druggist for genuine
aue tonay, naa resulted in
of a proposed
loan to "California Fig Syrup" which has
directions for babies and children
China for $10,000,000.
of all ages printed on bottle. MothAn American banker representing the Chinese consortium todav er! You must aay "California" or
issued this statement.
you may get an Imitation fig syrup.
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LUMBER COMPANY

'

PAPERS

.

',

Albright
AnderSOIl

GLASS, PAINT,
CEMENT. PLASTER.

423 NORTH FIRST HTltEET.

SESSIONS

Attend a school that Is surrounded with an Atmosphere
of Business.
thorough course In this
school would prepare you for
a worth-whil- e
position.
ENROLL NOW.

Aztec Fuel Company
1

IT

(mc

Phone 401

--

rrIr

"

DAY AND NIGHT

gaa- a-

Welders.
Tel. 1UI7--

motor

WATER

We want good. clean cotton lumtP
'y'"V."n AlhnQ.nerq.un.
rags, (good size, no small
pieces. Bring them to the TZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZT
Wind Shield

ioiirnai.

nnfl

St.

for sale

1

Maehlnlsts

Bran Brinse,

in Iron.

8. Second

C. H. CARNES

Fu,un?ry

rounders

Engineers

Uolltrmakrrs

SPECIALIST IN OCULAR
REFRACTION
107 S. Fourth.
Phone 1057--

BATTERIES

MOTHER!

anan-odnme-

HAVE

HUSBAND AND WIFE WRITE
Mr. and Mrs. James Carson, Columbus, N. M., sign a letter saying,
"We have both concluded wo shall
never be without Foley Cathartic
Tablets and we believe them to be
essential to good health." They
keep the L.omach sweet, liver active and bowels regular. They banish constipation, indigestion, biliousness, sick headache, bloating,
sour stomach gas on stomach, bad
breath, coated tongue. Not habit
forming. Sold everywhere.

(Br The Anioclattd I'reM.)

Salt Lake City, Nov. .Victor
Kllngensmith, engraver, formerly
of Butte, Mont., convicted on
three counts of counterfeiting, was
PROPONENTS OF SALES
sentenced to pay a fine of $100
TAX GAINING STRENGTH- and serve three years Imprisonment at Leavenworth when he apWashington, Nov. 1 (by the As- peared before Judge Page Morris
sociated Press). Sales tax pro- - of
the federal court today. The
povents in the senate claimed to- plates from which spurious
S3. 00
necesto
have
close
to
the
night
notes were made was confiscated
sary majority to put through one shortly after his arrest a few days
of the three alternate plans offollowing his arrival from Butto.
fered by Senator Hmoot, republican, Utah, as a substitute for the
miscellaneous excises contained in
tho pending tax revision bill.
Canvasses of the senate made
tonight while the luxury nuisances
taxes were under debate, were
said to have shown at least halt
of the total republican membership prepared to support the sales Move Child's Bowels with
tax. Senator Smoot claimed also
a number of democratic support"California
ers.

CALIFORNIA

Directory lists names of people
who need Eveready Flashlights

-

NEEDED

(

rage One.)
which
was given.
vote of approval,
Mr. Hull thanked the committee,
praised the work of hiB predecessor,
called for a united democracy, predicted future success for the party
and flayed the republican administration.
Mr. Hull said he wanted to "decentralize" authority by throwing
greater responsibility on local orrecommended
He
ganisations.
between nationclose
He
committees.
state
local
and
al,
also urged that women be more
local
on
completely represented
committees.
He declared that the "reactionary group of the republican party
executed a new mortgage on it
last year and when it went into
power last March it had no vestige
of policy no program except to
carry out the wishes of the privileged group which financed its
campaign."
(Continued from
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Hay-mor-

OUR STOCK OF

t

IT
TRIP TO DENVER

America Cannot Success-- i
fully Compete With the
Prices of the European
j Product, Is Claim.

r

FORMER CONGRESSMAN
IS CHOSEN COMMITTEE
HEAD BY DEMOCRATS

MEMBERS WIN

U. S. MENACE

! PAPER

November 2, 1921.
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West Gold Ave
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m handlers

EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM
TO BE GIVEN TONIGHT
AT ST. JOHN'S CHURCH

RUCGO

T ROPQLIS

AS

ST

SUSPECT IN
ISE ROBBERY

Ten Thousand Quit Their Police Claim He Sold Cameo
Is
Distribution
Brooch Which Was Among
Posts;
Confined to Hospitals and
Articles Stolen at
Home Saturday .
Other Institutions.
Schu-mak-

(By The Aanorlnted
Kew York, Nov. 1.

Prem.)

New York's
metropolitan area, cut off today
from its milk supply by a strike of
more than 10,000 wagon, drivers
and platform men, continued tonight to be without normal

Progress towards settlement was
made late today, however, at a
conference called by Mayor Hylan
when committees representing the
union and the distributors agreed
to confer tomorrow in an effort to
adjust differences. New York milk
Shortly after the
conference board had announced
that it would seek to have the milk
supply at outlying stations protected
by the state constabulary, the first
violence of the strike was reported.
After a running fight In which
several shots were fired, the police
arrested two men, charged with
conoverturning a grocer's cart
striking him on
taining milk and milk
botte.
the head with a
The day's distribution was confined to hospitals and other institutions. Union men have agreed to
continue such deliveries.

er

Louis Itucco, arrested by the police last night. Is being held for Investigation regarding the burglary
at the home of Mrs. M. D.
224 South Ei'ith street Saturday night. The Schumaker home
was entered early in the evening
and a large number of articles
stolen. Among them was a cameo
brooch set with pearls.
The brooch is said to have been
sold by Rucco to a woman In Old
Albuquerque for $15. It was valued
bv Mis. Schumaker at $40. Rucco
admitted selling it, but refused Po-to
toll where he had obtained it.
lice also believe Rucco knows something about a robbery last night,
where a cask of wine was broken
into. Splashes of wine were found
on Rucco's trousers.
Claiming that he was tired of
this life, Rucco told police that
when they went Into the Jail this
morning they would only find his
remains. He o'o wrote a letter to
his mother telling her there was
bidnothing left in life for him and careding her goodbye. He was
fully searched by the police, who
did not find any weapon or poison.
Schu-make-

r,

servam. '
Chauffeurs ana otner
.1..
,...nc:r.nmia WPrA SPUt OUt
In motor cars to hunt for milk to
n..u 11 FISHERMEN DROWN
day while thousands oi women
Khildren from tenement districts
WHEN BOATS CAPSIZE
besieged milk depots and platforms
unloadare
at which milk trains
(Br The Asiwlulod Prei.)
ed.
Anglesea, N. J Nov. 1. Coast
guards were still searching tonight
for the bodies, of eight of the
REPORT ON FEDERAL
eleven fishermen who lost their
ROAD BILL ADOPTED lives off Hereford inlet early today when their boats were capsized during a "southeaster." Three
(By The Aaivwlated rrem.)
1.
house
The
Nov.
bodies were washed ashore early
Washington,
today by a vote of 194 to 36 adopt- today and efforts are being made
ed the conference report on the to reach one of the battered fishfederal aid roads bill which car- ing smacks, which ran aground on
ries nn appropriation of $75,000,-00- 0 a bar, in the belief that more bodies
for highway construction.
might be found in it. High seas
The vote was taken on the re- made the approach to the wreck
Ochazardous.
port of the conferees reach
tober 28, but the senate is yet
The fishermen left here yesterto take action. The bill now pro- day to raise their nets for the winvides a straight appropriation ter. While they were returning in
continuing federal aid to the two boats, which had been lashed
net
states Instead of the original house together, to carry the
provision which merely author poles, the men were caught by the
ized funds.
storm, several miles irom.sume.
Roth boats, according to fishermen,
LADY LAIRIER DEAD.
were dashed to pieces by the high
Ottawa, Nov. 1. Lady Laurler, seas while tiylng to cross the bar.
aged 79, widow of Sir Wilfred LauIn the latter days of the eightrler, former prime minister of Canada, died nt her home today after eenth century ladies changed wigs
a short illness.
for every new toilette.

AN OLD

ALBUQUERQUE. N.MEH..
STORE WITH A NEW

SPIRIT

Good News From
Our Shoe Section

The first of a series of monthly
oducatlonal program meetings will
be given this evening at 7:30 in
the Guild hall by the Woman's
Auxiliary of .St. John's church.
There will be short and inter
esting talks on the work of the
Episcopal church throughout the
world, illustrated by tableaux,
dramatic incidents,
music and
readings.
The subject of the meeting this
evening will be "The Heritage of
the Fathers" and will depict the
early life of the church in the
colonies. Dean L. R. Mitchell of
the university will give a talk on
the "Ideals of the Founders," and
three members of the auxiliary
will give
talks on
Rishop White, lilshop Philander
Chase and Bishop Boone.
There will be a tableaux, "The
Baptism of Pocahontas," representing the early missions of the
church.
A social hour will follow the
program, and all members and
friends of St. John's parish are invited to be present.
There will be no admission
charged or offering taken.
four-minu-

RESIGNATION OF

FITZMOflHIS

TO

BE ASKED TODAY
Chicago Alderman Will Demand the Removal of
Chief of Police at a Meeting of the City Council.
n.v Th

Aaiorlatrd I'reM.)

Chicago, Nov. 1. The argument
between Charles Fitzmorris, chief
of police, and Robert E. Crowe,
state's attorney, over vice conditions In Chicago passed the verbal
stage tonight when Mr. Crowe subpoenaed a police captain to appear
before the grand Jury and Alderman J. J. Johntry announced that
at tomorrow's city council ioeting
he would present a resolution demanding the chief's resignation.
Chief Fitzmorris suspended Police Sergeant O'Malley, assigned as
chief of the state's attorney's raiding squad, because he refused to
report on raids conducted during
the past few days at the order of
Mr. Crowe. O'Malley immediately
was given a .1ob in the state's attorney's office at an lncrea.se in
salary.
The fight between Chief Fitzmorris and Mr. Crowe, wnlch starterl
Saturday when the state's attorney
announced that "since Fitzmorris
had failed to rid Chicago of vice,
the state would clean up the city,"
and immediately sent out raiding
squads which have made several
hundred orrcfts, tonight was look
ed on by many as a political war
through which som? hoped to bring
about the ch'ef'a resignation.
Mavor Thompson, who appointed Fitzmorris and backed Crowe
in the election campaign, returned
hurriedly tonight from a vacation
with the announcement that he
would side with neither man, but
would act as a peacemaker.
Later the mayor issued a statement in which he said he had not
yet had time "to find what it was
jail about" but that "he knew of no
reason why Chief Fitzmorris should
resign or why any one should re-- I
quest his resignation."

RECORD BROKEN
AT KANSAS CITY
Jumps From
an Altitude of Approximately 26,000 Feet From

Encil Chambers

B. The AMinHutoit

rr.)

Kansas City, Mo., Nov. 1. Encll
Chambers, of Post field, Fort Sill,
Oklahoma, today broke wliat officials suy is the record for high altitude imruchutc jumping, when he
2t,000 feet
leaped approximately
from an army plane piloted by
Lieutenant Wendell Brooksley, also
of Post field. The stunt was performed in connection
with the
American legion flying meet. SerChambers'
descent took
geant
landed
nilntues.
He
eighteen
about five miles from t'.ie field.
Sergeant Chambers' former record was 22,001!
feet. This was
later broken by Lieutenant Hamilton at Hantoul, 111., last summer,
who jumped 2,1,007 feet. Representatives of the Aero Club of
America will send the sealed barograph to Washington to have it
calibrated and the official altitude
verified.
Both Chambers and his pilot
were equipped with oxygen tanks
and special
clothing. Tho
to Lieutenant
ascent, according
Brookley, required an hour and a
half.
Intense cold was encountered and
Chambers and Brookley commenced
"smoking" their oxygen when they
reached 22,000 feet.
"I didn't go to sleep," said Sergeant Chambers, "but just sat and
watched the cloudless sky during
the ascent. The horizon was nothing but mist."
When the flyers had reached the
"ceiling'' Brookley gave tho signal
and Chambers climued out on the
fuselage. Then he dived deadfirst
said he
into space. Chambers
dropped fully 600 feet before his
parachute opened.
Chambers said he suffered intensely from the cold during the
early minutes of his five mile descent, then, he declared, he lighted
a cigarette and smoked it during
half of the downward journey.
A huge all metal plane of the
monaplane type, carrying ten passengers, today ascended 14,000 feet.
Officials of the meet declared this
was a record for a one motor plane
of this type.
Fred Lemon, of Oklahoma City,
today attempted for tho firth time
a parachute jump from a height of
only 100 feet. His parachute owning with the wind and Jerking him
suddenly from the plane, descend- a
suffered
Lemon
ed rapidly.
slightly wrenched ankle.

is recognized

Bjr Reducing Pieces
Reduction
Seduction Reduction
on
Oil
Ott

Cord Tires R&ricHtaes ThwMEres.
c.
alze

CONNECTION

R0BBERYJJF

WITH
LIQUORS

(By The AMwiitled PreM.)
Washington, Nov. 1. Four ar-- !
rests were made here by the police
tonight in connection with the rob-- 1
bery of rare liquors from the sum- -'

J

in
mer home of Joseph
I.eesburgh, Va., on October 11. One
in a general
man was wounded
fight which started when the oft'i-- !
cers descended on the house on K
utreet where the four were
The robbery of the Leiter
home was sid to be the largest
liquors
(single theft of alcoholic
since prohibition went Into effect.

CHARLES AND HIS WIFE
' EN ROUTE TO RUMANIA

Many thrifty people taking advantage of our
Shoe Sale. Some remarkable values listed here.

Women's $11.00 to $13.50 Value Shoes,
for $7.95.
0f7 QK

Women's Black Kid, welt sole,
Cuban Heel Boots
Women's Black Kid, turn sole,
French Heel Boots
Women's Black Kid, welt sole,
Cuban Heel Boots
Women's Brown Calf, welt solo,
Cuban Heel Boots
Women's Brown Kid, welt sole,
Cuban Heel Boots
Women's Black Kid, welt sole,
Cuban Heel Boots

u) f
(!
0T7 QfT

(By Tim AuMH'Infrd

Prc.)

Budapest, Nov. (by the Assocla-e- d
The cabinet has dePress.)
cided to comply with the allied ultimatum to depose the Hapsburg
dynasty and has convoked the assembly for Thursday to pass the
necessary motion.
Former Emperor Charles and
his wife have left Tihany and sailed
aboard the British gunboat Glowworm for Galatz, Rumania.
1
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Feel Weak, Tired,
"AIL Played Out?"

0TJ QfT
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.

0J7
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Women's $8,00 to $10.50 Value Shoes,
for $4.95.
Women's Tan Calf, welt sole,
Cuban Heel Boots:
Women's Black Calf, welt sole,
French Heel Boots! . . i
Women's Black Kid, welt sole,
Sport Heel Boots........
Women's Tan Calf,
Sport Heel Boots

.........

0 4 QC
0 4 QC
VJttUO
0 4 QJT

,.
.

fDttUO
0A QC

OtiiW

Girls' and Children's Shoes.
Girls' New Fall Models In Black, Tan and Brown
Leather Boots; values to $6.00. On sale at
Misses' Patent Lace Shoes, white, grey, brown
.and black tops; $7.00 values, for.....
Misses' Educator Shoes, in black kid and calf,
lace and button; $6.00 values, special....
Misses' Button and Lace Shoes, In Patent Kid
and Calf. $4.00 value, - for. ...
Children's Patent Lace Shoes, white, grey,
'.

value
Children's Button and Lace Shoes, In black kid
and calf. $4.00 value
Children's Button, Cloth Top Shoes, In kid, and
,
patent. $3.50 value for
Infants' Turn Sole Shoes, In patent, kid and'
and lace. Made over Foot Form Lasts.
Sizes 2 to 8. Extra good values. , ,
$6.00
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Docs the least exertion tire you
out? Do you feel "blue" and worbackache,
ried, suffer dragglng
headaches and dizziness? Too many
"female
women blame
trouble" for this unhappy state Instead of weak kidneys, which so
often are the cause. You must act
quickly to prevent moro serious
trouble. Use Doan'g Klriitcy Pills.
thousands of
They have helped
weak, tired women. They should
help you. Ask your neighbor. A
cusp In Albuquerque.
Mrs. M. A. Foy. 923 S. Third St.,
says: "I suffered dreadfully with
my back. Nervous, dizzy spells
My Kidneys
kept me miserable.
didn't act regularly and were painful. I used Doan's Kidney Pills,
getting them from the Palace Drug
Co. They strengthened my back
and relieved the aching. My kidneys became regular in action, too.
Doan's have no equal in my

32x4

46.30

DOAN'SW
60
at all Drug Stores

roserrfiIburnCo.Mlftk.".DirflJo.NY

'

Brlckley's
professional
team of New York.

football

30x3

36x6
40x8

$10.95 $ 9.85

30x372

37.05

Pnfc.
Sin

New

Price

13.95

12.55

33x472

53.55

42.85

32x4

28.25

25.45

35x5

68.45

54.75

34x472, 40.30

36.25

CUnt Solid.
Sir.

Old

Price

New
Price

$91.85$ 82.65
165.20 148.70
Old

Price

New

Price

36x10 106.90: 95.20
40x14 lgl.75! 163.60

Prices on Other Sizes Reduced Proportionately

No greater tire values were ever given. See your Firestone
dealer. He gives the best in service and the greatest in value.

Such Actions Make It Im
nossible to Have Law
Abiding Labor Organizations. Labor Leader Says

t
Madera, Penn state's firs' string
who
broke his leg in the
tackle,
Harvard game, will be unable to
walk for at least three months.
Jim Thorpe has signed "Dinger"
Doane for his Cleveland Tiger.
Donne started the season with

Old
Price

Size

30x372 $24.50 $19.60

JUDGE ANDERSON

'

New
Price

Old
Price

OF

WnshinK'on. Nov. 1. In state
ments commenting on the injunction against miners' union activities in West Virginia issued by
Federal Judge Anderson at Inf
dianapolis. President Samuel flora-nthe American Federation
nf T.nbor said today such actions
"are making It impossible for us
to have a law abiding, patriotic
and rational labor organization of
American citizens," while narry
Olmstead, representing the operators' association of the Williamson field said "Tho ruling
frees the coal industry and restores the right of individuals,
both operator am? minor, to contract with each other as guaranteed, by the constitution and laws
of the United States.
"Judicial actions of Judge Anderson and others like him
tako the possibility of progress out
of the hands of the rational labor
movement," Mr. Gompers said.
"It becomes quite apparent,"
said Mr. Olmstead, "that this situation has brought to life the question as to whether the United
Mine Workers of America is to he
rocognlzed as stronger than the
government."
"If orderly, well regulated,
renonnble labor activities arc so
will
treated, the working peoplethemfind some way to protect
to
protest,
selves, to proceed,
against such things as are contained In Judge Anderson's deci"The
sion," Mr. Gompers said.
workers will make short shrift o(
the conservative
leadership they
have now and will easily find
others to go with them on a difI cannot for the
ferent course.
life of mean, understand how a
man like Judge Anderson cannot
understand that the labor demands
that he hears today are tho minimum to which conservative leadership has been able to reconcile
the membership of unions."
Mr. Gompers was asked If the
"checkoff"
system of collecting
miners' union dues, also-- forbidden by tho Indianapolis injunction, was Included In his defense
of the union activities.
"It has existed moro than 2"
years by mutual arrangement,"
he replied.
Tho ruling of Judge Anderson,
Mr.. Olmstead said, "will restore
the merit system and result In
closer individual relationship between employer and employe."
ho added,
"I feel, however,"
"that a great duty has arisen because of tho effect of this Injunction which can only be performed
by the operators doing all they
can to make their employes know
and feel they are being justly,
and
honestly
equitably, dealt
with. If this duty Is performed
as it should be there will bo eliminated the class hatred and antagonisms that have been fostered
and kept alive by radical labor
leaders to the detriment of not
only employer and employe but
tho public as well."
i

of

Again Leads in Lowering Transportation Costs

GOMPERS GRILLS
UNCTION

that the need

the hour is a reduction in transportation costs to stimulate industry and
commerce and improve general business conditions.

It

An Army Airplane.

st Miles per Dollar

IV

(By The Amnrlnted Prem.)

IN

Three

PARACHUTE LEAP

fur-line- d

4 ARRESTS ARE MADE

brown and black tops.
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Riga, Nov. 1. The Kosta news
agency attributes to tue Russian
sevforeign office a statement that
eral well equipped forces of infantry, cavalry and machine gunners
numbering from 500 to 1,500,
TJ,. In
nnrl the l'olisn- rkrninlan frontier and Invaded ther
iu uuu-beUkraine) from Uclooer
29 and distributed arms among
the population.
bilizatlon in the name of the "Ukrainian republic," which had hcen
proclaimed at Tarnow. The troops
were repulsed by tho Red army,
suffering a number of casualties.

,.,

DECLARES

3 MASTED SCHOONER

5 ARMED MEN SNATCH
A
BAG
CONTAINING

UKRAINE IS INVADED
BY POLISH FORCES

FINANCIAL
CLEARER

HORIZOJVJS

$6,500

IS

FOUND

DRIFTING

ESCAPE

AND

(By Tim Ansnrhitrd l'ro

(By The Annocliilfcl Trwi.)
New York, Nov. 1. Five armed

snatched a bag containing $8,500 from Joseph Meyei
owitz, paymaster of the New York
Dressed Beef company, outside of
the company's office while a
crowd of the concern's employes
stood by, too bewildered to Interfere. After threatening to shoot
any one who followed them, the
holdup men leaped into an automobile and escaped.
men today

)

Fla., Nov. 1. A
d
schooner found drifting off the southeast coast of Flor
Jacksonville,

three-maste-

ida, was towed to St. Johns Bar
today by tho coast guard cutter
Yamacraw.
The vessel, supposedly a victim of the recent hurricane, had not been identified tonight and nothing was known
here of the fate of its crew. The
schooner's bottom had been newly
painted.

Small Savings Count
A young man's opportunities are sometimes his only
His best opportunity is to insure his life for
fortune.
A life policy, taken at the
the benefit of his family.
secures to a family fifty times the
ago of twenty-threamount of its annual premium.
Tho protection begins
the moment the first premium Is paid. If you put your
In
a
bank
it
money
savings
may take years ot accumulate
a comparatively
Insure your life, and if
small sum.
you should die tomorrow your family will have more
of an estate than you could save during a long period
of years.

FARMER IS GORED BY
ENRAGED BULL; DIES

e,

Aorl.(r(l I'rr?.)
1.
F.
Paonia, Colo.. Nov.
64
Sherfick,
years old, a farmer,
(By The

N.
is

dead of wounds he received yester(By The Asuoclnted PreM.)
day when an enraged bull gored
New York, Nov. 1. Reginald
of him in the pasture near his home.
Tmncellor
,r..inn.n
.u
Sherfick attempted to save
u.i,i.t, oviiphnpr. who has Mrs.husband
by beating the bull off
been studying the commercial and her
with a club. The animal later was
economic situation in Amnuin a statement tonight that shot to death by the sheriff.
horizon seems clear
"the financial
un..nu l will nrnhnhlv be
JEWfXTtY STOLKX.
N. J., Nov. 1.
considerable timo before normal
Bernardsville,
inam
I
Thieves took $20,000 worth of
conditions are restored,
clined to say that the corner Is Jewelry from the home of Colonel
turned.
Anthony It. Kuser. vico president
"Reroverv is bound to be slow, of the Public Service corporation,
Members of the
he added.
early today.
family awoke with severe headaches and the polico believe the
a roMTE m;iu;L.R.
intruders drugged them.
Kneales. Ariz.. Nov. !
in
Nogales,
Over. American consul
encounter
an
had
OUU OWX JAZZ ORCHKSTRA,
Sonora, today
Mr. Dyer TONIGHT
COLLEGE IXX.
with a polite burglar.
heard some one prowling about the
to
American consulate and began
He found a stranger
Investigate.
him to leave.
and commanded
"Thank you, Mr. Dyer," said the
tho
from
stranger as ho ran

.

Full particulars and specimen policies will gladly
be sent upon request without obligation on your part.

1

GROCERY STORE
FOR SALE

mxnv rnovrcs i at.T;.

Wvo.. Nov. 1. Follow
ing the death of Harry Richards
here this afternoon as a result, it
is alleged, of a blow Btruck by
quarrel,
George McDance during aRichards
McDance was arrested.
was knocked down and did not
consciousness after the blow,
according to statement by police.

The undersigned,

NAPOLEON'S IDEAL
WOMAN
The great Napoleon, in response
to a question once asked by a lady,
replied "My Ideal woman Is not the
beautiful society belle or tne Butterfly of fashion, but the matron

1921.

e
who reaches middle age In
nreservation of health, with
stalwart children by her side,"
There are a great many women
of middle age who owe their good
health to Lydia K. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound, that famous
medicine for femule ills, tor almost fifty years this wonderful
medicine, compounded of roots and
herbs, has been restoring sutlerins-wometo health.
com-nlet-

trustee

appointed
ruptcy for William

having

been

bankBraff, 601

THOS. F. BOURKE, Agency Mgr. for N. M.
OLIVER C. KING, Asst. Agency Mgr.
114 South Third St.
Albuquerque, N. M.

Masons Attention

In

North Second street, desires to
sell STOCK and FIXTURES of
the BRAFF GROCERY, and
will receive bids, for all, up to
2 , o'clock p. in., November 4,
The undersigned will be at 001
North Second street, at the
store, every day till date, from
1 to 2 o'clock p. m. to show
merchandise to prospective

purchasers.
All bids subject to the approval
of the United States district
court.

George Mulbar,
Trustee

The Equitable Life Assurance
Society of the United States

In Bankruptcy.

Temple Lodge No. 6 will hold open house, Wednesday evening, November 2nd, Masonic Temple, at
8:30 o'clock. Program will include Musical num-- t

bers and addresses on

George Washington, the

a?on

The principal address of the evening will be delivered by Brother Walter S. Trowbridge, D. D.,
of Santa Fe.
All Masons and their Ladies Are
Cordially Invited

Refreshments will be served.

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL

I'ase Four
than usual In the
Iested but there was little change
her demeanor.
Conspicuous
among the front row of spectators
and witnesses within the railing
was Alonzo V. Donley, venerable,
father of Kdward and Jtobert

ARGUMENTS ARE
OPENED

II HE

Attorney General Opens for
the State at Trial of
. Woman Accused of Poisoning Her Husband.
(B.t The Amoclntpd

PreM.)

But little time was taken up In
'With only a word
preliminaries.
or two of introduction Attorney
(ieneral Black swung straight Into
his argument.
Practically every
phase of the state's evidence wan
reviewed, explained and commented upon and the whole linked Into
a story which was not without dramatic moments although for fh?
most part commonplace
to the
point of being almost banal.
Truces the Story.
Step by st.cn he traced the story
of the defendant, beginning with
her marriage to Kdward .F. Meyer,
her fourth husband.
Ho sketched
the arrival of the pair as bride
and groom at tho Blue Lakes
ranch, the sickness of Meyer, his
wife's actions, the sending of the
patient to tho hospital and tho
progress of the illness which culminated In death,
The evidence
of attending and consulting physicians, the finding of the chemists, the evldonce as to possession
of the deadly Insect exterminator,
from which It was claimed th
poison was extracted by the defendant both before and after the
death of the husband, were all
given their place In the story and
fitted together In orderly sequence.
Walters Will Argue Xext.
Spectators were not permitted
to leave the court room except
during a ten minute
recess. None manifested any
desire to leave.
Former District Judge Edward
A. 'Walters will argue next for
tho state, following which nil
three of the attorneys for tho defense will address the Jury, with
W. P. Guthrie, chief counsel, closing. County Prosecutor Frank L.
Stephan will then close for tho
state in rebuttal.
The arguments will
continue until some timeprobably
,

Falls. Idaho. Nov. 1. In
Rn address covering the entire his
tory of the case of F.dward f.
Meyer, and reviewing the salient
features of the cases of Harlan
C, Lewis and Cordon McHaffie,
and Edward
former husbands,
of the deDoolcy, brother-in-lafendant, Attorney General Hoy U
Black of Idaho, this afternoon delivered the opening address for
the slate against Lyda Meyer
Southard, on trial hero charged
with the murder of Meyer.
2
Opcnlns of court was set for
o'clock tmt long before this hour
people began to occupy seats Jn
the court room. I'.y half past one
every chair had been filled and
a double row of extra seats were
provided on the side of the railing. 'When Judge Babcock finally
took his seat he faced the largest audience which has yet been
present during a session of the
case. The big double doors Into
the room were left open and
crowd which blocked the corridor
The private
these.
surrounded
entrance via the attorneys' ante
filled with
room was similarly
listeners.
Interested.
More
Defendant
The defendant appeared in the
she has worn
costume
pame
throughout the trial, a brown coat
a
collar of black fur.
suit with
Her chair was between that of MINISTER TO
DENMARK
her husband, Paul Vincent Southard, who appeared in his uniform
LEAVES F0R HIS POST
nf a chief petty naval officer, and
her father, William J. Trueblood.
(Bf The Associated I'rese.)
She appeared rather more lnter- New Tork, Nov. 1. Dr. John
Dyneley Prince, professor of Slavonic languages at Columbia university who was rocently appointCold
ed United States minister to Denmark, leaves today for his diplomatic post. He expects to devote
part of his time in Denmark to
be convinced that Dr. continuing
studies of that counYOU will New
Discovery does just try's early history and ancient Inwhat it is meant to do soothes cough-ra- scriptions.
"I have a special sentimental,
throats,
chests, loosens the phlegm pack and reason for being glad that I am
cold
sent
to Denmark, as part of my
and
obstinate
grippe
breaks the
attack, relieves the congestion in the own family originally came to
head. No harmful drugs, therefore America from that part of Engby King Canute's
good for children as well as grownups. land settled
"In fact, my
Right away you will notice the Danes," he said.
name
very
conHas
'Dyneley' means 'Danea
change for the better.
name
to
a
law,'
those settlewill
given
vincing, healing tarte that you
ments by the early English."
Buy a bottle at any drugappreciate.
Dr.
Prince
is
tho second mem60c.
gists on the way home
ber of his family to hold a diplomatic position for the United
States. His grandfather, Johnson,
was minister to England shortly
after the Civil war.
After being graduated from Columbia In 18S8, Dr. Trince acLOias
companied an expedition which
for antiquities in southLazy People, Laiy Bowels. Don't excavated
ern Babylonia.
His studies of
It undermines ancient
neglect constipation.
were later
Inscriptions
of
the health, takes all vim out
carried on at tho
of
you. Dr. King's Pills will invigorate Berlin and elsewhereUniversity
in Europe.
the system, stir up the liver, move the His
emof
knowledge
language
bowels. All druggists, 25c.
braces the Semetlc and Latin
PROMPT! WON'T GRIPE tongues as well as Slavonic. Each
recent summr ho devoted to
studying Indian tribal languages
in Maine and Canada.
Twin

and
Is That
Cough Hanging On?
congestion-tormente-

r.

Nev
ror

FUR

Uooley.
.Swings into His Argument.

CASE

SOUTHARD

BABIES

d

King's
Discovery
ana uouns

r. Kings Pills

H
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EALTHC ONTEST

M

This Test
is Free

S CUT MEET

for High Harding Names an Advisory
Committee and a Techni
Health Scores at Red
cal
Staff, Completing Se
and
Conference
Cross
of Delegation.
lection
Week.
Next
Exhibit Here

To Be Examined

Who Is the most perfect child In
Who will win the
Albuquerque?
honors in tho bettor babies contest
which the Bed Cross will conduct
All
on November 8, 9 and 10?
children from six months of age
an
opporto five years will have
The
tunity to enter the cotiiest.
health exhibit which will be held
in
of
during the contest will be
terest to all parents, w hether or not
their children are entered In the
contest.
The parents of children should
make application now for examination appointments during the
three days of the contest, according to Miss Gladys Harris, Red
Cross public health nurse. Application blanks may be obtained at
the federal building and appointments will be made by the enrollment committee.
adOnly well children will be chilIf
mitted for examination.
dren show signs of communicable
disease such as rash, sore throat,
cold or inflamed eyes on the day
of the examination they should not
The children will be
be brought.
divided into three groups, according to their age for the examination.
Each child will be put through
five tests, on mental and developof
body,
mental, measurements
physical examination for defects,
nose
and
ear,
eye,
oral and dental,
and throat. The number of points
scored in each test will be added to
determine the percentage of perfection reached by the child. The
standard score card will be issued
for each child examined. A formal
certificate of examination, giving
the score will also be issued to the
parents.
In connection with the examinations there will be a number of ex
hibits pertaining to the proper care
of children. There will be an exhibit of bath equipment, a model
a
lavette. a. home-mad- e
model diet table, from which diet
one
live
slips for cniidren irom and to
a conyears will be furnished,
killers."
of
exhibit
"baby
vincing
Merchants in the city will show
children's clothes and nursery furniture during the week of the
health conference.
ice-bo- x,

HERBERT F. RAYNOLDS
NEW CHIEF JUSTICE;
C. J. ROBERTS RESIGNS
(Special Correepondence to The Journnl.
Santa Fe, Nov. 1. Justice Her-

bert F. Raynolds. Albuquerque, today becamo chief Justice of the
supreme court when Chief Justice

10-D-

(By The Associated Tresi.)

Washington, Nov. 1. President
Harding completed selection of the
American delegation to the arma
ment conference today by the ap
polntment of an advisory commit
to act with the
tee of twenty-on- e
rour principal
delegates, and a
to
technical staff of thirty-fou- r
provide data and expert opinion on
military, naval and Far Eastern
questions.
George Sutherland, a former
from Utah, was designated
chairman of the advisory commit
tee, which will number among its
eral Persnlng, Hear Admiral W. I
eral Pershing Rear Admiral W. L.
Rodgers, President Samuel Gomp
ers of the American Federation of
Labor, and President Charles S.
Barrett of the farmers' union. Four
members are women.
Technical Advisers.
In the group of selected techni
cal advisers MaJ. Gen. J, G.
deputy chief of staff under
General Pershing, heads the eight
army officers, while Admiral Rob
ert E. Coontz, chief of operations,
leads that of the navy.
Associated with them will be
twelve officials of the state depart
ment, headed Dy John Van A. Mac
Murray, chief of the Far Eastern
division, and a half dozen men
selocted from other executive departments and from outside the
government service.
It was Indicated that the techni
cal staff was Intended to function
largely as an informative body,
while the advisory committee was
designed to give the four principal
delegates the benefits of general
counsel on policy as well as a re
flection of various schools of pub
lie sentiment.
Officials familiar with Far East
ern problems and officers in charge
of divisions devoted to specialized
forms of warfare predominate In
the former body, and public figures in touch with the life and
thought of the nation sit on the
Har-bor-

latter.
Former

d,

Senator Sutherland,
chosen chairman of the advisory
committee, is a close personal
He
friend of President Harding.
has traveled widely and has been
a close student of national and International politics. In addition to
their general qualifications. Secretary Hoover, General Pershing and
Admiral Rodgers all have lived In
the Far East. Mr. Gompers and
Mr. Barrett are considered qualified to present, respectively, the
viewpoints of labor and agriculture.
Other Members.
Other members of the advisory
committee arc: Representative S.
G. Porter of Pennsylvania, chairman of the house foreign affairs
committee.
John M. Parker, democratic governor of Louisiana and a candidate
for the vice presidency with Roosevelt on the progressive ticket in

J. Roberts' resignation became
effective. He will hold the office
until January 1, 1927.
Justice S. B. Davis, Jr., Las Vegas, appointed to fill the vacancy,
qualified, but was not expected
here for several days.
Mr. Roberts' first act as a private practlcloner was to ask for au
extension of time in vmicli to file
a brief for Ben C. Davisson, former 1912.
Henry P. Fletcher of Pennsylcounty treasurer of Chaves, who
of state,
was convicted of embezzlement of vania,
former ambassador to Mexico.
$45,000 of the county funds.
.T. M. Wainwrlght
of New York,
OUR OWN .TAZ7, ORCHESTRA, assistant secretary of war, a vetn
eran of tjie
and
TOXIGHT COLLEGE 1N..
world wars.
Theodore
Roosevelt of New
York, assistant secretary of the
navy.
William Boyce Thompson of New
York, financier, head of the Amer
ican Red Cross mission to Russia In
C.

Simply mail the coupon for a
Tube of Pepsodent Watch the effects
and judge it by what you see and feeL
You will quickly realize that it means
to you and yours a new era In teeth
cleaning. It means whiter, safer teeth.

,

under-secretar- y

Watch the Film Go
That film which dims your teeth
more or
Your teeth are now
less. Perhaps the film is cloudy, so the teeth
look dim.
Look at them. Do they glisten as they
should? If not, try this new method and
watch how they change in ten days.
Millions of people have done this. You see
in teeth you
the results on every hand
envy, maybe. Do what they do combat the
film. Then see how well it pays.
film-coate- d,

That film does this:
Film is that viscous coat you feeL It clings
to teeth, gets between the teeth and stays.
The ordinary tooth paste does not end it.
Brushing does not keep teeth free.
Month after month it may linger to do a
ceaseless damage. Most tooth troubles are
now traced to film. And, despite the tooth
brush, they have constantly increased. Very
few people escaped them.
The film absorbs stains, making the teeth
look dingy. It is the basis of tartar. It holds
food substance which ferments and forms
acid. It holds the acid in contact with the
teeth to cause decay.
Millions of germs breed in it. They, with
tartar, are the chief cause of pyorrhea. Also
of other serious troubles, local and internal.

Years devoted to it
Dental science has for years sought to end
that film. Its baleful effects make it supremely important
Ways have now been found to fight it.
Authorities have proved thera biyond question. Now leading dentists everywhere advise their daily use.
The methods are combined in a dentifrice

n

a

b

The new low price of the
Packard SingleSix car is

$2350

Detroit

For this exceedingly low figure you get
a quality vehicle that is every inch a
genuine Packard. No other motor car
in the world that even approximates
the SingleSix in quality sells within
several hundred dollars of so low a
Drive it.
price. Come see the Single-Six- .
It is the outstanding value of the times.
The Touring Car
The Runabout .
The Coupe
The Sedan . . .

...

formerly
formerly
formerly
formerly

$2975
$2975
$3750
$3975

. . is
. . is
. . is
. . is

now
now
now
now

$2350
$2350
$3125
$3350

New prices effective, October 24, 1921

ROLAND SAUER & COMPANY
Phone

506--

420 West Central Avenue

Qsk the man who owns one

m

Other desired effects
Modern authorities have also found the
need for helping Nature. Our starchy diet
makes this necessary. To cope with the possible effects of this diet, we should stimulate
Nature's
agents.
So Pepsodent multiplies the salivary flow.
It multiplies the starch digestant in tho
saliva. That is Nature's agent for digesting
starch deposits which may otherwise cling
and form acid.
It multiplies the alkalinity of the saliva.
That is Nature's neutralizer of the acids
which cause tooth decay.
Each use of Pepsodent gives multiplied
forces. And
power to these
that alone, it is believed, means a new dental
era.
e
tooth pastes, based on soap and
chalk, brings just opposite effects. Such effects must be avoided, as modern research
shows.
teeth-protecti-

rrvt

How your dentist displays
the film
Your dentist, when you visit him, may coat
your teeth with iodine. That stain shows up
the film. Then he removes the film by vigorous dental cleaning.
daily. It
Pepsodent combats the
aims to prevent those deposits. Otherwise,
between your dental visits, the film may da
much damage.
film-coa- ts

tooth-protectin- g

Old-tim-

Children suffer in particular from these
film attacks. Dentists advise that Pepsodent
be applied twice daily from the time the first
tooth appears.
Men who smoke will often deeply stain the
films. They will see most conspicuous results from any film removal

You'll quickly know
The user of Pepsodent cannot doubt the
benefits it brings. Some results are almost
instant. A week reveals conspicuous effects.
Tube. Note
Send the coupon for a
how clean the teeth feel after using. Mark
the absence of the viscous film. See how
teeth whiten as the
disappear.
Watch the other good effects.
A book we send will tell the reasons. Then
you will know, beyond all question, what is
best for you and yours.

So to all in your family this question is
important. It is time to settle it, as millions
have done. Cut out this coupon now.

film-coa- ts

pAT.orr.

10-Da-
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Walter George Smith of Pennsylvania, lawyer, former president
American Bar association and former president Federation of Catholic Societies of Pennsylvania.
Carml Thompson of Ohio, formerly treasurer of the United
States.
Harold M. Sewall of Maine, law
yer, formerly in consular service
at Samoa, Hawaii and Liverpool,
interested for many years in ship
building.
Women Appointed.
Mrs. Thomas G. Winter of Min
nesota, president of the National
Federation of Women's Clubs,
Sumner Bird of
Mrs. Charles
Massachusetts, wife of a former
progressive candidate for governor
of Massachusetts.
Mrs. Eleanor Franklin Egan of
New York, a writer on Asiatic
problems.
Mrs. Katherine Phillips Kdsoa or
California, prominent club woman.
Other members of the technical
staff appointed from the army are:
MaJ. Gen. George O, Squler, chief
of the signal corps; Maj. Gen. C. C,
Williams, Brig. Gen. William Mit
chell of the air service, and Brig.
Gen. Amos A. Fries of the chemical warfare service; Col. John McA.
Palmer of the general staff, Col.
B. H. Wells. Lieut. Col. Stewart
Helntzelman, chief of army Intelli
gence, and Louis Cohen, a civilian
specialist.
For the navy outer officers are:
Rear Admiral William A. Moffett,
Capt. William V. Pratt, Captains
Frank II. Schofield, Luke
and Samuel I. Bryant and
L. W. Austin, a civilian specialist.
Other members of the technical
staff named from the state depart
ment are:
D. C. Poole, chief of division of
Russian affairs: Prot. E. T. Williams former chief of the division
of Far Eastern affairs; J. Butler
Wright, Leland Harrison and Edward Bell, counsellors of embassies; W. S. Rogers, N. T. Johnson,
E. L. Neville and F. K. Nielson,
the latter solicitor of the department; Chandler P. Anderson, former counsellor, and J. Reuben
Clark, a former solicitor.
All nai ed on the technical stjvff
are Prof. G. H. Blaketfee of Clark
university, S. W. Stratton, director
of the bureau of standards; J. H.
Dlllinger of the department of
Prof. Edgar F. Smith, UniWilliam
versity of Pennsylvania;
S. Culbertson. United States tariff
Prof.
George G.
commission, and
Wilson of Harvard university.

Dept.
Mail

Dentifrice

The New-Da- y

1104 S. Wabash Ave, Chicago,
Tube of Pepsodent to

Onlr one tube to

Bolli, Carbuncles, Piles, etc., quick);
relieved by

BOILENE

or your money bwK tut t uruzgLti
or bjr mail poatpttd.
HIE BOIIJEMB CO, Albuquerque, N. M.
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family.

Suits, Overcoats
and all Winter Furnishings Goods

On

Made-to-Measu- re

Our Great Expansion Sale Continues Four More Days. You Know Our Values. This
Sale Beats Anything We've Ever Done In Actual Money Saving for Albuquerque Men.

Suits and Overcoats

Suits and Overcoats

MADE TO YOUR MEASURE

READY TO WEAR

$35.00 Values
$45.00 Values

r.:.;

$50.00 Values
$60.00 Values

$24.50
.$34.50
$38.50
$48.50

:

.

....

Includes All the New Fall Suitings, Just Arrived

$30.00
$35.00
$40.00
$45.00
$50.00

........$23.50

Values

Values.

.

...$26.50

$31.50
. . ., .w$3fi.50

Values

Values.,

.fMfl.R0

Values

Includes a Complete New Winter Line, in All Sizes.

com-merc- e;

PI MPLES

634

Tube Free

y

THE PEPSODENT COMPANY,
REG. U.S.

William Sulsbury of Delaware,
business man, former democratic The scientific film combatant, approved by modern authorities and now
senator and president pro tern of advised
by leading dentists everywhere. Each use brings five desired
the senate.
John I Lewis of Illinois, presi- effects. All druggists supply the large tubes.
dent of tire United Mine Workers.

1 PACKARD I
re

called Pepsodent e tooth paste based o
Tube is being
modern science. And a
sent to anyone who will try it

Spanish-America-
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Shirts
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Albuquerque, N. M.
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TWO STORES
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Branch Store
Amarillo, Texas
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THE HEW GENERATION
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CHAPTER 2.
..As the first loneliness of her
position wore away, Margaret discovered with pleasureable surprise
that she was living in a greater
Itate of freedom than her mother
had permitted herself, arbitrary as
he had been. Someway she felt
But more
orry for her mother.
than anything else was she sorry
d
for herself, for her
childhood, her colorless girlhood.
Her child never should have to
feel as she did,
Margaret was shocked to find
he had stopped grieving for either
husband or mother; that her new
freedom of thought and action had
been so delightfully pleasant it had
put somber thoughts and remembrances out of her mind.
Her days were spent planning
for little Joan who was to grow
up like a flower In the sunlight of
the mother-lov- e
Margaret lavished
upon her; her nights in dreams of
what Joan would become when
she was grown to girlhood, Joan
was such a little darling!
By the time the baby was four
years old she had sensed her
mother's attitude, to a certain extent, and often took advantage of
It as was but natural.
Margaret never had said "don't"
to her. The "no, no, baby must
not" had no place in her vocabulary. If the child were s.ooiled. as
all the neighbors, friends of her
mothers, claimed she would bo,
why she, Margaret, would take the
responsibility.
Always she declared her child
should not have all personality, all
originality, crushed out of her
character; that she should not
grow up the colorless woman that
Margaret felt herself to be.
That Rhc, too, was' growing out
of the rut of suppressed emotion
and speech at the same time she
was allowing her child entire freedom of expression, never occurred
to Margaret Hayden. That she
was broadening her own horizon,
her vision of peoples and things,
would have been a surpriso had
anyone mentioned it to her.
Had Margaret expressed her real
leoltnfrs she would have said:
"I lived only for Joan to see
that she has her chance to be everything she wishes to be without
intorrorence. '
Yet Joan was unconsciously the
hide-boun-

cause of the birth of a new Margaret. In her desire to be a companion and chum to her daughter
as she grew older, Margaret comShe
menced a course of study.
practiced her musio lndefatigably
i
was
when she found tne nine gn-Inclined to be musical. She must
hear eood music, then perhaps she
will be willing of her own free
will to study It. Margaret also
kept up her study of French and
Italian, which her mother had In
sisted she should speak. She spoke
French to the little Joan, whose
accent must be perfect.
Her whole life was built about
the tiny golden haired girl. Tet
unconsciously she grew younger,
happier, more Intrigued with life
as the days and months passed
swiftly by.
During her girlhood Margaret
had known many lonely hours.
During her short married life she
spent many sad ones. Time had
dragged. Now the days were not
long enough for all she longed to
do so that Joan's future might not
know the boredom which had been
hers.
Joan was not like her, either
Margaret
mentally or physically.
with
was black-eyeJoan
small, aristocratlo features.
d
was a golden-hairegirl, with piquant features and a
skin of dazzling whiteness.
'tWho does she take after?" one
of the neighbors asked.
"Some remote ancestor perhaps.
Mother was not blonde. I am like
father. I am glad she Is different," Margaret had replied.
She wanted Joan to be different.
"You indulge her too much.
Some day you will be sorry," they
told her.
"I think not," was Margaret's
smiling reply.
"Your mother never Indulged
you."
"Perhaps that is Just the reason
I let Joan do as she likes," she
black-haire-

d,

ALABAMA'S ONLY
WOMAN DENTIST

Good Cheer club will meet nt
t the home of Mrs. Wilson, at 616
South Arno street, at 2:30 p. m.

Meeting of national council or
Catholic men and women at the
St. Mary hall at 8 p. m.

SIMPLICITY MARKS
THIS VELVET AND
SILK CREPE GOWN

j
'ifi'

,Jv.'

"They seem very happy together. Margaret looks about 17. I
guess I wouldn't attempt to advlst
her if I were you."
"I only t:o it for her good. Her
mother would rise In her grave it
she could see the way her Grand
child is pampered. And such a
name Joan!"

V
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Pop was reeding the paper and
thinking and ma was darning holes
out of socks and I was doing my
lessina agenst my will, and ma sed,
Do you know, Willyum, I bin
thinking, do you know it might be
a nice thing to have a little

a

lit-

l,
tle automobe.l would be very
and you could lern to drive It
and 1 could lern to drive it and
Gladdls could lern to drive it, so
there would always be somebody
to drive it, sed ma.
That reminds me, I Jest bin reeding about some bad axsidenti,
there seems to be more axsidents
now than ever. Heers one rito
heer on this very page about a
car that ran into a lam post and
the lam post got all the bust of it,
sed pop.
Axsidents will happln, of course,
thats ony natcheral, but youll no.
tice its only the reckless drivers
that bump into things and incur-ridg- e
things to bump into them
and all that sort of bizniss, now
if we all lern to drive we could
all use it, It certeny wouldent get
rusty for lack of somebody to take
it out, Bed ma,
Heers another one on the next
page about a machine dropping oft
a bridge Into a river and theyll
proberly never get it up agen and
it wouldent do them eny good if
they did because theyre all drowned, sed pop.
Thores nobody In this family
that cant see a river wen its rite
In frunt of them, Im sure, we
wouldent have to get sutch a bi
car, one of these middle size cars
would be very nice, I like to sit up
frunt, perslnally, weather Im driving or not, sed ma.
I was reeding yestidday ware
its safer to ride in an airplane
nowadays than it is to ride in an
auto, and I bleeve it, sed pop.
Well if youve made up your
mind of corse youve made up your
mind, sed ma.
there aint mutch
Meening
chance.
use-til-

By KIjOIKM

far Dams Fushlon is remain-li.faithful to black, although

g

pale moralists the blues; the thousand farmers In the vale don'l
draw a nentenrA In fho
Wrong Is the reader who believes
that all the world Ik nn tho MlnV
because some libertines and thieves
are figuring In crimson ink. A lot
ot us sun go our way without n
sandbag or a gun, and try our best,
from day to day, to see some wor- thv flntlnn rinnp. A lnf nt
otnl
live our lives as though there were
a moral law: wn Ina- nlnm. with
our own wives, and sanely use the
wage we draw. A lot of us still go
to church, and bank upon the good
and true, nor flinch if officers
would search our cellars for a
home made brew.
The rascals
kick up lots of dust, and they are
Insolent and bold; but all the time
the good and Just outnumber them
a thousand fold.
BRITAIN REPAYS IOAN.
New York, Nov. 1. Repayment
of 1300,000.000
borrowed in the
New York market In 1916 was
completed by the British government today with the redemption
of between $51,000,000 and
In 6,4 per cent bonds.
The payment today, made through
J. P. Morgan and company, fiscal
agents for the British government
completed liquidation of a maturity of $150,000,000.

New York, Nov. 1. D. A.
Schulte, president of the Schulte
Retail
Stores corporation,
announced today negotiations
for
the merger of his concern with
the United Retail Stores corporation, which controls the United
Will
Cigar Stores corporation, has fal- for a Babe
part of
len through.
for his
New
York
Orrt OWN J.7t ORCHESTRA,
TONIGHT COLLEGE INN.
awaiting the

-

wat

Hark hark the nightingale,

lovely Bounds, sed pop.
Now Wiliyum, Im serious,

sometimes she smiles favorably
upon relieving color touches or
brilliant green or red. A new note
has recently been Introduced by
some houses which makes even
the black frocks take on a different look. It is the Idea of combining two fabrics, canton crepe
and duvetyn, crtnton crepe and velvet, canton crepe and georgette or
duvetyn and velvet.
This frock pictured here would
be rather severe in its simplicity
If It were not for the bands of
velvet which trim the black canton crepe. The skirt of the trock
has a deep band of velvet giving
the effect of an unusually wide
hem and then a narrower band
of the velvet Is put on about four
inches above this. Tho blouso Is
rather plain with short, wide
sleeves which are also trimmed
with a wide velvet band. A row
of velvet buttons extending from
the shoulder to the top of the
sleeveband is the only other trimming on the frock. The different
tones of the silk and velvet finish
give the frock tho appearance of
a
model Instead of a
solid black gown.

no-n-

two-ton-
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Dr. Lola Taylor.
AH the women of today who
are nrst in their Held or alone in
their line of work are not women
whose chance came with the war
or the new woman movement.
There are many women who wer
pioneers In strange fields while
, wthelr more conservative
sisters re- mainea at noma or apologetically
taught school. Dr. Lola Taylor of
Alabama, was one
Birmingham,
Of these pioneer women.
When Dr. Taylor became the
first woman dentist In Alabama
she did It In the face of many
obstacles which even a
man would have found hard to
overcome. Her parents had barely enough to keep their family going and her education was slight
oeoause they lived In the sparsely
settled mountainous section of the
country.
When shs completed her course
m aentai surgery and established
her office In Birmingham she had
to continue doing; odd Jobs to earn
her living. For some time she
was night clerk In a hotel while
she waited for patients in her
during the day. It was not
an unusual occurrence for people to call at her office not to
havs work done, but merely to
"see what a lady dontlst looked
like."
Dr. Taylor was an oddity In a
southern city where few women
worked and no woman had ever
before practiced dentistry.
Today
"'she is said still to be the only
woman dentist In the entire state
,,
ft Alabama
self-ma-

of-fi- cs

perfect health.

This whole problem is so important that a
n
medical journal has published a collection
of essays on constipation. All the doctors who
wrote these essays emphasize the importance of
diet. As one physician puts it, "The diet has the
most marked influence upon the normal activity
of the bowels,"
Scientists have now discovered the simple food
that helps restore normal conditions, and clears
well-know-

the body of accumulating waste matter just the
familiar little cake of Fleischmann's Yeast I
First came the startling discovery that Fleischmann's Yeast richly supplies the essential
vitamine. Then it was found that it
builds up the body tissues and keeps the body
resistant to disease. In addition, because of its
freshness (you get it fresh daily) it helps the

water-solub- le

iHtlfI80

OOP skirts were worn
by those who first asked

the druggist for, and
inisted on having, the genuine Golden Medical Discovery put up by Dr. Pierce
Dress
over 50 years ago.
ha3 changed very much since
then! But Dr. Pierce's medicines contain the same dependable ingredients. They
are standard today just as they were fifty
years ago and never contained alcohol.

r

Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery for
the stomach and blood cannot be surpassed
by any tonic and alterative today.
When you feel "all out of sorts" your vitality at a low ebb the blood becomes surThe best tonic is
charged with poisons!
called Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery.
It puts vim, vigor, vitality into the blood. Try
it! All druggists. Liquid or tablets.

J

lh?

Ruth be "set down'1
next season as a
y
barnstorming stunt?
are
fans
anxiously
answer.'

Of

Draia tn Hair iK'rore You
Chip tho Ends.
it loosely combed with a coarse
toothed comb as nothing Is ro
harsh and ugly as hair tightly
drawn over the scalp. Fluff the
hair as usual, but snug it ago Ins
the sides of the head and keep ii
as loose as possible over the top.

--
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The Fashion Shoi
220 WEST CENTRAL

REMEMBER
These Prices Cannot Be Equalled By
Local or Mail Order Competition

WATCH OVR WINDOWS
Ladies'

If you are not a user of
Pasturized
Clarified
Milk, you should be.
We deliver milk free of
charge to all parts of
the city daily.

Albuquerque
JJairy Ass'n.
fhone Ml

pon-alt-

"They are really suffering from
cumulative constipation"
numbers of people have a daily
COUNTLESS of waste matter from the
elimination is not thorough
and sufficient. They depend on a regular weekly
purge to rid their intestines of poisons and they
never feel the full vigor and zest that come from

WWMMV

CttflTV

HI

LW3

Heavy Ribbed, Long
Under Vests, and Drawers to
match. Your choice, 2 for

Sleeve

QQp
wOU

Ladies'

terns.
Each

fi

WEDNESDAY

Eat 2 to 3 cakes of Fleischmann's Yeast before
or between meals every day. Have it on the table
at home and on your desk at the office. Eat it
plain, spread on bread or crackers, or dissolved
in water, milk or fruit juices. You will like its
fresh, distinctive flavor and the clean, wholesome
taste it leaves in your mouth.
Fleischmann's Yeast is assimilated just like
any other familiar food. Only one precaution: if
troubled with gas, dissolve the yeast first in half a
cup of very hot water. This does not affect the
efficacy of the yeast. Place a standing order with
your grocer for Fleischmann's Yeast and get it fresh
every day.
Send 4 cents in stamps for the booklet, "The
New Importance of Yeast in Diet" So many
inquiries are coming in daily for this booklet that
it is necessary to make this nominal charge to
cover cost of handling and mailing. Address THE
Fleischmann COMPANY, 701 Washington Street,
New York City.

The need for scientifically tested yeast
Freeh jreaat hat been proved by recent eoienti&o teete to beS
n
valuable food for correcting
condition, constipation, I'
indigestion and certain akin disorder. Theaa original rears
wan all made with Fleiachmann'a Yeaat. Beware of anteated
preparation that contain drug or other mixture. Fleiachmann'a Yeaat (freah) ia a pure food, rich in vita'
mine, in which it meaauree up to the high standard aet by
il
laboratories and hospitals. The familiar
package with
the yellow label i a the only form in which Fleiachmann'a Yeaat.
for Health i sold.
run-dow-

yeaet-ritami-

VOL

WEDNESDAY

IS 93o DAY

Girl's Blue Serge Gym Bloomers. Regular $2.00 value.
QQp
VOK,
One only to a customer
WEDNESDAY

IS

B8c

DAY

Ladies' Corsets, in all sizes.
Values up to $2.50. Each
WEDNESDAY

IS

WEDNESDAY

QQ
VQk,

93o DAT

WEDNESDAY

IS

101

9So

WEDNESDAY

IS

wOt

DAY

IS 98o

DAY

Unbleached Muslin, real
heavy quality. 7 yards
WEDNESDAY

QQ

IS 98c

iUV

DAY

Baby Crib Blankets, extra
heavy quality. Each

DAY

White Pepperell Canton Flannel, extra
heavy quality.
QQ
4 yards.
WEDNESDAY

AO n

IS 9So

Carefully made and finished Oil Cloth,
superior in wearability.
QQ
3 yards.
eJfJK

93c

IS 93c DAY

in

Men's Cotton Lisle Hose,
grey, blue or brown.
8

98o DAY

WEDNESDAY

IS 93c

DAY

Boys' Jersey Sweaters, in all colors. EACH
DAY
WEDNESDAY

Men's Wool Sox, a real heavy quality,
in black and grey colors.
QQ
4

tOt

pair

WEDNESDAY

IS

WEDNESDAY

IS 93o

AQ,
tOt

DAY

Caps, in silk and cashmere,
wonderfully trimmed. Values
QO
VOK,
up to $3.00. Each
Baby

scratch.

2

tOt

for

WEDNESDAY

IS 98c

DAY

ttlU

WEDNESDAY

IS

9So DAY

WEDNESDAY

IS

93o

DAY

tUt

93c

IS 93o

DAY

IS

93o

93c
IS

9Sc DAY

Crepe Gingham, 32 inches,
fast colors. 3 yards
WEDNESDAY

QQf
IOl

DAY

Cotton Batting1.
8 rolls
WEDNESDAY

Children's E. Z. Waist Union Suits,
extra heavy quality.
QQ
Each.

DAY

Ladies' Heavy Cashmere Hose,
in black only. 2 pair
WEDNESDAY

Ladies' Petticoats, in all colors, wonderfully made, and extra fine
AQ
quality. Each .

IS 93c

Hope Muslin, 36 inches
wide. 6 yards
WEDNESDAY

Baby Blankets, In white and blue stripe,
made of the finest stock obtainable,
washes well and will not
QQ

93c

930

WEDNESDAY

9Jo DAY

Dress Ginghams, in all the new
fall patterns. 5 yards

IS

black

QQn
JOL

pair

intestines in their elimination of poisonous waste

matter.

Bungalow Aprons in all patValues up to $1.98.
QQ

1

Ladies' Cotton Lisle Hose,
extra fine quality. 5 pair

vffi'

Jk..W

Little Benny's Mote Book

auto-mobe-

So

Wkm.

Home-bake- d
cakes will be a
feature of the "eats" at the dance to I
be given at the SrtKs' cmb frlday
nlirht hv the Business and Profes
sional Women' club of Albuquer
CHATS
que, cocoanui canes, ciiutuiaio
cakes and Bponge cakes, all made
By Edna Kent Forbes.
by women who really haven't time,
what wltn tneir onices ana onuya,
who want to do for the clubhowill gladly send you my formula but
CARE OF THE HAIR.
for a splendid tonic if you will use-to-be.was
It
amusing at the club dinner
If the woman who wants to lm- - write for it. ,
when they decided to wane those
nrnVA her hair will make herself
Seventeen; As your face is full
v
thamaaiuiiR TVnm fl. sedate
a little routine and follow It out, and your nose short, you should gathering of business women dis
she cannot fail to notice a remark- aim to get length of linos in th3 cussing "salesmanship
and turnable difference in the health and coiffure. Do not bring the hair over," at the mention of dance reout
on
much
For
Instance,
the
sides
of
hair.
the
head freshments they plunged into a
beauty of her
here is a simple list of things to as this will broaden the face, but confusion of remarks about "with
mass
ns much of It as you can over white
be done which will not take much
icing," "how many eggs ana
time and which will improve the the top of the head and snug it "into twenty slices," much after the
In
well
over
the temples and down fashion of a missionary society
hair enormously.
First of all ,give your hair the over the tops of the ears. This about to have a social.
not mean that you should not
proper sort of shampoo. The first does
Many cakes were volunteered for
rub the have the hair softened by curl- the affair at the close of the dispart of the treatment Is to olive
or
oil
ing
Tickets were portioned
fluffing it out, by keeping cussion.
scalp with hot crude oil,
or sulphur ointment. Next day
out to be distributed among friends
But bovou do the shamDOOlng.
of the club members, and final ar
aance were
fore you shampoo braid the hair
rangements for the also
reminded
Mamhan wprA
run
into many thin, tight braids,
but
that the affair would be formal
your hand backwards over theso
on no account to remain m n
to bring up the ends and clip off
xne
because moth had rmaiea
all the ends and a little from the
TifUota rould be ob
i, ..i,
bottom of the hair. This Is an abdown-tow- n
from Mrs. E. J.
tained
Then
ends.
cure
for split
solute
announced.
was
it
or
four
three
Strong,
shampoo, using soap
times, and rinsing again and again
until you have rinsed out every
Arrange the coll at the back, well
particle of soap.
toward the top Rnd In the form
When possible, dry the hair In
of an oval.
the sun and massage the scalp
J. P.: A mucilage made from
gently after the hair Is dry. Use
gum trsgacanth or from Inquince
a hair tonic.
curl.
seeds will keep the hair
The scalp should be shampooed
this
'jfnr "shifts? The hair is made moist with
once every three weeks, with the iv ' VsTh 7
and the curls are formed and tied
oil treatment the day before If the
Into shape while the hair drle;
hair is poor In quality, or if then
after which the hair Is combed
Is dandruff.
Every other shampoo
and the particles of dried gum
time that is, every six weeks
ihniren from the curls. It is more
braid the hair and clip the ends,
easily handled when making curls
as I have suggested above.
from short hair than when the
At nlcht, when you take your
hnir Is longer, f
hair down, massage the scalp wlti
the finger tips. If you need It us
a hair tonic every other day. I
,

Wi

Is spoiling

Hayden

By WALT MASON.
SINFUL MINORITY.

m.

that child. Some day she will rue
the course she Is taking," the
neighbor whose advice had been
spurned, Informed her husband.

RIPPLING RHYMES

Tou'd think, from reading scare-hea- d
tnle about the Carnival of
crime, that all are headed for the
and
few men tread the paths
Jails,
sublime.
It's always pleasing to
reflect that where one fellow
Wields a gun, a thousand men, with
alms correct, are plying bucksaw
in the sun. Where one goes forth
en stealthy feet to croak a stranger for his wad, a thousand gents
are threshing wheat, or plowing
The gunman
Bp the virgin sod.
tnakca the breezy tale that gives

Wednesday Bridge club will meet
with Mrs. J. M. Cox at 2:30 p. m.
Meeting of the St. John Guild at
home of Mrs. A. W. Goodrich, at
1007 South Seventh street, at 3 p.

blue-eye-

retorted.

"Margaret

Wednesday.
club will meet with

Mrs. J. A. Gleasner.

d,

d,

BAKE OWN CAKES FOR
THE BENEFIT DANCE

BEAUTY

Social Calendar

JANE PHELrS

MARGARET RENEWS HER
YOliTII IN JOAN.

I LK
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ELECTRIC RAILWAY
SITUATION IMPROVED

SCHOOLS

TE DUCATIQN

PRIME MINISTER

ACC0RDINGJ0 REPORT

SPECTED

J.

J
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The

DEPARTMENT TO

VENIZELOS HERE

'electric railway situation during the
last year has snoo umum improvement, according to a report
made todav by the department of
public service securities to the In-

vestment Hankers of America convention. Regulation by state comWill Take Part in Washinga saving factor,
Head of Public Instruction missions has been
the committee found.
ton Arms Parley But Not
slate,
Here to Complete Final Regulation of rent by the
and construcfinancing
state
Official
and
as
RepresentaPlans With Milne for tion of housing projects were conLand.
His
Native
real
on
of
committee
tive
demned by the
Teachers Convention.
estate securities.
to the Debbison blue
Eleulhcrios Vcnizelos, prime,
The rural school, conditions of skyOpposition
bill was voiced by the legisla minister of Greece for more tha-a
to
subiec.t
been
have
state
the
tion committee.
ten years, passed through Albuquerque yesterday morning with
thorough investigation by John V.
ot
his wife, four secret service men
Conway, state superintendent
and a number of secretaries and
public Instruction. three weeks Mr
clerks. The party had a special
FE
For the past
car attached to the California
Conway has been touring Sierra,
Limited yesterday. They are goRio Arribr and San Juan counties,
then
with the
where he
ing to the Grand Canyon and
in
to Santa Barbara where the
county school superintendents
in
rural
several
to
Is
spend
suggesting improvements
months.
school conditions.
As the train pulled Into the loIn Sierra county ho worked for
cal yards, a Western Union mesthe establishment of a county high
the
senger boy began paging "Mr.
school, to situated at llillsboro,
on this
A news
agent of
Vcnizelos."
county sent. The election
o
Greek parentage heard th name
matter will be held on November
returned
Alex
notified
and Immediately
Mr. Conway has just
southSanta Fe bowlers trimmed the Janos, proprietor of tho Do Luxe
from the San Mils valley in
the
at
25
Assistant
with
last
about
night
assembled
where,
who
ern Colorado,
Independents
cafe,
Y. M. C. A. alleys, taking two Greeks and went down to greet
State Superintendent Karl Douglas,
marof
the
small
Mr. Janos had
out of three games by
tho statesman.
ho attended the dedication
community gins. Martin, of the Independents,
met the minister twice (luring the
Sargent consolidated
eveIt
tho
of
score
over
$200,000.
the
cost
rolled
war.
higli
Balkan
plant, whichas one of the most comMr. Vcnizelos was called the
Is regarded
making 209 in the second
in ning,
consolidated
plants
man at the peace conference
rural
ablest
game.
plete
He
The scorn follows:
the country.
by former President Wilson.
and
Mr.
Conway
Beside
Independents.
has had an active career In Greek
su14? national
ISt
Catherine
H6
Craig,
as
ranked
Miss
is
Kellv
and
Douglas.
politics
133 137 140 the ablest man in tho nation. He
Harris
pimllc Instruction
perintendent of
the
of
ICS
144
B.
A.
Lorry
13
I.ovett
in Colorado;
expressed the opinion that con-ho
148
and S. O. Sar- Franklin
would attend the Washington
agricultural college,
were Martin
1SS
209
expert,
school
rural
ference on the limitation of armagent,
exercises Clifford
109 130 160 ment, though not as nn official
present at the dedicatory
two
for
here
be
will
Mr Conwav
representative of Greece.
Wine,
John
719 777 801
Totals
The premier was W'eatly Interdays, meeting with Mexico
TeachNew
of
the
Fe
Santa
In Albuquerque and asked
ested
secretary
final
1
13R
39
42
ers' association, and making
Campbell
questions ns to its means
many
of
1SS
15S
13S
reception
C.eabheart
He was informed by
of support.
arrangements for the state
the
for
166
151
133
of
the
members of the local Greek
the teachers
Roatrlght
167 171 176
convention to be held hero during Rarton
the
climate was tho
that
1S2 150 172 greatest asset and the
Thanksgiving week.
Strange
premier 'and
his party readily agreed that it
840
770
763
Totals
was ideal.
ROBINSON TO SPEAK
Mr. Venlzelos was hut recently
married.
His bride or six weeks
AT
HEADQUARTERS TROOP
ON "IRRIGATION"'
Is reported
to be the wealthiest
MEETING
woman In Greece and her annual
ENGINEERS'
RETURNS FROM CAMP
Income Is estimated at half a milAT FORT BUSS, TEX. lion dollars annually.
H F Robinson, superintendent
for
service
of the Indian irrigation
the unMembers of the local headquar- ARIZONA VARSITY AND
the southwest, will address
of the American ters troop of the New Mexico naiversity chapter
tne
on
tional guard returned home yesterAssociation of Engineers
NEW MEXICO AGGIES
Rliss.
regday morning from Fort annual
'subject of "Irrigation" at the
the
tonight
attended
WILL PLAYSATURDAY
the
of
where
chapter
they
ular meeting
is considered encampment.
They reported exMr. Robinson
durwith
all
to
hands
speak
cellent treatment at
(Special CorreRpnnilrnre In The .Inurnil. )
especially qualified
subject, as he hash ing their stay there.
State College, N. M., Nov. 1.
authority on this
woi
In
good
men
returned
irrigation
"All
with
the
The New Mexico Aggies will meet
been engaged
Far-rol'"l shape." raid Capt. Desmondwith F the University of Arizona on the
in the southwest for ,mBny
"We were quartered
football field here Saturday afterand is thoroughly familiar
as well
which noon. The Aggie machine
work
the
of
side
was nevtroop of the Eighth cavalry, believe
practical
Our
outfit.
a
crack
boys
is
er
in better shape and they will
the
as
theory.
will be held they received a good bit of profit give the Wildcats
a
The meeting, which
great battle.
6 of tie
of the camp."
Provisions are being made to take
at 7'30 o'clock in room
at the out
building
mechanics
care of tho great crowd similar to
practical will be
open to the pub- PROMOTER RICKAR0 IS
those on "Pep day."
university,
lic.
FINED $500 AND COSTS
i

SUA

BE DEVELOPED

TO COAST

CO

SHOP

BOWLERS TRIM

INDEPENDENTS

1

General Plans for the Year
Are Made By the Activities Board at Dinner Held
Last Night.
General plans for tho "Y" program for the year were mapped out
by tho activities board of the association at Its regular dinner and
meeting last night. The educational program of the Institution
will be greatly broadened this year
due especially to the Inauguration
of tho motion picture features.
A new film projector has been
ordered by the association and will
arrive within a few days. Four
algood educational services haveUniready been secured, the Paths.
Hicks
Jj.
versity of California, Ira
and the Y. M. C. A. Americanization service. Films will be shown
at the "Y" gymnasium at Intervals
throughout the year.
The silent membership campaign
Is proving quite a success, according to the report of the membership committee, and a large number of new memberships have been
boys
secured.
Many university
have joined during the past two
weeks.
The religious program for the
season will be arranged In a general way this week when the reconligious committee will hold a assoference with the ministerial of all
The
ciation.
the city clergy is expected In filling
out the prosram.

What made the automobile practicable?
There can be no question that gasoline preceded the autojno- -,

bile and made its present universal use possible.

Internal combustion engines have been made to run with other
kinds of fuel alcohol, benzol, coal and natural gas, kerosene,
etc. But gasoline, because of its greater effectiveness and
economy compared with all other known motor fuels, has been
responsible in a large measure for the tremendous growth of
"
the entire automotive industry.
For over a decade The Continental Oil Company has been serving a great

STATE FORD MEN

col-on- ly

l.

SANTA FE GUARDSMEN
(By The Anrlntfrt ''res.)
ON
FOOTFALL
Chicago, Nov. 1. Tex Rlckard.
PLAY
promoter of the
HARVEY HOUSE LAWN
chamnionship
heavyweight
Dompsey-Carpon-ti-

fight, today was fined ?o00 and
Indian building costs bv Federal Judge Carnenter,
The
on
footafter entering a plea of guilty
grounds were the scene of a
nf
trnnsnortine motion
ball game yesterday morning, when
Illinois
contest
Santa
into
tho
Troop T, national guard,andof with a pictures of York.
Rlckard will be
from New
Fe. formed two teams
th pictures In (
a
to
naa
able
display
ns
a
football,
quite
belt
and other cities In the state
ly scrimmage.
for without further prosecution.
The guardsmen were waitingweve
Ke.
They
their train to Santa
1SF.T.GTI APR
on their way back to Santa Fe Al.FXAXIIF.R AT
at Fort
Belgrade. Nov. 1. King Alexanencampment
the
from
arrived last
der of
Bliss.
from I'nrls. All members of
The play attracted a crowd of nightcabinet
met his train.
the
Fred-Harve-

'

Jupo-SIavi-

epectators.

Safe MU&

kifabts

?ljr
For Infant:,

lii,

TnvsTicu

Orieinal

far.

Fod-D;i-

ana urowim n"
Tor All Arc

r

i

raw
and

Substitute:

- D.;..tlW.

Rich milt. melted train e xtrcct in Powi!

No CooMn- e-

Noun.hing

PESEK, WRESTLER, IS
WINNER

OVER TAYLOR

Nov. 1. John
Vyo
Casper,
Pesek, of Kavcnna, Neb., Wm ft
referee's decision over Jack T ior,
of Casper, last night after l nice
hours and four minutes of wrestling. Pesek had a body scissors
and half Nelson on Taylor when
the referee understood Taylor to
He gave
say fie had
enough.
Two Judges rePesek the fall.
versed tho decision on the chiim
that Taylor was merely protesting a
foul at the time the referee made
his decision. A side bet of $2,000
between principals was paid over
today to Pesek's manager, the referee's decision being accepted by
Taylor's manager.
A near riot followed, the end of
the match in which several blows
were struck but no one injured.
WATKK FRONT TIED l'l
Galveston, Texas, Nov. 1. Virtually the entire water front was
tied up hero today as the result of
failure of cotton screwmen, deep
sea longshoremen and master stevedores to reach an agreement on
wii"es snd working conditions on
Coastwise boats are not affected.
for an early settleIndications
ment of the differences are not
considered favorable.

rr

r
Dispenser

HOLD

oP

Breakfast Cheer

fit

M

J

territory consisting of the six intermountain states. Its task has been a
effort and the development of
big one and has called for much strenuous
"
a large organization.
Volume production, particularly in the petroleum IndustryTand efficient

AND SALES MEET

make possible

Among Dealers.

te

Ford dealers from all parts of

New Mexico met at

the chamber

of

commerce parlors yesterday to dls- cuss business,
past, present and
opfuture. Tho ldealers
over
the
prospects for tin
timistic
coming season In automobiles am'
was
Increased
trucks.
activity
in
prophesied for the Cwnmig year
the movement of Fordson tractors
conAmong those attending the
ferenee were C. S. Quickel, AlbuS. G. Taylor,
Wagon
querque;
East Las
Mound; P. A. Turner,
Albuquerque;
Vegas; Ned Face,
Ben Hillen'.: ithor, Albuquerque; !
H, Baca, San Marelai; u. v. r.inmi,
GalGallup; Sol Lard and Ed Lard,
II.
lup; D. H. Jamison, Fstancia;
Coon,
J.
D.
V Brown, Santa Fe; Mountain-air- ;
Alamogordo; F. A. Hare,
Harold Scott. Las Cruces; K
Afton, branch manager atC. Denver;
t,
C.
B. W. Arrington, Gallup;
P. J. Shirley, Doming; J.
Carrizozo; Tractor Department Manager Leach, of Denver,
and Assistant Manager McKay, also of the district office at Denver.
The meetings will be held about
be
twice a year hereafter and willsales
largely devoted to promoting
and developing an even more efficient service for owners.
A banquet nt the Alvarado hotel
closed the conference last nigm.

MARK

TRADE

are-ver-

THE CONTINENTAL OIL COMPANY
(A Colorado Corporation)
Salt Laice City
Great Falls
Albuquerque
Boise
Pueblo
Butte
Denver
Cheyenne

-

Bas-set-

DIPHTHERIA STILL
PREVALENT IN STATE

T0WNLEY LEAVES TO
SERVE HIS SENTENCE
(By The AMinted
N. D., Nov.

Fargo,

I'm.)
1.

A.

C.

Townley, president of the
league, left today for Jacky
sen
son, Minn., to serve a
tence in the county jail there. Ihe
supreme court of the United States
recently refused to hear
of the case, tried In Jackson
during 1918, when Mr. Townley
was convicted of violating the elate
sedition act.

ACTION POSTPONED.
Washington, Nov. 1. Action by
As Is shown by the current the senate finance committee on
health bureau report, diphtheria Is the house resolution to extend the2
still In the lead as far as preva- emergency tariff from November
lence over mnny counties is con- to February 1 went over today
m through lack of a quorum of the
cerned. The report follows:
Bernalillo, 6; SWi committee.
Chlckenpox
Miguel, 4; Chaves, 2.
Diphtheria Chaves, 1; Colfax.
1; Currv, 1; De Baca, 1; Quay. 1;
Roosevelt. 1; San Miguel. 1; Santa
Fe, 2; Socorro, 1 Union, 2; Valencia, 2.
GIRLS! SKIRTS
Malaria Santa Fe, 3.
Mora, 8,
Scarlet Fever Eddy. 6; Lincoln,
1; Union, 1.
Bernalillo, 5; CatDOWN ONE INCH
Tuberculosis
ron, 1: Chaves, 4; Grant, 17;1. Lincoln 1; Mora, 1; Roosevelt,
Typhoid Bernalillo, 2; Catron,
7; Colfax, 5; Mora, 1; Sandoval, 3;Fashion decrees that skirts come
San Miguel, 5; Socorro, 1; Valen- closer to tho ground, but that Is no
reason why one need buy new
Meningitis
Cerebro - spinal
If the hem Is faded or
clothes.
1.
Chaves,
soiled when you let it out. get a
1.
Bernalillo,
Mumps
package of Diamond Dyes and re- Opthalmla Neontorum San Mi color the skirt like new.
eiinl 1
Easy directions In each package
Pneumonia
loum, Otero, 1.
of Diamond Dyes tell you how to
Throat
Sore
Septic
dye or tint any old, faded garment,
Smallpox Quay, 1.
also your draperies. Just tell druggist whether your material Is wool
AMERICAN CONSULATE
or silk, or whether it is cotton,
or mixed goods.
IN LISBON IS BOMBED linen,
ls

.

(By The Associated Press.)

ed

Lisbon, Nov.

Press.)

1

(by the Associat

A bomb exploded

this

the
morning on the stair case atdamAmerican consulate here. No
The
police
age was done, however.
attr bute the outrage to the agita
tlon in connection with the cases
of Sacco and Vanzetti, Italians tin
der conviction of murder In Mas
sachusetts.
The bomb, which apparently was
some form of grenade, had been
placed before the door of the quar
ters of the American consulate.
It appears that It exploded after
the consul, In leaving the quarters,
hnd given the grenade a push with
his foot, hut the Interval Intervening was sufficient to give him time
to escape.
Officials reported that a note
found nearby said the bomb was
meant as a protest in tno sacco
Vanzetti case.

No More Gas in

Stomach & Bowels
If you wish to be permanently relieved of k& In the stomach and bowels,
take Baalmann's

are prepared
Baalmann's
distinctly for stomach gat, and for all
the bad effects coming from gas pressure.
,
That empty and tnawlnir feeling; at
pit of your stomach disappears, that
anxious, nervous feeling with heart palpitation will vanish, and you4 will again
be able to take a deep breath, often prevented by gas pressing against
your
heart and lungs.
Your limbs, arms and fingers won't
feel cold and go to sleep because Baalmann's
prevent gas Inter-ferinwith the circulation; drowsiness.
resleepy feeling after dinner will be en
placed by a desire for some form of
your cusienuea stomacn
tertainment,
will reduce because gas will not form
DOCTOR IS ARRESTED.
after using Baalmann's
San Francisco, Calif., Nov. 1
Get the genuine In the Telln-- Package
Dr. M. E. Rumwell was arrested to- from
Woodworth's Prescription Pharon
he
that
warrant
a
charging
day
or any reliable druggist. Price
macy
performed an unauthorized autop ono dollar, J. Baalmann, chemist, San
sy on the body or Miss Virginia Francisco.
Happe, In connection with whose
death Roscoe C. (Fatty) ArbuckTe
Is facing trial on a charge or mm SHE KXOWS AFTF.U 20 YEA It 8
A cold, even when It has develslaughter. He gave ball. The war
rant was sworn to by a detective of oped a hacking cough, difficult

breathing, sleepless nights, raw
throat and sore lungs even then a
cold
MINISTRY RFSIOXS.
yields quickly to Foley's Hon1.
The Prussian ey and Tar. Mrs. Milton Waite,
Berlin, Nov.
Its decls Box 32. Azalia, Mich., writes: "I
ministry has resigned.
Ion was taken after the failure of have used Foley's Honey and Tar
attempts by Premier Slegerwald to for the past 20 years and find there
Is no other eough or croup remedy
reconstruct the ministry.
like It. You may use my name."
Ol tl OWN .1VW, OKC"F,STU., It gets right at tho seat of trouble.
TOMGIIT COLLEGE INN.
Children like it. Sold everywhere.
the district attorney s office.

A

a lower selling price for each commodity made

than would be practicable for a legion of small producers. And this applies
not only to petroleum products but to every necessity of modemlife, from
matches to steel rails.
i
.
The various storage stations of The Continental Oil Company, its many
service stations, the
fleets of delivery trucks and wagons, its
uniformly high quality of its products all these are evidences of the efficient
way in which this company is handling the big job that it has undertaken.1
Standardize on Continental products and buy them with Conoco Coupons.'r

Representatives Here From
All Parts of State: Busi
ness Optimism Prevails

Pollo-mvcllt-

'

SERVICE

A

tit to come to
iu us turners u&e
trie
.O

A.

C

Store

ARCOLA-warme- d

not a furnace; but a combinaof boiler and radiator in
tion
plant yet
one
giving off warmth itself
veloped for making the store,
and
sending warmth to several
the restaurant, the garage,
radiators
besides.
the detached office and the
shop more inviting to the
It is really a &i(t for it
customer.
is guaranteed to pay for itself in the fuel it saves, as
People dislike to enter a
furnace
against a hot-a- ir
store made stuffy by a hot-a- ir or
stoves.
furnace or

ARCOLA

is the most

de-

old-fashion- ed

stoves.

ARCOLA, connected

On your way home, look

with American Radiators, for the sign "Heating" or
"Plumbing." Stop in at the
fills every corner with healthnearest store and ask an exhot-watwarmth
ful,
to tell you how cheaply
the same perfect warmth pert
and
easily
which our larger heating
ARCOLA
plants supply to larger stores, can be inoffice buildings and factories.
stalled for
er

You must1 see ARCOLA: it you
is so different. Not a stove; once.

at
AwfcrosiMNT

The red and yellow card at the right ta the sign of a Heating
or Sanitary Engineer (you used to call him Steamfitter or
Plumber) who can show you ARCOLA. Look for it in his window.
It will pay you to consult him twice a year ea you do your
Doctor or Dentist. To have hira examine and report on your
beating and plumbing costs Gttle. It may aave you a great deal.

INTHftlPT.

JNrutLfcCONOMT
ANDGOMTOXr

CAUwrnoN

CATocca

.

AMERICAN RADIATOR COMPANY
Makers of the famout IDEAL Boilers and AMERICAN Radiator

402

17th Street

',

'

Denver, Colorado

X
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THEODORE VAN SOELEN
EXHIBITS
PAINTINGS.
AT CINCINNATI, OHIO

NAMED

HEAD OF STATE

M
Stockholders of New Mexico Loan and Mortgage
Company Elect Officers;
Melbourne Is Secretary.
Dr. L. G. Rice was elected presi-en- t
of the New Mexico Loan and
Mortgage company at the annual
stockholders' meeting held at the
company offices, corner of Gold
avenuo and Third street, yesterday.
Other officers elected are F. J Baser, vice president; Ralph Melbourne, secretary; j. J. Stonelake,
treasurer; J. P. Jaepijson and D.
B Harrington, directors.
The meotinfj wns well attended,
stockholders from all parts of the
state being in the city for the event.
General business
was transacted
and it was voted that an S per eont
cash dividend he declared and 8
per cent plnced in the surplus fund.
Albuquerque progrosslvoneci was
boosted by Secretary Melbourne,
who has hold that position with
the company since its organization several years ago.
"There Is more building going on
in Albuquerque than Jn any city we
have come in contact with," Mr.
Melbourne stated and added that
the company officials expected an
even greater building activity in
the near future, Judging from the
gradual loosening of money, both
in the enst and western parts of
the country.

PLANT SPECIALIST
OF STATE
COLLEGE
IS IN CITY TODAY
Fabian Garcia, of tho state college, will be in the city today con-

ferring with County Agent Lee
Reynolds on the general condition
of trees, shrubs and plants in the
county. Persons who would be interested in solving any of these
problems, should call at the county
agent's office in the chamber of
commerce building today and have
an inspection of their
tree3 or
plants.

Theodore Van Boelen, an Albuquerque artist who is spending the
winter in Cincinnati, is holding an
exhibit of his paintings, portraits
and landscapes in oil and pastel '
the Art museum in that city, according to the art notes in the Cincinnati Enquirer. A picture of his
a large land"Flamingo Gate,"
scape study made in Albuquerque,
is reproduced in th.e paper.
"Mr. Van Soelen hopes to settle
In Cincinnati and Join the local
group of artists," says tha paper,
"He received some of his training
under Daniel Garber, at the Pennof fine arts,
sylvania academy
studying in Europe under the Cres-so- n
traveling scholarships twice;
but he comes here from New Mexico, where he has been painting
cently.
"In this collection at the museum
are quite a number of small
sketches in pastel and oil, characteristic of thiB country with It
picturesque qualities, He has several larger landscapes which, are
lovely in feeling, color and arrangement and are carefully painted.
The most ambitious of these is the
"Flamingo Gate," a charming pic-

ture.

"There Is a variety of handling
displayed in his portraits anddea
unnd orrasn of character
lineation, togetner wun a mco

on

COUNTY TELEPHONE
BE MET
BILLS MAY
BY THE OFFICIALS
Many county

officials

will pay

their own office telephone bills to
prevent the telephones from being
taken out by the telephone com-

of
pany today due to
birls.
the past year's service
Whether the money so advanced by
the officials can be refunded next
year is a question, but some of the
ofticials feel that, due to the very
nature of their business, they can
not afford to be without telephone
service.
The county telephone bills are
paid from the county general fund,
which is now exhausted. The matter was brought to the commissioners' notice at their last meeting, but nothing oould be done to
Bo unless
relieve the situation.
the officials themselves foot the
bills, the court house will be 'phone- lees today, which is the last day of
prnce granted by the company.
nt
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Paso 1s Selected as Head- Campaign to Be Started
quarters; Plan Will FolSoon; Officers and
low the Lines Suggested
of Bureau Are

El

Named

Recently By Fall,
(PlfitAL OltFAlCW 'O MOKNIN4 JOURNAL)

Las Cruces, N. M, Nov. 1. El
Paso wag selected this afternoon
ai executive headquarter for the
Southwestern National park
looking to the establishment by the federal government of
a public playground In southern
New Meitlco along the lines suggested recently by Albert B. Fall,
secretary of the interior. The special committee of the Las Cruces
chamber of commerce, consisting
of Frank T. French, chairman; H.
H. Brook, president of the Elephant Butte irrigation district;
Dr. Harry I
Kent,
president
of the New Mexico College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts; 0- F.
Knight, president of the chamber
of commerce, and Vincent B, May,
met at the office of Mark B.
Thompson, counsel for the United
States reclamation service, today
and discussed the proposal at
length. After deciding upon El
Paso na the hub of operations the
committee arranged to meet with
officers of the El Paso chamber o(
commerce next Friday to formulate plans for an. active campaign
in Now Mexico, Texas, Arizona,
Kansas, Oklahoma and southern
Missouri Branch offices are to bo
established at once In cities and
towns in west Texas, New Mexioo
and Arizona.
The national park plan contemplates setting aside parts of the
Mescalero and Alamo forest re- and building a highway from
?crves
reservation to connect
with the Elephant Butte dam and
miles north of
lake, seventy-fiv- e
Las Cruces.
Secretary McKee of the Albuquerque chamber of commerce eays
In a letter received today by Mr.
Brook that the officers of that organization heartily favored the idea
of establishing a national park in
this part of New Mexico.
com-mltte- e,

-
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TTheater

Today

"B Thenter Repeating teday
William S. Hart as the leading
star in The Whistle," a Para
mount picture but produced by
the Famous Players-Leak- y
corpor
ation; also repeating the "Travel
Events"
ogue'' and "Current
pic

at Meeting.

Ten thousand dollars Is the minimum amount necessary to carry on
the systems tio charity work in the
county and city for the coming
to figures comyear, according
piled by the directors of the associated charities at their meeting
last night at the chamber of commerce.
Although there is but little
given the work of the bureau,
it is to a great extent performing
the charity functions peculiar to
in other
such an organization
states and, in addition, is called
upon to perform those usually
taken care of by state and counties. There are no state or county
institutions, such as homes for the
blind, state and county infirmaries
and such other similar institutions
as are the rule in all eastern states
and counties.
Huge sums of money are spent
by other states, counties and cities
on these institutions, but in Albuquerque, Bernalillo county, and the
state, there are no such institutions, and as a result, the bureau of
charities except for a few other organizations mostly doing particular
work, carries those burdens in this
county.
The county and city help in the
work, appropriating certain sums
each month for the benefit of the
bureau, but the same sums given
are inadequate, according to bureau directors, and both the county
and city will be urged to appropriate larger sums as a part of the
enmpuigmto be started for financing the bureau for 1922. Among
the first business houses to respond before being asked Is the
National Life Insurance company,
which will pledge $50 a quarter
year.
Kxactly when tha campaign will
be started is not decided, but it In
possible that within a few days
the
of all citizens will
be asked in order that the bureau
may continue to function and that
the poor, Sick, blind, crippled and
general unfortunates may be given
Christian care during the year.
As a part of the campaign to replenish the treasury of the bureau,
a charity ball will be held at the
armory November ti. The committee to have charge of the annual
affair will be Mrs. L. S. Peters,
Mrs. J, T. McLaughlin and Mrs.
Ernest Spits.
Officers for the year will be Mrs.
Ivan Grunsfeld, president; W. R.
Walton, vice president; D. A.
treasurer, and Rabbi Moise
Bergman, secretary. The following
Mrs. Ivan
directors were named:
Grunsfeld, Mn L. B. Peters. Mrs.
W. C. Reed, Mrs. Max Nordhaus,
Mrs. Louis Ilfeld, Mrs. John McLaughlin, Mrs. Ernest Spits, B. B.
Chrifty, Sidney Wiel, W. R. Walton, D. S. Rosenwald, B. T. Chase,
pub-llcl-

ty

THEXOURTSHIP OF
BY. "INDIAN

;

In the olden times Eagle came down to the earth and
assumed the form of a man. Then he wanted to get
married. He started out in search of a squaw suitable
to be his wife.
He-- went first among the white people ; but he did
not like the women of that tribe because they talked too
much and told too many lies. He was wise.
Then he went among the black people but he could
find no girl to suit him in that tribe.
Then he went among the Indian tribes, assuming
always the form of an eagle while he was travelling,
but immediately becoming a man again when he saw
an Indian village. We will not mention the names of
the different tribes he visited, for he found fault with
all the squaws of those tribes but one.
At the first Indian village he found that the squaws
there tattooed their faces. He did not like the squaws
of the next tribe he found, for there they wore their
hair cut short in defiance of the evident intent of the
Great Spirit. He was wise.

"

EAGLE-MA-

N

MILLER

At the next village he could not bring himself to like
the girls because they were too fat So he went from
village to village and from tribe to tribe, courting the
squaws but always finding fault with them. Some he
disliked because they were lazy; others were too ugly;
some were too dirty; and so forth.
But at last he reached a vitlage of the Apaches.1
There he saw two beautiful girls gathering com in a
field. One of them was lazy and the other was industrious. When they saw him the lazy one ran away,
but the industrious one did not. She fell in love with
Eagle-Ma- n
at first sight; and this was to his liking,
for he did not have to use force in persuading her to go
with him. Eagle-Ma- n
was wise in his choice.
If you could watch the inspection of raw materials
at the Savage Tire factory you would be forcibly reminded of this courtship of Eagle-MaIt is a rigid
inspection indeed, for raw materials play an important
part in the making of the tires that are Built to Excel.
Exemplified indeed is this in the big, handsome Sauage
Cord, known to motorists as the Aristocrat of Tires.
n.

tures.
Lyric Theater Charles Ray and
Vandyke Brooks are still at the
Lyric, as the leading characters
in "A Midnight BeU'r a popular
picture taken from a famous
Charles Hoyt play; also repeating
-unicKen
Hearted," a vanity
comedy.
Pastime Theater D. W. Griffith
A. Porterfield, C. T. French,
portrays in his masterly produce P.
Keleher, Y'llllam Shaver
tion of "Dream
Street;" also William
and Albert Stern.
New"
showing
"Something
screen snapshots of general In

d,

Foot troubles are unknown
to men who wear OGDEN

Mahogany Calf Shoes.'

OGDEN Comfort Arches
and soft pliable uppers hold
the foot in a snug, velvety
grip that gives exceptional
comtort.
There's an OGDEN built
for e very foot. And besides
the comfort, OGDENS are
'

terest.

mJ

money-saver- s.

CENTRAL SCHOOL WINS
FROM FOURTH STREET
BY SCORE OF 9 TO 0

OUTSTANDING SCHOOL
WARRANTS AMOUNT TO
,$320,136, SAYS JOERNS

(Special Ceireepondeneo to Th

Journal.)

Santa. Fe. Nov. 1. Outstandlnn
warrants amount to $320
The Central school football team school Educational Auditor John
186,
the North Joerns
yesterday defeated
stated today. Of this the
Fourth street school,, team by a rural schools
owe $187,581 and the
score of to - Both of the scores
"independent" districts the city
were made in the third quarter.
$132,855.
The line-u- p
of the winning team schools
.Toerna characterized the sltua
was aj follows: Jones, fb: Stanton,
and
hb; Lucerq, hb; Pablo Oonaales, tlon as it"most deplorable"
largely to faulty bud
qb; Ralph Young, lg; Felix, ci charged
col
Baca, re; St. John, Ie; Qooday, It; eetlna in the nast. slowof tax
the law
lections and "disregard
Garcia, rt:
The two teams have met twice by some school autnormes.
Ha said:
before, the first game ending in a
"In order to avoid future de- scoreless tie, and the Central scnooi
it was necessary to altaking the second by a score of llnqulnces,schools
a proper tax rate,
low the
38 to 0.
The counties of Bernalillo, Chaves.
Colfax. De Baca. Grant, Hidalgo
ARTESIA IS VISITED
Lea. Lincoln. Otero and Valencia
;
BY KILLING FROSTS had fairly good balances on hand
September first ot this year. These
balances have not been deducted
Corrwipondeiira to The Journal.)
(8pnl
the budget estimates as has
Artesla, N. M., Nov, 1. Killing from
the custom In the past, u
frost and freezing temperature been
Is necessary that our schools have
during the past week at this pipes sufficient
money on hand at tne
has caused all garden truck and
of the school term to
alfalfa to cease growing. The beginning
over until tax collec
them
tide
farmers are through baling hay, tions are made
In January. Very
with the exception of a few, who
few of the Independent district
had a large acreage standing at show
balances sufficient to Indithe time of the first freeze.
that they are on a cash bads.
Thousands of acres of corn will cate'The
situation has become acute
be harvested by the farmers in
In that banks, merthe next few weeks. The acreage and serious
a few
of corn Is very large this year and chants and others In quite school
counties will no longer cash
the ytold enormous. All the crop warrants.
schools
of
the
The
credit
will not be marketed, due to the
Increased Interest in hog raising must be restored. The outstandIndebtedness
hereinbefore
ing
In the Pecos valley.
The apple crop, which amounted mentioned has not been included
In
the
budget estimate for the
to several hundred cars, has been
shipped. Only a sufficient amount present school year. Some means
of fruit for local use remains In will, and must, be found for the
payment of all outstanding claims,
the apple sheds.
if legal."
The county delinquencies range
from $551 for Guadalupe to $4S
BR for Rio Arriba and the lift
TOBACCO
Includes
San
counties.
twelve
MIruel has not reported.
The "independent" district de
linquencies include Albuquerque.
So Easy to Drop Cigarette, 20.2S9 for maintenance and
$7,427 special.
or
Habit
0-

'

For Sale By WILLIAM CHAPLIN,

MVE

YOU

209 West Central.

BEEN

TOLD

That We

Give More for Less 'Money-- r
Here Are a Few Prices That Will

Convince You
SHIRTS
New

O.

Shirt

S.I. 75

Class C

Shirts

New

SEE

D.

New Wool

O. D.

Underwear
$3.00 per

$1.25

Marine

Shirts
$3.25
Shirts.
.$1.25
Khaki

Suit

Army Messklts. .BOo
Army Cots. .. .$2.50

Leather Bags. .$1.50

Utility Bags... $2.50
handle a
plete lino of gov. Army Glasses.'. ,50o
Harness and Leather O. D. Breeches.
,. $3
com-

Wo

SOX

A Few Camp
Supplies
Army Cups..,.,60o

Army Wool Sox..5Qe
Med. Outfit.. .$1.75
BLANKETS
S Light Wool Sox
3 pair
$1.00 Navy Blankets. $3.50
Khaki Sox. . . . . ,23c Class A Army
Prompt AttenBlankets. . . $5.00

Why Pay More
SHOES

Clara B Army

Blankets.

. ,

Class C Army

Blankets.

.

.

$3.75

tion given to
all mail orders

$2.30

COATS
Field Shoes... $1.95
Army Cot
Russet Shoes.. $1.05
Blankets. . . .$3.00 O. D. Coats. . .$7.50
New Army
$4.60 Hosp. Blankets $3.60 Of rs R. Coats $7.50
Shoes

LIBERTY ARMY SUPPLY CO.
117 NORTH FIRST STREET

THE

5 PR ECKELS S(IVa6E''TIRE

OUR BEST

nerve-shatteri-

ac

treasurer.

Dr.

The club will probably conduct
university tournament shortly
for the purpose of ratine the
players In various classes according to their ability.

addren

OIL IS DISCOVERED
IN S. W. COLORADO

TUBERCULOSIS
OIim na
positive
proof bo is able to our
by Inhalation
lubrculli
In an? climate.
For further tnformatlos
THIS T. P.

S

INHALANT CO., MASON
BUILDINO. LOg A NO BILES CALIFORNIA.

Girls! Girls!!

Clear Your Skin
Cuticura
With
nrti
0ltr

Sampla
(Son, Ointment, Taictim) of
UbmtttM,Dnt.X. Mftldm.lUM. Ho!J.rrwhr..

Santa Fe, Nov. 1. Assistant
State School SuDerlntnnrfent Earl
Douglass, who returned from north
western New Mexico today, brought
the report that oil had been struck
in southwestern

Colorado, twenty
miles from the New Mexico line.
He was told the well had been
brought in at 5,000 barrels and
Denver & Rio Grande
officials
were starting out from Alamosa to
Investigate the report.

OCR OWN JAZZ ORCHESTRA.
TONIGHT COLLEGE INN.

-

ASSET IS THE SATISFIED CUSTOMER

Phone 141
1

Miss Alta Norton, living on a
county, Kans.,
ten miles and passes
travels
through three counties on her way
to and from school each day.

farm in Burton

U0ARSENKS

I
-I

GwaUow slowly tmoTJ pfecei

ran wen nwr t n thmaf

G. E.

Fletcher

flewcomers to

Monument Works

Albuquerque

Albuquerque, N. M.
Memorials of the Better

are cordially invited to visit
the State National and become acquainted with its officers and employes.

Kind
17 Million Jan Uud Yuri

We pay the freight to you

Advertise in the Morning Journal for best
results.

Our facilities are at your disposal along any line in which
this institution may be of
service to you.

-

UNIVERSITY TENNIS
CLUB IS ORGANIZED
A tennis club, which will take
over the active management of
university tournaments, was or
ganized yesterday noon at a meeting of university tennis players.
Frank Reeves was elected president of the temporary organiza
tion. Vernon Wilfgley was made
vice president, and Walter Bowman was elected secretary and

DIEGO, CALIFORNIA-

215 North Fourth Street

Chewing

has helped thousands
to break the costly,
tobacco habit. Whenever you
have a longing for a smoke or a
chew, just place a harmless
tablet in your mouth Instead.
All desire stops. Shortly the habtt
Is completely broken, and you are
better oft mentally, physically, fiIt's so easy, so simple.
nancially.
Get a box of
and if it
doesn't release you from all craving1 for tobacco in any form, your
druggist will refund your money
without question.

57V

E. A. SCHICK & SONS

QUIT

Cigar,

CO.

SAFE
EFFICIENT,
PROGRESSIVE.

Clock;
as dependable

as they are atclocks
make
Whether you
want a stately mahogany mantel clock or Just a dainty Ivory
clock for the bedroom, you can
find it here.
tractive. These
excellent gifts.

Our selection is extensive and
prices are in keeping with present tendencies.
We' Invite

Tou to See Them

M1NDLIN' C

State National Bank
Affiliated With
The State Trust & Savings Bank.

The Ideal Lunch
Bread Is the most essential part ot
any luncn. nui our oreaa snouid
be the mainstay
of your little
daughter's lunch because you realize the wholesomeness, the pure-nes- s
and dellclousness that combines to 'make our bread.
Thli
realization should load you to believe that sandwiches mado ot oui
bread are ideal.

JEWELERS

DIAMOND
MERCHANTS

Pioneer Bakery
'

207 South'

First Street

j

Combined Resources
Four and One-HaMillion Dollars
lf

TELL IT THROUGH THE CLASSIFIED
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JOIRNAL PUBLISHING COMPANY
D. A. MACPHEKSON.
CARL C. MAO EE.
President.
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. .Business
Manager
1). A. MACPHEKSON....
CARL C. MAGKB
REPRESENTATIVES
C. J. ANDERSON
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matter at the postofflce
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TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
85c:
one
month,
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has
higher circulation
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Mexico." The American
Issued
every day
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THE HARDING ANNIVERSARIES.
'

is a double anniversary for President
Harding. It is the first anniversary of his election
of his birth.
to the presidency and the fifty-sixt- h
President Harding has been In office about eight
months. It has been a period of familiarizing him-eewith the duties of his great office. It Is a fair
presumption that he will do better rather than
worse as time goes on.
The consensus of public opinion Is that the presSomehow, tho
ident has exceeded expectations.
people had the Impression that they had elected a
rather ordinary man to the presidency. They expected no brilliancy; no spectacular performance?.
The president has shown caution, diplomacy,
patience and some firmness. He has made no seri-

Today

try says he can now understand Klpilng's classic
reference to " tho flanneled fools of the wicket,
the middied oafs at the goal." He says the mad
devotion of tho English people to outdoor Bports
ha- - evoked grave warnings from thoughtful publicists that unless more attention Is paid to busiThe frenzied
ness tho country will bo ruined.
reception given tho Australian cricket team in
was said to have
summer
England tho past
oualled any popular tributes to heroes of tha
war. For weeks, we are told, It seemed as if tho
English people could put their minds on no other
Our follow
subject than the cricket matches.
countryman expresses the moderate, restrained
opinion that cricket and the enthusiasm it evokes
at-- j
a form of lunacy deserving Investigation and
classification
by professional alienists.
There is no accounting for national any more
than for Individual tastes. In France the exhllir-atlngraceful duel is the popular outdoor pastime. In Germany it is the weight lifting contest
in the beer gardens, capacious steins being employed for the purpose. In Russia It is chasing the
Bourgeois to his lair. In Japan it is hari-kar- i.
The Mexican sport is seeing how many revolutions
the government can make in an hour. America's
particular form of insanity may be baseball, but
it might have been "far worse. Thus far our nano symptoms
of
tion has shown practically
cricket.

HEY! DON'T FORGET TO SAVE A PLACE ON YOU R PRO- GRAMS FOR THE HOSTESS, BOYS

.it

wilt Wrii

1

....

NO NEED FOR MORE GOLD.
The only Justification for a governmental subsidy
to any Industry Is that the country stands greatly
In need of the products or services of that Industry
and that private enterprise unaided is unable to
supply the want. It is impossible to sustain a claim
that the United States is in need of more gold at
this time, its reserve being tho greatest in its his
tory and far more than its requirements for mone.
tary purposes. Production of gold throughout the
world has fallen off very rapidly in the last several
years, due to increasing costs of operating mines
without a corresponding enhancement of value of
Tint the abnormal conditions will be
tfca metnl.
gradually eliminated by economic processes.
When the foreign countries which have been
virtually stripped of gold are able to attract some
of our supply to their coffers' a profitable market
for new gold undoubtedly will be found. Subsidizing
the production of that which Is not required would
appear not to be good business.

VERSE OF TODAY

The following from the Industrial News Bureau
will Interest the people of New Mexico. Next to
coal our greatest potential industry is copper mining. We are all vitally interested in its revival:

REWARD.

"On a big dairy farm the farmer was feeding a
bull calf its daily ration of skim milk out of a big
copper kettle.
"It held about ten gallons and was battered ui
and stained with age and looked as If it had been
through the wars.
"Asked about It the farmer said that kettle had
been in the family for four generations, and was
liable to last four more.
"The family brought It out with them from Ohio
across the plains with an ox team along with other
household belongings.
"It had been used to heat water and cook rations
for a long company of immigrants, but was nov
handed over to the livestock.
"Still it was good for generations to come because copper does not rust and does not crack anl
cannot be broken or easily worn out.
"There is a lesson in that copper kettle for all
westerners, who want indestructible implements
made of a western product.
."For the west la the land of the red metal that
needs to go into more general uso for building,
household utensils and tools.
"The manufacture of copper kitcher.ware, dairy-warhotel and restaurant equipment, should become a large western industry."
The utility of copper in a thousand ways Is the
greatest proof of an early revival in the industry.
The people will freely concede to that industry every
consideration which is fair in order to help it, but
will not consent to its dictation. An appeal for fair
play and Justice will prove heartily effective. Compulsion and manipulation will meet with resistance.
,
The road to harmony is apparent.

Wiggily
ingUncle Nurse
Jane

Bedtime Stories
For Little Ones
By Howard

B. Garls

Copyright. 1921, by McClurs
Newspaper Syndicate.

CRISP PARAGRAPHS

UNCLE WIGGILY AND
THE EGGS.

SOME SPEED ARTISTS.
Los Angeles reports 37 divorce cases and 36
In
one day. Wonderful climate! Chimarriages
cago News.

When you have finished what
you are doing. Undo Wiggily. will
you plcaso go over to Mrs. ClucK
Cluck, the hen lady, and get me
a few eggs," asked Nurse Jane one
morning. "I want to bake a cake."
"But I am not doing anything!"
exclaimed the bunny rabbit gentleman, who, truth to tell, was dozing, half asleep in his easy chair.
"You were making funny
said Nurse Janf, with a sort
of twlnklo around her whiskers,
"and I thought maybe you wer.'
)
talking to Grandpa
somebody in your sleep and ' "
..s
"That wasn't TALK IN...
"I r.i ;.'
claimed Uncle WigKily.
have been snoring!"
"Oh, then you were doin:
something!" laughed Nurse Jan.
"Well, if you have finished pln
go get me the egss."
"If I have finished!" repeated
Mr. Longears; "why, I don't wan
to keep on snoring there is n
fun doing that! It's Just that
can't help it. I'm glad you awak
ened me. I'll go to the Rix am.
seven cent store and get you th'
molasses."
"Not molasses!
Eggs'." orb;
Nurse Jane. "E, double g,
And not at the five anl
ten cent store, cither, or the thr
I said Mrs.. Clucl
and four!
Cluck's hen coop!"
"Oh, yes, that's right!" agree!
Uncle Wiggily, rubbing the end of
his barbVr pole striped rheumatism
crutch with a piece of soap.
That always made the crutch
feel Jolly, and it must have done
the same for Uncle Wiggily, for
soon after that he was hopping
over the fields and through the
woods toward the coop of Mrs,
Cluck Cluck, tho hen lady.
"Of course, Mr. Longears, you
may have as many egga as you
wish," cackled Mrs. Cluck Cluck,
when the bunny told her what he
So he put some eggs in
wanted.
his tall silk hat on top n '"
head.
will he sate
"They
thought Uncle Wiggily. "There '.a
no snow now, so the antmal boys
won't throw snowballs at my hat
and break the eggs."
Uncle Wiggily thanked the hen
lady and then, as he. was hopping
back to his hollow stump bungalow, he happened to think:
"Nurse Jane will need an
if she is to use these eggs
In a cako. I'll get hex a new bearer at the eight and nine " cent
store."
So Ije did this and he wa9 think

LEAVE THAT TO THE SILK WORMS!
Artificial silk is now being made from alcohol.
Think of buying the precious stuff by the yard!
Cleveland Plain Dealer.

nols-es,-

IU:T WE WON'T FEEL LARKY.
In case of a strike it Is proposed to feed us by
That would make us feel just like little
airplane.
birdies in a nest. Philadelphia Record.

EDITORIAL OF THE DAY
THE FUTURE

OF THE TELEPHONE

An official
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Chicago, Nov. 1. Poultry Alive
higher. Fowl3, 14 22 He; springs,
turkeys, 29c; roosters, 15c.
20c;
Butter Market lower. Creamery
extras, 43c; firsts, 3642c; seconds, 33 0135c; standards, 40c.
Eggs Market higher. Receipts
7,540 cases. Firsts, 6052c; ordinary firsts, 43i946c; miscellaneous,'
48
50c; refrigerator extras, 34c;
refrigerator firsts, 33c.
Potatoes Market steady. Receipts 89 cars. Total U. S. shipments 802. Northern white, Sacked
and bulk, $1.70 (fe 1 .85 cwt.; Minne
sota and North Dakota, sacked and
DUIK Red river Chios
$1.6501.80
cwt.;
Dakota white, sacked and
bulk, $1.401.65 cwt.; Idaho Ru- rals, sacked, $1.90 1.95 cwt.

tln-iv.-

egg-boat- er

(Copyright

1
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Uncle Wiggily, calm like. Then he
stirred the eggs faster and splashed so much white and yellow In
the eyes of the Fox that the bad
chap couldn't see anything. "This
is my chance to run safely away!"
said the bunny, and run he did.
Of course he had to get more eggs,
but nothing happened to them and
soon Nurse Jane's cake was made.
And Uncle Wiggily was glad he
happened to think of the egg beater to fool the Fox.
So if the silk handkerchief
doesn't act too proudly when it Is
taken out of the movies in the rag
doll's pocket with perfume on, I'll
tell you next about Uncle Wiggily
and the potatoes.

lc

2c

2c.

KANSAS CITY PRODUCE.

Kansas City. Nov. 1. Butter.
eggs and poultry unchanged.
LIVESTOCK MARKETS.
Chlcnso livestock.
Chicago, Nov. 1. C."ttle Re
ceipts 9,000.
Quality plain: beef
steers and fat
slow; early
rraciing sreaay.
Top yearlings,
bulk
beef
steers. $7.75
$11.50;
9.35; bulls steady; canners. cutters
and stockers steady;
veal calves
opened weak to 25c lower, best to
at
$11.50; outsiders. $12.00.
packers
Hogs Receipts 30.000. Market
fairly active and mostly 10c lower
than yesterday's average. Practical top, $7.90; light lights sold up
to $8.15; bulk, $7.25:7.80; pigs
steady, bulk $8.10 8.25.
Sheep Receipts 20,000. Market
Fat
opened Blow, mostly steady.
natives to packers, $8.75 9.00; to
city butchers. $9.15; culls around
$6.00; choice ewe and wether yearlings, $7.25; medium to good
fat ewes. $4.60; talking
steady, feeder lambs.
she-sto-

120-pou-

Kansafl City Livestock.

- Kansas City, Nov. 1. Cattle
Receipts 16,500. Beef steers steady

to 25c lower, mostly 15e to 25c
lower; heavy and choice fed dullest. Best yearlings, $9.50; other
steers, $4.25 8.25; canners strong,
mostly $2.50 2.7S ;' vealers steady,
top $10.00; other calves strong to
50c higher; other classes generally
steady; few cows, $5.00; bulk, $3.60
4.25; heifers mostly $4.0005.50;
no fed kind; steers mostly $3.00
3.r,n; early sales stockers $5.00
.25.

6.000. Sheep,
Sheep Receipts
about steady; lambs steady to 15c
lower. Fed offerings. $9.10; range
and native lambs, $9.00,
Denver Livestock.
ReNov.
1. Cattle
Denver,
Market 16c to 25o
ceipts 2,300.
higher. Beef steers, $4.00 6.25;
cows and heifers,
$3.005.50;
calves, $6. 009.60; bulls, $2.00
3.50; stockers and feeders, $3.75
6.00.

Hogs
steady.
7.50.

800.
Market
Receipts
Top, $7.90; bulk, $6.25

Sheep Receipts 4,800. Market
strong. Lambs, $7.758.50; ewes,
$2.504.25; feeder lambs, $6.75
7.50.

ADVICE FOR WOMEN WHO
SUFFER.
"I advise every woman who suffers with kidney trouble to try
Foley Kidney Pills," writes Mrs.
Bessie Brawner, 2522 Scovllle Ave.,
May, Cleveland, O. "I could not do my
Wheat
Dec, $1.02;
$1.06.
hut since taking Foley
Corn Dec. 46 c; May, Blc. housework,
Pills I feel like a new womOats Dec, 31c; May, 36c. Kidney
an and am able to do my work.",
Pork $15.00.
pains, swollen
Lard Jan., $8.82; March, $9.07. Rheumatic stiff
Joints, sore muscle;)
Ribs Jan., $7.45; May, $7.82.
and sleep disturbing bladder al i
ments indicate disordered kidneys
NEW YORK COTTON.
Foley Kidney Pills act promptly.
Sold everywhere.
fuNew York, Nov. I. Cotton
OUR OWN JAZZ ORCHESTRA,
tures closed strong. Dec, 18.37;
COLLEGE INN.
May, TONIGHT
Jan., 18.27; March. 18.22;
17.92; July, 17.47.
ankle.-backache-

LEGAL NOTICE

'LIBERTY BONDS.

348b
New York, Nov. 1. Liberty
(RKPUBLI CATION.)
bonds closed:
$92.56; first 4s,
NOTICE FOB rCBI.ICATlON.
$93.00 bid; second 4s, $92.78; first Department of the Interior, U. B. Land
Office, at Banta Fe, N. M, Oct. 6,
44s, $93.04; second 4,4s, $92.80;
1921.
fourth
third
$95.16;
Notice Is hereby riven that Baloma
$99.60; Vic$93.08; Victory
y Chavez, of Alameda. N. U..
Mnntoya
$99.68.
tory
who. on December 7. 1917, made home4

8s,

THE MARKETS
(By The AoeI.-- d
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a he had bought, "and I'll beat the
eggs for you. Watch me!"
With that the bunny began stirring the egg machine in the whites
and yellows in the bowl. Tho Fox
leaned close over to watch and, all
at once, Uncle Wiggily turned tho
egg beater double extra fast.
"Splish! Splash!" went a lot of
egg batter In the face of the Fox.
"Oh, stop! What are you doing?" barked the Fox.
"Just beating eggs," answered

would bake,
fine cake
when, all of a sudden, out from
behind a stump Jumped the bad
old Fox, and before Uncle Wiggily
knew what was happening that
Fox just grabbed him.
And, worse than that, the Fox
dragged the bunny off through the
woods to a den under the rocks
that's what the Fox did.
"Well, Uncle Wiggily, here you
are at. last in my den," snarled
tho Fox.
"Well, I didn't como here because I wanted to!" sighed the
"Now what are
bunny gentleman.
you going to do with me?"
"Take your hat off first," snickered tho Fox. "I like to look at
your ears which I am soon going
to nibble!" So saying the Fot
took off the bunny's hat and out
rolled the eggs, some of them falling and breaking.
"Why didn't you tell me you had
pess In your hat?" barked the Fox.

OF TRADE.

Chicago, Nov. 1, Wheat prices
collapsed today to new low price
records for 1921. The break fol
lowed persistent liquidation in the
market which was without any
robust spirit. There was a nervous
to 60 net lower with
finish,
December $1.02 to $1.024 and May
i.ueA to n.uiVi. corn lost
to
to 2o to
and oats Hie
to
Provisions ranged from
17e decline to a rise of
.tsearisn sentiment in the wheat
trade received fresh impetus on
account of estimates cabled from
British sources that the world's
crop total was 88,000,000 bushels
larger than a year ago. Another
depressing fact was announcement
that stocks of grain afloat in Bur
falo harbor would he'k.'fter he In.
eluded in the United States visible
supply. No acute weakness, how
ever, developed until mid-dawhen attention was directed to re
ports that congestion of railroad
and port facilities at Galveston had
tied up much grain for which the
country owners were unable to get
their money rapidly. Conditions at
New Orleans also were reported as
embarrassing, with 1,200 cars of
Under
grain on track unloaded.
such circumstances, holders here
in
the final
liquidated freely, and
hour the descent of values proved
swift. Exporters were said to have
taken advantage of the 6 cent drop
which occurred, but the market
made no important rally, and the
amount of purchasing for Europe
could only be guessed.
Corn and oats went downward
the
with wheat.
Oats reached
lowest level this season, and corn
nearly so.
Provisions were bearlshly affected by setbacks In hog values as
well as in grain.
Closing prices:

5c

llBi
was-w-

When I get time I'll write that rime
But now I am content to gain
The thought that I have checked a sigh
Or soothed a heart that suffers pain;
Each day to know some fellow's woo
Has been allayed; and to beguile
A road that's roiiKh. that is enough
And cause my fellow man a smile.
Omaha Bee.

1

"To my way of thinking, of the games of the
different nations, from the Eskimo down to thi
of all
tropics, tennis, golf, hockey,
these baseball is the least interesting, the most
silly, and how people can line up for tickets all
n'ght is something only insanity can explain.'
This characteristically mild and courteous comment on the national game of America is contributed to the New York Herald by one who signs
himself "Englishman." It will be noticed that
(or purposes of comparison he makes no mention
of cricket, England's national obsession.
An American recently returned from that coun- -

lip!

When I get time I'll write a rime
That sparkles with poetic worth;
'Twill bring me fame and blaze my name
Among the poets of the earth;
Such state I crave before the grave
Shall close and end this mundane strife
That friends each day shall proudly say
"I knew him in his daily life!"

(From the Minneapolis Trlbunt.)
of the American Telephone and Telsaid the other day in St. Louis:
company
egraph
"I have faith that we shall some day build up a
AN EDUCATIONAL CRISIS.
great world telephone system, making necessaryor to
a
all nations the use of a common language,
common understanding of languages, which will Join
of
school
and
housing
scarcity,
Inadequate
the peoples of the world into ono brotherhood."
teachers throughout the land make an "educaTo the casual thinker this attainment may seem
Hardfanciful to a high degree, but who that understands
tional crisis," in the opinion of President
made In telephonic communication
the
ing. There will be no general disagreement with since progress
Alexander Graham Bell and Thomas Watson
his Judgment, though a go d many localities will had their first telephone conversation on March
point with pride to tne ample provision which 10, 876, can sneer at such a prophecy?
But the
Indeed, this enthusiastic prophet who looks for
they make for schooling their youth.
a hastening of the brotherhood of man through the
president is not dismayed by the situation as tt instrumentality
of the telephone may have unduly
whole. In his address at the College of William narrowed his vision when
he said that interworld
and Mary he stated a fact that it were well for communication probably never will be possible, or
wireless
with
fancied
American
telephoning.
a
practicable,
who
retrogresthose
deplore
Many able scientists of twenty years ago did not
sion it matters educational to consider.
to do with the telebelieve then that it was
The president finds no reason for misgiving phone what is being donepossible
today in the way of carryor pessimism in the situation grave as it is. Though ing on a satisfactory conversation between New
They had not anwo are not providing adequately, we are not going York City and Han Francisco.
tho invention of a little device that picks
backward. Though we do not keep up with the ticipated
voice
a
weakened
up
along the way, retelephone
demand, we are going ahead. The "more gener- habilitates it in a vacuum tube, endows it with its
ously we provide today, the greater Is the defi- original power and sends It along to another vacuum
For tube where it is again "pepped up" and relayed to
the president asserted.
ciency tomorrow,
another tube, the process being repeated as
this he is glad, became "so long as the eagerness still
often as distance and the resistant forces of nature
for education outruns our most generous provi- may require.
Moreover, there were mighty few men a score
sion of facilities there will be assurance that we
ago who peered into the future of teleare going ahead, not backward." The eagerness of years
communication and foresaw wired and wirefor education is the significant thing. With dou- phone
less systems
in such a way that a perble the famliitles which the country has, educa- son far Inland in the United States, could carry on
a
conversation with another person on a ship far
tional progress could not go beyond the willingout on the ocean. Since these things have come
ness of the people to avail themselves of it. With about
both scientists and
persons are careful
the popular demand for education increasing there about putting limitations onlay
their prophecies. Whs
be
meet
to
it
will
no
that
efforts
Is
shall eay that the day will never come when a lover
question
In Kalamazoo, Mich., may talk to his sweetheart In
and that each will be able to see the face
At the moment disparity between demand and Bombay,
of the other while tho
to
causes
which
with
is
due
extraordinary,
supply
goes on?
everybody is familiar. Proper increase of school
facilities has been Impossible for a number of
"REG'LAR FELLERS"
years, save in most pressing Instances. But there
Is no disposition to neglect the need.
Teaching
staffs, sadly disrupted during the war period, are
being restored to normal. Far more money than
ever before Is being expended on education. But
(he eagerness for learning to which the president
referred has gone beyond everything else. Perhaps we, nsver will catch up. Perhaps it were
better that we never quite catch up. We should
miss the zest of striving if there Were no more
problems to solve.
SPEAKING OF SPORTS.

CHICAGO BOARD

13.12. Mont,

CHICAGO PRODUCE.

........
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COPPER.

Closing prices:
27
American Beet Sugar
28
American Can
American Smelting & Ref'g.. 39
American Sumatra Tobacco.. 35
108
American Tel. & Tel
41
Anaconda Copper
86
Atchison
Baltimore & Ohio
3714
55
Bethlenem steel "ii"
14
Butte & Superior
45 U
California Petroleum
113 i
Canadian Pacific
29ifc
Central Leather
55 '4
Chesapeake & Ohio
&
Mil.
St. Paul
23
Chicago,
25
Chlno Copper
Crucible Steel
63
T
Cuba Cane Sugar
12
Erie ,
72
Great Northern pfd
36
Inspiration Copper
49
Int. Mer. Marine pfd
23
Kennecott Copper
106
Louisville & Nashville
102
Mexican Petroleum
Miami Copper
22
Missouri Pacific
18'i
New York Central
72
Northern Pacific
7414
35
Pennsylvania
13H
Ray Consolidated Copper.
T?fn dine
9
50
Republic Iron & Steel
22
Sinclair Oil & Refining
78
Southern Pacific
Southern Railway
,. 19
74
Studebaker Corporation
43
Texas Company
Tobacco Products
60
120
Union Pacific
80
United States Steel
55
Utah Copper

.......
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ous mistakes. Tho people have a growing feelins
that he Is "safe."
If Mr. Harding can show the discernment and
firmness to retain an attitude quite Independent of
the wishes of big business, going with them as far
as is wise, but no farther, his administration will
be a success. If he falls to hold the confidence of
the public it will be because his conservatism degenerates Into reaction.
At present admiration for him is on the

trials and rails. Some foreign flo 32.25. Brazil demand,
tations also were steady to strong. real, 92
Total salus, par valuo. 113,850,000.

Ha put

&om&

in.

silk hut

"You never asked l ie or I would
have told you," said the bunny
gentleman, patient like. "But are
you going to keep me and the
eggs also? At least send the eggs
to Nurse Jane. She wants them
for a cake."
"And I want them for a cake
myself!" snapped the Fox. "I'm
going to make a cake," and ha
picked the eggs up from the floor,
breaking those that weren't already smashed, Into a bowl. Then
the Fox, with his paw, began stirring the eggs.
"I know how to make cakes
evon though I am a Fox," he said,
proud like.
"Oh, Just a moment, If you
please!"
begged Uncle Wiggily.
who, all of a sudden, thought of
a way to play a trick on the Fox.
"If you are going to make a cake
your eggs should be properly
mixed with an egg beater."
"But I have no egg beater," said
the Fox.
"Ah, but'T have!" cried Uncla
Wiggily, holding up the new one

1921 by George

Matthew Adams

Vrh
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New York, Nov. 1. Changes oc
curring In today's
moderately
broad but irregular stock market
again were Influenced largely by
adverse technical conditions
and
bearish professional operations.
Oils held their recent lead as the
most active issues, but speculation
in that group became increasingly
confusing on the more unstable
course of Mexican petroleum and
prominent domestic shares.
Dealings in rails were relatively
nominal.
That division continued
handicapped by uncertain labor
conditions and no material expansion of traffic.
Industrials of the steel, equipment, motor and affiliated types
were under Intermittent pressure,
the accompaniment of lower price
schedules, actual and prospective,
and diminished earnings.
Tobaccos reacted on rumors of
a "trade war," and further losses
among food, chemical, rubber and
several mail order and merchandising specialties were traceable to
similar causes. Sears Roebuck's
smaller October sales being a case
in point. Sales, 625,000 shares.
According to the heavy transfer
of funds, the money market was
comparatively easy. The 6 6 per
cent opening rate eased to
per
and held. Foreign
cent at mid-da- y
exchanges again reacted, the slight
setback in sterling being associated
with the Irish situation. Reactions
In continental remittances was
moderate. The bond market was
featureless on smaller dealings,
Liberties showing steadiness, with
firmness In most domestic maus

4s,
4s,

3s,

4s,

stead -- niry. No. (134338, for E',4 BEC14,
6W!l BE. EVi SB'4 NW!4 8E'i,
section' 27, township 9 N., range S E-- .
N. M. P. meridian, has filed notice of
1.
Call money Intention to make three-yea- r
New York, Nov.
proof, to
Easier.
High and ruling rate, establish claim to the land above de5
per cent; low and last loan, 5 scribed, before U. 8. Commissioner, Alper cent; closing bid, 4 to 5 per buquerque, N. M., onas November 14, 1921.
Claimant names
witnesses: QulrlnOj.
cent.
Coulter, Jacobo Medina, Aueustln Alfaras,
Call loans Steady. Sixty and Nestor
of
all
Chllllll, N. M.
Pachecho,
90 days and six months. 5',i to 5
A. M. BEHQERB. Relster.
per cent; prime mercantilo paper,
5
to 5
NOTICE OF A DMI N ISTRATOR.
per cent.

NEW YORK MONEY.

EM

'

the Estate of
Laura Charlotte Vorbach, Deceased.
Notice Is hereby given that Rudd
New York, Nov. 1, Copper
Administrator of the esspot and Vorbach, Laura
Electrolytic,
Steady.
tate
of
Charlotte Vorbach,
nearby. 13c; later, 13134c
Tin Easy. Spot and nearby, deceased, has filed in the Probate
Court of Bernalillo County. New
$28.00; futures. $28.07.
Iron Steady, prices unchanged. Mexico, his final report as such Adand the court has apministrator
Lead Steady. Spot, $4.70 4.75.
pointed Thursday, the 17th day of
Zinc Quiet. East St. Louis deNovember, 1921, as the day for
livery, spot $4.60.
hearing objections, if any thera be,
Spot, $4.75.
. Antimony
to
the approval of said final report
Foreign bar sliver 69 c.
and the discharge of said AdminMexican dollars, 63 c.
istrator.
Witness my hand and the seal
FOREIGN EXCHANGE.
of said Prcbate Court this 17th day
1921.
New York, Nov. 1. Foreign ex- of October, FRED CROLLOTT,
(Seal)
change heavy. Great Britain deClerk of Said Probato Court.
mand, $3.91; cables, $3.91.
France demand, 7.T4; cables,
7.35. Italy demand, 4.02
cables,
In the Matter of

NEW YORK METALS.

4.03.
demand, 7.13;
Belgian
demand.
cables, 7.14. Germany
Holland de56&; rabies
mand, 33.98; cables, 34.04: NorSweden deway demand, 13.40.
Denmark demand,
mand, 22.75.
18.55. Switzerland demand, 18.45.
Spain demand, 13.33. Greece demand, 4.46. Argentina demand,

65.
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November 2, 1921.

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL
BRINGING UP FATHER.
I

JUbT 0OU4HT

AND I'M
FOR. A
IX THE HIGHLANDS
small frame house; all
kinds o built-i- n
features; two
screened porches; small basement; lawn and shade trees.
This Is a beautiful little home
and Is extra well built. A look
will convince you call us for
appointment.

Copyright
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NEW AUTO
,0IN4 TO TAKE VOO

f
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Good

Afirj?

A

p

M

MWMt

KNEW I
WOULDN'T OlE, A
NATURAL DEATH"
I

D

ji

,

s

II

IX ILMVEKSJTY HEIGHTS.
A good frame house on one of
lio very best streets Jn University Heights. Is arranged for
two families; has four large
rooms; two canvased In sleeping porches; large screened-l- n
front porch; garage; chicken
yard and shade trees. Can be
bought on good terms, with
good monthly payments.

ft

furnished

nished

nished

house, fur-

(25.00
$100.00
$55.00

apartment,

furnished

Tell us what you want
have it.

$25.00
wa may

RENTALS

FURNISHED

SOME

Chicken Ranch to Trade

REALTOR
Loans and Insnraoce.
210 VV. Gold.
mono 907--

J.

FOR SALE
000
Double trams cottage, t roome,
bath, glassed porch on each side, comrents for 180 a
pletely furnished;
month; East Centre,!.
Flvo-rooS, 000
cement block bungalow, modern, butt In feature!, fireplace,
furnace; Fourth ward.
Five-roo16.300
white stucco bungalow,
modern, large rooms, hardwood floors,
fireplace, furnace, corner, fine location;
Fourth ward.
Some good ranches for sale. Houeei
and lota In all parts of the city. Business property and business opportunities.
A. I'LF.IHLHEK, REALTOR.
Fire Insurance,
Automobile Insurance,
Dale Glass, nurglnry, I'ublle LiaInsurance.
Compensation
bility,
(Surety Bonds
rhons 674,
St.
Fourth
South
Ill
4,

Wt StLL

I

ML

LAn

I

n

lo

PERFEfCTUV
nm

LfU 'ZoJZoLs?

tr.
'Mnot.
aPEeoirst;- I
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By George McManu

6AIO 6HE WAt

COIN,
MIUE

(

FORTH"
AN HOUR- -

WHAT ARE! VOO TALKING
AeOUT- - I HAVEN'T BEEN

I
t&
1

mwm it
a

COWIPAHT

REALTOKS.
MOTTO:
"SERVICE TO TnE PCBUC"
We give special attention to
lo.
eating the stranger in a home.
Our autos are at your service
Several houses and apartments
for rent.
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SHELLEY REALTY CO,

Nice living room with plenty
kitchen with
convenient
bullt-l- n
features, oath1 room comroom
Ideal
where one
sleeping
plete;
can get good fresh air and sun;
beautiful view, neighborhood of the
the beat; make a substantial payment down and move In. The house
and is atuecoed
Is made of adobe
while. It will be good and warm
for this winter. See us without delay, as It will not last long on the
market.
UIEtKMANN REALTT COMPANY
Realtors.
Real Lutate, Insurance, loans.
0 W. Gold Ave.
Phone (70
windows,

SUDDEN SERVICE.
The Red Arrow (all-ovthe West) renders sudden service on Kodak finishing
to people who demand quality.
Work
In before 11 a. ra. mailed same day
Work In before I p. ra. mailed noon next
day. Address work to
THE RED ARROW.
E. Las Vegas
Albuquerque
(We want
representative in YO'JH
territory.)

SEE THIS
Six room brick house on fine

large lot in best section of
Highlands. Can be had for
cash and monthly payments. The price is only $4,750.
$1,-0-

IlOLLIJf E. GCTHRiDGE,
1023.
314 V. Gold.

Phone

Call and see us before you buy.
Wo are sure to please you.
J. Ii. PHILLIPS,

$1200

1921 ay

Intl Fatum

CASH

BUYS

Five-roomodern house, furnished or unfurnished; fireplace and sleeping porch. NewInside and out.
ly decorated
Close In.
Balance monthly.
A. C. STARES

HERE'S YOUR CHANCE
Pour

- room

modern
house,
sleeping porch, hardwood floors throughout, large
basement, built-i- n
laundry tubs,
rarage, full size lot, all for only
$3,800, Reasonable terms.
glassed-i-

n

A, L. Martin Co,, Realtors
Real Estate, Fire and Auto
Insurance,
223 W. Gold.

Loans.

Phone

156.

jj

Stwvicr. inc.

BUY

brick, modern. .. $75.00 Six rooms, hallway,
two extra
1
Stucco, modern. .100.00 large porches, bath, garage, lawn,
1
frame, sleeping
close
In,
shade,
Highlands. This
65.00
porch
is an ideal home. It is so
1
30.00 place
brick . . . .'
arranged that it can be used for
ACKEBSOX & GRIFFITH,
two flats. Only $5,000 on reasonInsurance.
able terms. Don't overlook this,
120 S. Fourth.
rhone 414. it's sure a buy,
1

210 W.GoId.
Dandy place, close in, for chicken Phone
Yard coops,
raising business.
brooders, laying house, plenty of
water, wind mill, a three room
Sir. and Mrs. Jlcaltbeeeker,
house. A chance to beat II. C. L.
Small New Hons
In Highlands,
GILL.
J. P.
'
$2,450.00.
723-S.
US Second .
Phone
of

D, T. KINGSBURY,

.

?r-- v

(35.00

apartment,
furnished

MA40E- fvftMF TUIM- TCLL.S M
fOU
ARE COIN' TO
4ITA TlCKET- -

I

apartment,

furnished
Iiowlnndg.

IT

$55.00

furnished

tha International News Samoa.
I' H Patent nfrica

by

EXTRA WEUi nru.T
ALMOST NEW 11IUCK
Hardwood floors, garage,
lawn, etc. With or without --furniture. Close in,
good
terms. Pine location, Lowlands
Immediate ponaesslon.
TWO DANDY HOMES
IX UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS.
Kxtra well built, both on large
lots and cIoho in.
Havo built-ifirefeatures,
places, heatins
etc
plants,
Theso jnust be seen to be appreciated.
Whoever buys any of these
three homes will be a well
satisfied customer.
Let's Serve Sou Today?
CXIVERSITT HEIGHTS LOTS
ARE SELLING DAILY.
No better place for a
Account and Investment.Savings
Get
your lot today. Only $10 cash
and $10 per month. Let us
show you tho official map of
this addition at our offioe
Vou 11 be surprised to see how
very rapidly they are selling;.
Our autos are at your service.
WE INSURE ANYTHING
INSURABLE.
If you knew the protection we
can give you on your auto
policy for only 13.00 extra per
year, you would not be without it. If our salesmen do not
happen to see you ask us
about It.
Second and Gold.
Phone 640
Lrt's Sorvo You Today.

side-walk- s,

$65.00

house, fur-

1921

Paire Nine

ARE YOU A THINKER
If so see North Fourth street

lust beyond Mountain Road, observe the new enterprises, look
at the growing surroundings.
will make
Somebody
good
money In this section. Why
not you. A few choice
lots for $780 each. Cash or
easy payments.
W. C. THAXTOX.
705 W. Mountain Road,
1 to 5 p. in.
Phone T61-8 to 9 a. m.
60-fo-

n

.g.

r

FINE HOME SITE

BRAND NEW

beautiful lots on East
Silver. Price reduced for quick
sale, singly or together. Want
to see them? Call
J. A. HAMMOND,
824 E. Silver.
Phono 1522-Two

A beautiful

new home of five
rooms and basement, hardwood
floors throughout, lavge living
room with fire place, splendid
location and built to endure.
Can you believe the price is
only $4,500?
Six room modern house to lent,
$45.00.

$1,500
$1,200

to Loan
to Loan

"A

BARGAIN1

Two-roo-

J.

D,

Keleher. Realtor.

211

W.

Gold.

rhone

Shingle Bungalow with
built-ifeatures; good coal and
chicken houses; large lot; furnished completo, only $950. Terms
n

410

Mcdonald a worsham,

Ileal KBtate, Insurance.
A FINE HOME
Phono 900-108 ,S. Third.
5 rooms furnished,
In
The
best
blocks
four
from
one,
glassed
On Luna Boulevard, five rooms
porch
n
front
glassed-ilarge
rooma,
lawn.
porch,
eight
fireplace,
postofflce;
and sleeping porch, furnace, fire etc. Good
location and priced
porch, steam heat, hardwood
HELP WANTED
place, hardwood floors, built-i- n
floors, two garages one home.
features, Garage, lawn, treea, for right with terms.
Hale.
is
Terms.
a
It
H. F. GILMORB
bargain. Fart
$6,300. Good terms.
WANTED
Western Union day and night
!14 W. Gold
442-Phone
W.
H.
16
McMILLION,
boys, over
K. McCM'GHASr, RKAWOR,
years.
208 West Gold.
START NOW.
204 V. Gold.
Ihone 442-Young men's Christian
A

A HOME

REAL HOME

J.

Association

Angelea,

WANTED
Will pay 9 per cent on $2,000
and $4,000 First Mortgage on
brand new real estate.

FOR SALE

LOAN

Phone

$500

1576-- J.

FRUIT

A

bargain, 621 North Thirteenth street, $500 cut In price.
Five rooms, two glass porches,
one screen porch, modern, except heat.

CASH

FOR RENT

SHADE TREES AND ORNAMENTALS
FROM ALBUQUERQUE NURSERIES
Get Your Order in Now. Write
for catalog.
J. T. YOUNG & CO.,
Albuquerque, N. M.

FOR

Apartment

TREES

SALE

Miscellaneous-

-

Aulo Repair

School,

Los

PROFESSIONAL
A I TO

CARDS

It NIL

lg.
Female
JOHN W. WILSON"
WANTED
Competent dining room girl
Attorney.
Call 2400-JHooraa 15, 17 snd 19, Cromwell
Building.
WANTED
Phone 11 53-Girl for
housework
1114 Went Central. general
I'HYHKIANa AMI 8I)KBIW'
WANTED
Experienced collar girl. Ex- - DU, O. U BlIUON.
celslor Laundry.
Dleeoees nf trie Sfomnrh.
WANTED
suite. 8. Dsrnatt Building.
gin for Keneral housowork.
Apply .118 North Fifth.
IK. a. C. tl.AKKE.
WANTED
Experienced
Kyo, Kur, Noso and Throat.
cook.
Mrs. Weinman. 708 WestConner. Apply
Barnett Building.
phon, g:8.
WANTED
Office lloura
Girl for Keneral
to is a. m., and i to 8 n m
must stay on pnm a.e.
1021 West
Roma.
ik. Siah;ai:kt CAMTVRT;Tn
WANTED
"rnt mag., item 18. Pnone 178
huleslsdy; one that can speak
Residence 1 23 Jast Central.
K '"''"red.
Apply In person.
Phone i71.
105
1''
l21iL?i2J
LTiL
-Norlh Flritt.
JZSli.
EAHN UOAID-Hoom'7month
while attending school;
W.
M.
catalogue free.
Maelcay Business College.
9061, South
Limited to
Main, Los Angelee.
CENITO - URIN K Y
DISEASES
WANTED
Competent woman for waah-in- g AND DISEASES OF THE
SKIN
and ironing, one day each week. n aMennnn
torntur
In
rAMs.uei.
Ktronif' 11,6 We"
T'Jas, phone Cittsrns Hank lll.iir. Phone 8R!
1176 W
WANTED
Competent woman for light
CHIROPRACf QRS
hounework and cooking: must be quail-rieil
to act aa companion for health-"eeke- r. m. s. KMiErrrc.r"',',N"v''''w
Apply 805 East Central, after .JlUropr",',or'
I'hoiM Connections.
' p. m.
West Central
Room, 3a and
EXPERIENCED ladlee in
earvaaslng; I have a proposition that
will easily make you five to fifteen dollars a day Act quick. Ilea, 605 North
at Teddy; reward. Phone 213S-Second.
or
WANTED
Two lailiee to travel In educaLOST
Drown leather glove, from mo- tional work; position permanent, with
L'ove "l Journal office; re- unlimited opportunity for advancement; ward
experience not necessary, but must be
RTY
fA
aeeu
well educated; give phone. Address E.
taking v.heej from
F. P.. care Journal.
1.3 North Fifth; return at once yard,
and
avoid trouble.
A PROMINENT busincee
house In thli LOST
Female
airedale pup. two monthe
city needs the servicea of a mmn.i.ni
old; reward
Tm Chase, 1015 West
i.u, mt'ium m orrice; must he expert
eneeo: thia Is a permanent
position for TIJeras, phone 1715.
hnv 9no L(iS,T;rAU'"A'',,'al"1
ikiil uariy. Aoareaa noBtnrrir
necklace, between
El girth, Thirteenth and
Central;
tt''.Ltirn "' 119 Sl"h First.
Male and Female
:;
REWARD
f,,r
piatolalTken'froin Kll
Solicitors.
Call In person;
wanted
Joseph's, on October 2S; no
nenna
west Central.
asked If returned by Thursday questions
noon.
LAHGI2 SHIIIT MANUFACTURER wants
LOST
Friday, young aifeTuie answer- "gents to Bell complete line of shirts,
to
name of Pat; when lost had a
Ing
direct to wearer.
Exclusive patterns. strap
collar on. Reward:
810 West Silver.
values. Free samples.
Jtig
Madison LOST
Qold fllllgree'lavalllereTset
Mills. Jci3 Broadway. New York.
with
one
turquoise; but on south side Cenni'-u- i'
wa.-nikvve want one or two
men or women to write fire and auto tral avenue, between Tenth and Twelfth
streets; return to 2H North Ninth;
insurance; standard, old line companlea;
none but producere can be used. Gober.
Short A Ooher. 220 West Qold.
PERSONAL

hu.,i,-

Pigeons, red and yellow Car
ForRent-Roomswitnsux. 1708 East Sliver.
h
Board
FOR KENT Modern three-roor- a
apart- - FOR SALE Ivory reed baby buggy and
Real Estate.
.w, rurtn riecona.
FOK BENT Jloom and porch, with good
Real Estate Insurance
Incubator, lf.18 Foutn Killtn.
FOH RENT Desirable furnlsherf
Phono 354-board. 703 North Fifth.
110 S. Third.
319 W. Gold Ave. Phone 168
like new,
FOR "KALE
Large
V
close
ment,
in; no sick. 818 N. Fifth
FOK KENT Sleeping porch and board.
811 West Marquette, pnone l
U28 South Walter Street.
Mra. Grace B. Jones, 5110 South High.
FOR RENT Large, aunny
FOR SALE Adobe to build house. SI
ka w v,...r
apartment., no sick tnunhousekeeping
NICELY
w
furnished roon. with board;
mon (iorcla. 1202 North Arno.
'vHU
FnttPtK
FOR SALE Houaes
FOR RENT Dwellings
ynvms iamny; no eicK. J027 Forrester,
e
In
Navajo rugs.
BARGAINS
Rooma
FOR
RENT
RENT-Furnl- ihed
FOll
ont-rooFOR
mod
117 Mulberry,
Canvassed sleeping porch, FOR KENT Five rooms ana Iwo glass
phone 1730-.- 7
brick bouse, an . with RENT
FOK SALE
207
J
board.
Kast
Central.
FOll KENT Koom. 618 West Copper.
porches. 621 North Thirteenth.
FOR KALE Willow baby buggy. 111S
North Edith. Phone 2401-Rituom ano ti.iard, with FOR RENT Four rooms and bath, fur- FOK KENT Large front room. 1488-"
South' Arno.
iok
:
VCi I - ii w iwrT
PJB BALK OR TRADE Good Income sleeping porch; first-clas- s
410
board.
426
Fe.
nished.
West
Santa
Apply
FOR PALE Large slie heater. 211 South
Foil RENT Furnished room, lil) South
property. ee owner, div wpniwr,. East Central.
FOR RENT Ranch home, $u per month.
High.
Walter.
frame house,
FOR SALE Four-rooMIRAMONTES
ON THE MESA
North FOK KENT
(28
Inquire mornings only.
FOR SALE Ford truck box. 317 South
and two sleeping porches, at 622 feast PRIVATE HOTEL for
FOR KENT Modern furnished apart-l4ai?Nicely furnished room. W
tubecular
Eleventh.
persons.
First.
inta Fe; reasonable.
at
nana sixth.
8uuth Eilltl- - 1'hon
Phone S40O-J- I.
FOll RENT Completely furnished five. FOR KENT Several unfurnished rooma.
TRY BODDY'8 MILK. BEST IN TOWN
modern atucoo
FOR SALE Five-rooFOR RENT Board and room for one or
room apartment; modern; quiet resiPhone 2413-Rhouse, ecreened-l- n
F0R
KENT
One
sleeping porcn, pack
124
South Edith.
one ma"li
and
large
on
04
dence
district.
car
West
the
Sawmill
line.
Marble.
gentlemen,
Albu
buttermilk.
and from porches, bath, lights and S"- 120 North
modern
furnished
216 TRY our Bulgarian
apartment.
FOll KENT Three furnished
Twelfth.
rooms;
four-rooFOR RENT
B:' owner, 823 South Arno.
querque Dairy Association.
modern. 1011 North First.
HENT
"DU SALE
Nicely furnished room with
house, at 328 Nurtb Fourth. Dr. Eas- and
Gottlieb
Near car line and school, FOR
FOR
stove.
KENT
SALE
FOR
Heating
Apartment furnished com
uoaru.
FOR KENT Light housekeeping ruoms;
el 8 West terday.
'our-rooLady preferred
House, bath and sleeping
I
Beer, 105 North UrsL
ugnt ana water paid. 1418
also one bed room. 210 North Fourth.
viit;
1308-fruit, pnone 1472-Phono
rooms
FOR
two
87!
In
garage.
RENT
highlands,
j, SALE
FOR SALE Threshing machine,
FOR RENT Room and board for couple
and sleeping porch, furnished. Call ai FOK KENT Furntaheo room, cloae In; FOR KENT Two
Postofflce box 413, city.
By owner, 718 West Coal;
furnished roomeTor
or two men or two girls, 1104 North r.22 South
reasonable. 207 North Fifth.
Walter.
two
I'ju, stucco, 4 rooma and bath,
no
inquire at
SALE Water muiui.
FOR
1260-."gut
sick.
nousekeeping; adults;
Second, phone
Ulassad-l- n
Three-rooKENT
FOH
RENT
FOR
7J4
sleeping
vacant,
furnished
porch
decorated,
South Second.
porches, newly
Morning Journal office.
JAMESONS RANCH Ideal location
and kitchen. 311 South Walter.
house and bath, large Bleeping porch.
ns If desired. Phone 1803-FOK
RENT Apartment,
few reservatlona m.w 1117 East central.
healthseekers;
unfurnished; FOR SALE Bicycle. Apply Herman C.
FOK KENT Furnished room foi lady,
modern fur available.
R SALE New four-rooiw
rooms and sleeping porch.
large
Chavez, 1425 South taecono.
Phone 2238-Five-roo405
810
month.
South
Edith.
per
$500
410
South
FOll
on
RENT
house,
modern
Walter,
ilshed cottage,
North 8lx(h.
Apply
DENVER POST delivered t your door,
J. a FOR RENT sleeping porch and room,
furnished, 804 South Walter. Inquire FURNISHED rooms, hot water heat; no FOK
;n and monthly payments.
KENT
Furnished mot,
65o per month. Phone 1S4D-adjoining bath, with board; rates tii G14 East Santa Fe.
414 West Silver.
.mmond, 824 East Silver, phone 1822-sick; no children.
thres rooms with huh Aih.-n..- .
month. I486 East Central.
FOR SNOW WHITE CLOTHES and no
FOR KENT Nicely furnished bungalow, FOR RENT Two furnished rooma. 1727 Hotel, III. North Bocond
)K HALE At sacrifice, as owner Is
n
pots try the Manzano Company Bluing.
modern FOR RENT Furnished rooma with nr
very modern, glassed-isleeping porch
leaving city; my
West Central, phune 1749-J- .
rooms wltn glassed FOR SALE Cabinet phonograph with
tuiv iicai-j- wi,
without board; bath and phone. J15i, fine place for sick. 803 South Edith.
ma: all conveniences: West Central
218
rooms.
FurnlaneC
RENT
FOR
for
sleeping
porch,
light houaekeeping.
Address M. X., care South Second,
rms If desired.
records: cheap: fine tone, is.u isorio
two
phone 820-821 Mouth Walter,
FOR RENT Eight-roohouse,
South Walter, phune 1C87-phone 1870-urnal.
FIR RENT Room ano sleeping porch.
sleeping porches, completely furnished
RENT Two large rooms, nicely Twelfth.
located close In. Apply 421 South High. FOK KENT Furnished room, to em',K
board for convalescents;
vlth
NICE SANTA FE HOME
FOR"
SALE Banner Hot Blast heater
furnished for housekeeping;
and
ployed men. 415 North Fourth.
modern,
IVE rooms,
FOR RENT In south highlands, foj
large well-bui- lt
823 North Eleventh. Inquire morn
private home. Phone S148-coal range, desirable looatlon. 61gaa West
full basement, furnace, sleeping porch. FOR RENT
front
room house, well
RENT
furnished
FOI
Nicely
furnished; wator,
ings only.
Coal.
Bunny sleeping porch and
802
room, reasonable. 3I8 West Coal.
fruit, hundred feet by 330 feet deep.
bed room, with board,
lights and garace; no children. Phone
for two; In
FOR SALE Sanitary cot, lining table
2123-Hillside avenue, Santa Fe. Mra, Frank.
bed room, FOR RENT Furnished modern spart
KENT
FOR
furnletied
also
S2S South High.
Nicely
family;
garage.
and chairs, Kayo lamp, ennu s rocnei.
ment, three rooma and bath, ateam
420 West Coal.
close In. Phone 158S-By OWNER Five-rooFOR SALE
(OH RUNT-Ni- cely
furnished .rooms FOR RENT Modern houses and martheat. Averlll Apartments, 20814 Korth 511 West Iron.
throughout;
stucco, hardwood floors
and
corns;
six
ments;
five
three,
four,
first-clawith
ss
steam
room
and
KENT
furnished
heat
FOR
and
evening
Second.
SACRIFICE Man's complete
table some furnished.
Nicely
large garage; board. 110 South Arno.
W. H. McMI'llon. 204
large living room, extra
rhone 1S27-dress outfit new; medium size. jiu
sleeping porch, adjoining bath. 114 FOR RENT Two
DOS
Weet TIJeras
excellent condition.
wot uoid.
rooms, bar and large North Seventh.
North Edith, phone 2278-FOR HEALTHSEEKERS Modern a
road.
glassed
sleeping porch, for housekeepe
nurse aervie. FOR RENT By December 15, to respon FOK RENT Nicely furnished oom,
FOR SALE A few choice Navajo ruga.
with
eommodatlona,
ing; two private entrances,
BARP.ETI
$170 Income property, con-- r
1004
FOK SALE
for private
sible tenanta completely
homes. Phone
furnished,
reasonable.
entrance: also garage; no sick.
H21-right from reservation;
five-roofmir furnished houses, well Caea de Pro, 418 West Hold, phone 814-WANTED
at
house;
Ten solicitors on first-clas- s
garage.
1118
Inquire
Becend.
North
208
South Arno.
OR TWO healthseekeia
can
fi.nl
szu
FOR
KENT
located; this Is a fine Investment; It will one
DO TOU WANT TO LEARN SPANISH?
small ateam heated apartftortn
Liberal
street,
commission.
Phone
proposition.
city.
i.ign
home-likRENT--Twe
o
750
rooms
for
house
in
Nice
per 137S-J- .
fresh eggs,
acrnmmadntl ,m
caan,
light
inivr. FOR RENT Furnished house, 1000 FOR
pay you to Investigate: pan
ment, oompletely furnished, Including FOR SALE
No. 8. Whiting
J5XPINOSA.
or linens,
s
furnished, phone iiOll-alty Heights. Phone 2116 J.
nee to euit.
dozen, at Ely's Poultry Tarda, 623 Soutn
pnone jiio-j- .
108 South Walter,
highlands.
bonding
South Edith: two rooma and glassed-i- n callkeeping,
Phne 4S8
at 6u9 West Marquette.
1168.
FOR RENT
Nice rooms with sleeping
Edith.
Eighth,
phone
1012.
phone
two
screened porches,
sleeping
STUDY FRENCH Willi a French teacher:
porch,
5
with
KENT
meamm
fiont
FOK
with
room,
Nice,
for
and
convalescents. garage, 825. Call at 805 West Mar
hoard,
pnrchee
large
FOR RENT One small light housekeep" FOR SALE Used tractors.
FOR SALE Cheap houses,
Either class or private Instruction. For
BUSINESS CHANCES"
Hardware Depart
with gang plows.
rouses, neat houses, fine houses, from Mrs. Reed. 113 South Broadwav. nhon
priate entrance; desirable for ladles
quette.
Ing apartment, or well furnished bed
partlculara call at G22 South vtrn.,iw.
I'hone 2859-A Co.
ment
Korber
J.
$H0 to t7,000; terms; cheap lots, good 884
P5T"
or
SA
E
FOR
RENT
ooaro;
win
also
1010
three
best
garage,
House;
For
phone 1SS1-locution in
good looms,
ilurage.
lots to the best residence lots In the city,
Modern accom- one giassea In for sleeping; modern, FOR RENT Room and sleeping porch reste phone 1680. R,
sausage and
FOR SALE Home-mad- e
l
Phone 878.
or FOR HEALTHSEEKER
IF YOU are going to Colorado Springs,
from 1100 to $2,000. rhone 1814-114 North Edltn, FOR RENT
bath.
to
In country home, with nu.se except heat; garage, coal
moaationa
adjoining
delivered
your
freeb
1:8,
country
pork,
FOR SALE Grocery store; good lncat'tn,
you can get Information to vone ad
Nicely furnished two-roocall at 215 Nortn Kim.
service: not far from car line. Addrei-- t water paid; vacant November nsuji,
Phone 181
i. Jnqulre phone 2278-for housekeeping: bath. door.
apartment,
vantage by addressing
crreap rent; doing good business. An
Atlani.
tu woutn nigh.
postofflce box 224. city.
FOll SALE House, No. 209 Wost
FOR RENT Nice room with prlvulo
orenea-i- n
A XMA8 PRESSNT, for shopping swer H. C. H., jare Journa
two
FOR
five-rooblocks
Colorado
porcn;
from
Springs, Colo.
constructed,
well
tic avenue;
DELIOHTF
family; with or without board. 807 ousinees aistrict; rent reasonable no
BLEEPING PORCH and FOR RENT Five-roobrick house,
and travelling needs, a handy bag is FOR SALE One of the best business HEMSTITCH I NO
brick house, modern excep' neat. Ihia
and
Fourth.
attach?
North
1636-sick.
Phone
plcotlng
a dandy bag
Phone 827-bath, acreened sleeping porch, window
-- rnnrlv l
worth 14.500. Will sell PCW ed bedroom, with board. In furnace-hea- t.
ment, works on anv sewinr machine;
properties In Albuquerque, ill South
home; reasonable; also table board. shadea and coal range in house, newly FOR RENT Two nice, .ilean rooma, for fok
KENT Three-roost per
furnished BUY YOUR GUN before the season First street. Inquire at Sarov Hotel of. easily adjusted; price 82.50, with full Infor $3,7S0, $1,000 cash, baliiM
decorated, garage, 160, water free. Call
houaekeeping; light ana water paid;
with bath and two sleeprifles
to
and
aui worn oia, I4J0 East 8ilver. Phone 142J-apartment,
flea
cent. City Realty r
opens; fifty ahotguna
structions,
flem Novelty Co.. Box lorn.
'
220 North High.
close in. 408 West Iron.
ing porches, newly decorated Inside and select from. 116 Wesl Gold,
RESERVATIONS may now be had at at
phone 687.
Corpus Chrlstl, Texas.
lights nad. 822 tfn.t CLARIFIED and Pasteurized milk. There FOR SALE Shoe shop, best location In
modern house In
The Murphey Sanatorium. Rates: $20 FOR RENT We have several houses FOR RENT Room and glassed-i- n sleep out; water and
BY OWNER,
line
of
mach
ifi-nery.
city
complete
"FOR SALE Furniture J
and apartments to rent.
ing porch; gentleman only. 224 South vniti.
OWNERS,
Fourth ward, hard wood floors, fire- to 25 per week. Inoludea private room
is only one place to obtain It. Albu8950.
1500 will handle.
Address Shoe
351.
porches, three with eleeplng porch, connected with bath list your properties with us. We can Walter 6t. Phone 2272-Phone
Association.
J)
care
querque
Dairy
OR
place, large screened with
Shop,
SALE Furniture, good as new. 901
Journal,
WANTED Miscellaneous
extra large and toilet. General nuralng, medical rent them and save you trouble. Gober. FOR RENT Nicely furnished
room,
light airy bed rooms
nevenrn.
FOR SALE Fresh buttermilk and cotDAIRYMAN'S
CHANCE
Gober, 220 West Goll, phone (68.
modern home.
Mrs. Fred Ham, 822 W anted Carpeniei work, Job or
care, excellent meals, tray service. All Short
elosets, fronts east on large
alsu fresh milk In gallon TWENTY-SIdays.
FOR
oheeae;
Three-quarttage
cows
SALE
fine
and
good
bull;
rooms
bed. oil atovea
Second.
'
North
have steam heat, hot and old
lawn, trees, etc.; everyinma
lam-pnone
lota
Dairy,
Bwaynes
In
..alt
tablM.
600 Weet Silver.
- running water Phone 491. Dr. Murphev
route; bottlea;
good working order
iff.
AUTOtfOBlLEN
condition; termi u uesiru.
FOR RENT Rooms, by the week; lur- - WANTED Fresh milk cow; also spring FOR SALE
now;
of
All
stroller
12.800
lifetime.
wicker
for
FOR
bargain
baby
SALE
Ivory
Oak
1877-table and three
nace heat. 118 M West Sllvor, uh-.n" A-wagon, mine sao-FOR SALE Smith
and white enamel baby carioie, witn cash; talk fat. Phone 1727-l
aultable for office or home. chairs,
WANTED rosition
689.
A real bungalow, price and
Apply
FOR SALE
S"OVE8 POLISHED and set up. JSrvin mattress; both good aa new; Halt price FOR SALE Two-stor- y
conaition. ouy noutn second.
wood
brick rooming room 8, lint West Central.
hard
worth
Investigating:
new
WAWJfcu
In
i
room
1420 East Silver.
place
and
clerical FOR SALE Ford touring car and Ford FOR RENT Furnished
Stenographic
house snd residence combined, on targe FOR
neuuing t,o pnone 471.
window seat,
beds, tables, sec- 114
1668-W- .
work.
Call
floors, fire place, buffet,
North
across
board
street,
house;
A
lot
aelected
rugs
,'ew
near business section; room for s
IF YOU WANT snythins nauled, call FOR SALE
track. Inquire 710 North Thirteenth.
Navajo
tional bookcase, china
Morrm
eio.et; verv bullt-l- n feature of an WANT LI) Position as teacher
or gov- - FtfR SALE 1018 Ford roadster; aood Maple, phone 1886-tops direct business building; a bargain st 38.800; chair. 9xU rug. 82x314 cablneta,
and Uermantown pillow
wucneii rransrer, pnone 2068-auto tires; full
Ideal kitchen;
large front and rear
-A. Hammond, 824 Easl line of first-clas- s
from
J.
tlHWi eperiencea. write Box 27,
FOR HENT Furnished rooma for light
good deelgns; bargains. part terms.
reservation;
extra
number
1918-used
If es,
condition.
furniture:
J.724
Phone
tubs,
Eaat
for
stationary
housecleaning work, floor 1006 East Central, phone mo-w- .
porches;
Sliver.
housekeeping; modern: siao sleeping janitor
revolvers, musical Instruments. 323 Junta
Silver.
of winaowe; tnim
waxing. J. w. Lowe, phone 1872-818 West Silver.
White woman wants position WANTED TO BUT Late
First.
or gar WANTED
cushions
porch.
arch
FOR
business
and
SOFT
OH
Heel
SPOTS
SALE
for
TRADE
suitable
gro.
buildings;
WANTED Washing and Ironing to take
model Ford
as office Janitor. Address L. C, care
1988-- J
eery, clea-- i stock, nice fixtures, fine
prevent fallen Insteps, cures all font
roadster or truck with starter. Phone FOR RENT Pleasant front bed room,
nome. loo fcast Coal, phone 1605-aire; can arrange terms. Phone
journal.
suitable for two; no sick. Sit North FOR
852-troubles, II. Thomas F, Keleher, Leather location: also dwelling. Will consider
TYPEWRITERS
tint1067-- J.
PAINTING,
WANTED
1670-paper hanging,
Phime
Housework or work as
Co.. 408 West Central
cattle
uf something In or around Albu
Eleventh,
phone
MONEY TO LOAN
5
SALE
ana
ITERS Ail" ma'kea" overhauled
FOR
Buick
car;
ffpw'lt
rurniture
568.
call
touring
ing
.
reflnishlng
chambermaid;
or
Pollard
by
querque
day
Brothers, Sweetwater,
permanent.
FOK SALE Old English naval offlcer'a
first-clafront
RENT Nicely furnished
FOR
dla- - Rear 701 Weet
and repaired.
Co.,
condition. Bond-Dillo- n
Ribbons for every maTl.leraa.
Yuur garbage. Phone 2409-RMONEY "TO LOAN On watchee,
historical double-edge- d
sword, of 16 8 Texas
room, adjoining bath; private entrance; WANTED
chine.
city.
Albuquerque
C. W. Hunter, general delivery.
or
monds. guns ana everytning vaiu.".- - WANTED
Typewriter
write
bard carved guard, WANTED
cook, pastry and
Experienced
condition;
201 South Arno.
or
no
splendid
sick.
HQ8-Lady
partner,
gentlemen
122 Sooth Fourth.
phone
meat cutter, wants position. 815 South FOR SALB Some extra good used cars;
Mr. B. Marcus, 218 South First,
WANTED Furniture,
with small capital for cracker-Jac- k
stove. etched blade, sharki:lu grip. Call room
heating
and
RENT
rooms
408
terms.
FOR
Mcintosh
Auto
easy
Housekeeping
Co.,
watches
on
First, Albuquerque Hotel.
diamonds,
huslnees.
No
Can work
small cook stove c
MONEY TO LOAN
canvassing.
range. Phone 6, 21814 Weet Gold.
West Central.
FOR RENT Storeroom
sleeping porch, for two persons; no 820-Fl Paso alt winter
Excellent profit
and gold lewciry; unerai reuaois, coir WE AUDIT, CHECK. OPEN, CLOSE and
ROOF PAINT
ASBESTOS
cnnaren. no south walnut. ,
Worth
Call
or
address FOR KENT Large store roum. good lofldential. Gottlieb ft Beer, 108 N. first
WILLIAMS at ZANO, FOR SALE 1121 Hudson sport modal.
Investigating.
keep books.
81
WANTED
of
To
kinds
roofs,
GOOD
all
per
for
with
rent piano
gal
prospmte
Well
REr'TFOR
front
ventilated
room,
Rea.
605
J.
North
Second,
701-room
I
Mellnl
Harry
worth
city.
will sell for 11,850.
cation, ehort or long time lease.
12,800,
of
no small children. Addra
building. Phone
lon.
CONFIDENTIAL loans on Jewelry, dia.
Ths Mansano Co.. 110 soutn
furnace heat, eonvenlent to meals; no M. L. buying;
Adding Machine Co.
B., care Journal,
WANTED Good reliable
monds, watonea uioeny wnai, pian.-.man wants Phone 400-Try a built up BUSINESS FOR SALE Old on tabllsh
Walnut, Phone 1834-I
Rout
108
sick.
Arno.
Rothman'e
mercantile business, located
railroad.
Lowest rates.
mnhlla
furnace to take care of: west lowlands FOR SALE
Studebake.'
WANTED Washing by the dozen, to roof, will last as long as the building.
Will
sell
for
nenta
of
value
alone.
Bonded tn the state. preferred. 09, care Journal.
improve
South First.
car:
condition: priced IMPERIAL ROOMS Nice, clean rooms;
good
take home, or to rough dry. Call
touring
LONE STAB AFTO LINK
Good reason for selling. If Interested in
tr rates by day or week. Over Pastime 1204-I WANT WORK; age 80; can keep books, right, for quick sale. Phone 1525-after 6:30 p. m.
The orange colored care. Engle. Elegood-size- d
proposition, addrsa oostofflce phant Butte
can lit rale avenue.
West Central.
Theater,
clerical
willwork:
drive
truck,
Dam and Hot Springs, N.
2inj
WELDING
AND
collect;
ot
CUTTING
Maanachu
ot
hundred
shares
SALE
box
Five
FOR
rneUle,
or the first time the
City
r;!8, Albuquerque.
to do anything. Have Ford, if need- FOR SALE Two Bulok light sixes, 1818 FOR RENT Glasaed-l- n
M.
Meet sll trains at Engle. leaving
also welders supplies and carbide for
Electrlo Railway, below par. Dr. K,
porch and two
Horticultural society na ing
ed.
Phone Folx. 850-Hot
1847-1N.
11:30 a. m. and 1:30 p. m.
M.
st
sale.
114
Steel
Rprlngs
8760
and
Ford
Co.,
street.
Inc.
across
FOR
mooeis,
.truck,
950j
U Bust. N. T. Armljo building.
phone
airy rooms; board
,arcled the George Robert White WANTED Position collecting, soliciting 8200; one-to- n
Oldest Dam drivers, beat Dam cars on
Ford truck, worm drive, North Maple, phone 1888-MAX BARGAIN STORE, at 816 South
FOR SALE Thirty-fiv- e
medal to a woman. The recipient
hens
the
Dam
or salesman, or would consider buying 8400; Ford speedster. 8200) Dodge tour
line.
Leghorn
We drive our own care.
First, will pay the highest prices for
FOH BENT Nicely furnished, well ven
and puiietn. Phone imo.r.
Write for reservations at our expense.
is Mrs. Francis King of Alma, A going business. Address H. O. O., ing car, 8460. 118 west Gold.
shoes and USE VELVA ROOF AND IRON PAINT.
your second-han- d
clothing,
or
tHated
bed
room:
one
suitable
for
care
HEFFERNAN
flat
Journal.
this
she
receives
FOR
Nice
BROS.. Props.
and
fat
SALE
80o
to
Mich.,
pullele.
furniture.
Phone 868.
tw- - gentlemen. 418 South Third.
Roof Koter; Roof Cement. atopa4eaka.
Hot Springe, N. M.
81 .35 each.
303 South Broadway.
FOR SALE Ranches
tering award "in recognition of her NURSE with two yeire' experienco In
RUQ CLEANERS
Mohair
Cottage
top
Plymouth
dressing;
FOP RENT Glassed sleeping porch with MATTRESSES renovated, H.tO and op,
FOR SALE Bucks, doee and frying rab
service to horticulture in increashospital, wems position nursing and
SALE Country "hum, atucoo house.
Paint; Vaispar Enamels, for automobiles.
house
for healthseekir.
419
bits: hens snd frying chickens. 710
nresaing room; board If. desired; no
rurniture repaired and packed. Ervln Homestead
ing the love of plants and gardens kee;!ng
satisfaction West
TIME CARDS
Flour Paint,
seven rooms, steam heated, electric objection
to
811
Edith.
Lead.
sick.
SfJth
South
High.
women
United
of
471.
the
the
Bedding Co,, phone
among
assured. Thos. F. Keleher Leather Co.,
on ten-acIn alfalfa and
ranch:
lights;
1017-FOR
strain
SALE
Ancona
Experienced girl wanta to orchard. Address Postofflce box 277, or WOODWORTH Newiy famished, nice BETTER KODAK
408
pul
Weet
Sheppard
States; by her success as an or- WANTED
Central,
phone
FINISHING It Is
cook and do light housework for fam
lets and year-ol- d
hens; also incubator.
clesn rooms and housekeeping apartbetter.
Return noataae nald on mall
phone 2407-Rganizer and manager of their gar1818 South Edith.
Inof adults; highlands preferred.
orders. The BarantB Studio, 21H West
ments, by day, week or month.
Ill
den clubs; by her public addresses ily
LOOKING
home
DRESSMAKING
IF
for
a
comfortable
417
or
South
at
quire
Arno,
phone
WANTED
i entrei. Albuquerque, N. M.
Fifteen or twenty Plymouth
and a pleasant and profitable estab- South Third.
and books about gardens, and by 1021-H RMStTtc tf lKZi7 pi eat ing. Will fain a' MiT- Rock pullets, six months old,
D. L.
the example of her enthusiasm and BUSINESS depression makes available lished business, you can secure same at ELGIN HOTEL Sleeping rooms snd WANTKD
Careful Kodak finishing.
11
nery, 200 South Broadway, ph. 1073-Williams, Olorleta, N. M.
a bargain; four seres, two miles from housekeeping apartments, by ths day
Twice dally service. Remember, satisaccountant-boo- k
industry."
capable American
h msj, week or month.
on main ditch, douoi
faction guaranteed. Send your flnlehlng 1jLAI8 .tewing, mending or darnlnff, by FOR SALE Barred Rock fryers, pullets
608 u West Central.
WESTBOUND Dally.
keeper and stenographer, with thorough postofflce,chicken
to a reliable, established firm. Hanns
and nena, isu per pound; ducks, 40c Train.
day or take work home. Phone I3hl-houses, tools, blooded FOR RENT To
OCT THIS OCT IT IS WORTH knowledge of Spanish and salesmanship; garage,
Denart.
Arrive.
In good A Hanna. Master
1518-gentleman
918 North Sec
chickens
and
also
WANTED Dressmaking, by day or at pound,
furniture;
Adturkeys;
on
Photographers.
detailed qualifications
No. 1 The Scout.... 7:30 pm 8:30 pm
request.
MONEY
health
snd
front
furnished
ond.
employed;
will sell on terms to responsible ,'eople.
e eewlng a special
children
box
my
S
home;
Postofflce
dress
241,
WINDOW
No.
Results,
CLEANING
phone
Calif.
ALBUQUERQUE
Llmltad.lu:80
11:00
am
am
room. South Edith, a short distance
Cut out this slip, enclose with Ec 288.
Phone 2416-JFOR SALE Thirty-fiv- e
CO. Windows cleaned
White Leghorn No. 7 Fargo Fast 10:60 am 11:20 am
and
floora ty, soo North Bocond, phone 1130-- j.
from. Pentrnl. phone 14M-and mail It to Foley & Co.. 2836
scrubbedi stores,
hens, twelve Ancona and seven Black No. 9 The Navajo. .12:35 am 1:00 am
offices and houses DRESSMAKING
Ladlea' tailoring: even.
I ahofflolri
Til4 writln,
. Ava Phlnoo-ousea
s
High-clasaome
.Jti--.-- FOR RENT
CARPENTERING
mixed. 1S0O 8outh
room.' north, cleaned; reasonable rates and honest work.
SOUTHBOUND.
Ing dresees, beading and embroidering. Mlnoreas; alao2301-.
', . ,
.
south and east axnoaurea. southeast Poatofflce box 101. phone A. Oranone. 262. Phone 1825-ana tM
aauress cieany.
High, phone
No. 89
El Paso Exp .
10:10 pm
WANTED
We want proper.y to sell; jf
Eour wname
Ml
resi... vAn&lv
best
sleeping
37
porch;
u . . d a,, ..turn
home;
i ...... . . c . . ,a'
private
A
Paso
El
No,
1878-SPLENDID
11:30 am
of
ano
flock
i
bronxa
move
Phone
box.
worth
Exp
the
can
sloe
ws
nf
acoordlon.
kind
work
turkeys.
PLEATING,
It
Any
money,
juu
dential district; boms privileges. Phone FOR RENT
Office Rooms mall erdera N. Crane. 318 North breeding birds; also young turkeys for
EASTBOUND.
package contalnlngr Foley'o Honey WANTED Odd Jobs carpentering, paint See our advertisement under Real Estate 870.
a The
No.
2:10
1:40 pm
314
ur
your
room;
FOR
CYane
Navajo..
for
Seventh:
or
pm
unuay
If
RENT
thus
desk
Office
wsrs
Tar
dln'ior,
oolumn;
Apartmente. phone
and
your property
Compound
coughs,
Thanksgiving
space
ing and roof repairing, pnone H6-No. 4 Calif. Limited. 8.00 pm 8:40 pm '
t
cloas Ini reasonable.
Address Bog ORIGINAL INDIAN designs for em H. B. Watklna. phone 24I4-J5- .
it would move, wouldn't
coldi and croup:
Foley Kidney FOR HOUSS OR ROOF PAINTING: J. L.
No.
F.
7:25
8:10 pm
South
csre
88.
Eight..
pm
110
Journal.
Phillips. Real Estate,
flrst-clabroidery stencilling; blouses, smocka MY E.'.llltK stock ut S. C. ii. I. Reus; No. 10 The Scout
pills for pains in sides and back;
reasonable prloes.
work!
7:20 am 7:50 am
3S4-FOR RENT Large ateam-heate- d
sleephens, pullete, cocks
and cockerels;
1801
FOR RENT Attractive
office. etew or children's clothes. Phone 381-heumatism, backache, kidney and Oenrgs T Brown, totft South Broadwav Third, phont
FROM
SOUTH.
sicK
room,
no
car
from
ing
block;
line;
hreedtn peas or singles; pure bred C P.
ln
heat light and water furnished. East SPver.
bladder ailment; and Foley
No, 28 From El
8:85 pm
114 North High.
BEFORE BUILDING or having your
Hays stock, backed by generation ot No. 80 Prom El Paso
Wright building, opposite postofflce,
Paso 7:00 am
Tablets, a Wholesome and
our figures
house repaired, call IS4-In the
In
winners
best
the
shows
FOR
RENT
prize
Ranche
RENT
FOR
and
Office rooms; heat
No. SO connects at Telen with No. Ii
for are right. No 1ob too large or too small.
J4I8-Jthoroughly cleansing cathartic
ff
H
Watklna
phon
water; above Matson's store. Central FOK KENT Ranch; best land lit valley; country
GILDB.tSLEEWB
for Clovls, Peces Valley, itaae
ELECTRIC CO.
aTHnoHnn lilllmienAflM . ViAfl
rlflpllPN
City and
avenue.
CJ
ELECTRICAL supplies of til kinds, due MATTRESS
Oast.
chickens, etc., for sale. Call
SEWING MACHINES
SALE Livestock
ana siuggisn Doweis. esoia everyRENOVATING psrtment. Inquire J. Korser's Auto de 241B-R-h&y, grain,
to our low overhead expai"e, we on
No. 29 connect, at Belon with No. 11
for further pit rt ten Ism.
where.
M A CI! INKS
utid give you better prices on fixtures, lamps,
SEWINfi
repal ret!
ArirMSs KK.N'UVATINtl. 13.50 and up. FOR RENT Three very desirable office FOR RENT By owner, a well Improved FOR SALE Fresh ilolstein cow. 710 from fiovle end points east end sojih
cleaned; parts and supplies for all wiring, supplies, eta Ws deliver. Phone
North Thirteenth.
Hug cleaning, furniture rerjslrlng. fur.
rooms,
heat and water; will rent
ranch, consisting of two acts of Im'
OtTR OWN JAZK ORCHESTRA. makes; all work guaranteed.
G H 1720-- J.
1728 West Central.
nlturs packing, Phuus 471. Ervln Bed- separately light
or as a whole. A. B. miner, provements. W. M. Fisher, one and one FOR SALB Two fresn milk cows. 1421
146-J
W.
411
'COLLEGE
INN.
Copper.
Morshead, phone
ding Company,
ffOMGHT
ilSft Weet Central, phone 823.
half miles southwest of BariM bridge. South Broadway. Ueorge Bisks.

For sale, almost new modern four-roohouse, lignts, water, furnace
cement basement, garage, coal and
wood house. $500 cash and $60 per
month. Now vacant, inquire
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Coal and Booth Walter
676
Phone

Phone

The Highest Grade Macaroni
Egg Noodles, Spaghetti and

p SKWflEHS

other Macaroni Product

but' a thing made out of
Life is not what it scorns It's
dreams and it's dreams of real Ule that

Griffith

D. W.

of
Portrays in His Masterly Production

STREET"

"DREAM

Sec your
"SCREEN SNAPSHOTS"
Favorite Stars at the, Studio.
ADMISSION:
Matinee.
Night.
25c
"5c
15c
10c

Also SOMETHING NEW

Adults
Children

i

:
mm

r""

i

LOCAL ITEMS

f

S5 now

jQfLY

Coal Supply Co. Phone 4 and 5.
Mrs. Mabel E. Jacuson, of the
visited her son
Imperial hotel, who
in Los Angeles, where he is atten-in- g
a military school, has returned
to the city.
Dr. II. L. Hust, who was confined
with
at his home for the past week
a severe cold, was at his office yes-

fflj

terday.

Dr. Murray, osteopathic physician. Woolwoith lildg. Phone ti44V
Mothers' Circle of the Congregational church will hold a monthly
party for
meeting and onHallowe'en afternoon
Thursday
the children
from a to 5 o'clock at the home of
Mrs. 11. C. Smith, 814 North Fourth
street.
The library school football team
won from Ted Brown's team yesby a score of la to 0. The
terday was
played on tha grounds at
game
avenue and High
the corner of

street.
Pay Poll Tax at High School.
Frank Butt is recovering from a
severe attack of la grippe.
The well baby clinic will he held
at the federal building at 2 o'clock
this afternoon.
The ladles' Aid society of the St.
Paul English Lutheran church will
hold a monthly business meeting in
the church parlors on Thursday
ufternoon ut 2:30 o'clock.
Herman Mohr has returned from
a three weeks' trip to the Pacific
coast on legal business.
Four dollars, full wagon loa.
limited amount
factory, wood,
Hahn Coal Co. Phone 91.
Captain A. H. Hardy, of Denver,
who will give an exhibition shoot
at the university this ufternoon,
will give a special exhibition for
school children after 4 o'clock.
The Knights or Pythias will have
A float representing Greece in the
Armistice day parade.
Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Whiteside
and E. 13. Graves of Jackson. Mis.,
are spending a few days in the city.

:

Easy Payments If You Wish.
No Interest Charged.

Roth man's
Music and Jewelry Store
117 S.

First

St.

Phone

INUUUill

917-- J

UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS
DOINGS
The pure, health giving air on
the heights Is certainly a contrast
to the pall of smoke which daily
hangs over the city proper. The
fifty new homes built up there in
the past six months further proves
it to be true.
Seventeen lots were sold in tho
Heights last week and all but two
to parties who intended to build
either this fall or coming spring.
As noon as Central avenue Is
open the county road superintendent will repair Silver avenue and
put it again in first class condition.
The Albuquerque Gas and Electric company Is adding new service
lines to meet the demand in the
Heights.

SANTA FE OFFICIALS
VACATING BUILDINGS
The New Mexico board of bar
ON CENJRAL AVENUE
examiners will meet in Albuquerque January 12, 13 and 14 to conSanta Fe and Pullman company
The
duct state examinations.
officers who have occupied the
board is composed of W. J. Lucas little
office building north of the
of Las Vegas. I. L. Grimshaw of Alvurado
on
avenue, have
Santa Fe und C. M. Rous of this been notified Central
to vacate their quarcity.
in preparation for the contemters
Fred Crollott returned yesterday
enlargements on the Fred
from Chihuahua, Mexico, where he plated
Harvey hotel. The proposed exhas been on a short business trip. tensions
will reach to Central aveThe entry of General Allandry
leaving a small court on the
Into Jerusalem was the subject oi nue,
east and west sides of the new
the pageant at the Presbyterian north wing.
church last night. The subject toJ. M, Laws, transportation inBiblical
night will be: "Is there awas
H. W. Greer, head
not spector, and have
reason why Jerusalem
electrician,
already been
bombarded by the British when it moved
by tho railroad officials to
was taken by them?"
tho
office
building on
Masons will hold open house for Southfreight
First street. A. J. Cook,
the
at
this
De
the
Molayn
evening
Pullman company
who was
Masonic temple from 7:30 until 9 also located in one agent,
of the front of-

causes for damages be eliminated by Judge M. K. Hickey before
whom the arguments were presented yeRterday. Tho entire day
was taken up by the remarks of
counsel for plaintiffs and defense.
H. B, Jamison, appearing In behalf of the Journal and its editor, took up the argument first,
supporting the request of the defendants that the amended complaints he stricken. Ho showed
that in the Raynolds suit, the litigation would be expanded by the
amended complaint until it would
not involve tho mere necessity of
proving tho correctness of two
claims with reference to Mr. Raynolds but will involve the proof
of a conspiracy.
He showed that In the second
cause for action, an article was
introduced which was published
after the original libel suit was
started and contended that tho
new complaint was not an attempt
to amend, but brought in new
material. He claimed that the
only proper amendments In the
Raynolds suit would have relate 1
to the signature of the Journal
Publishing company upon a note
and the acts of J. M. Raynolds In
connection
with the Holbrook
State bank.
Taking up tho McMillen complaint, he Rhowed that it too had
embraced what he alleged to be
a new cause of action and that
the proof under the amended
complaint would require different
witnesses from that needed to defend under the original cause.
F. E. Wood, appearing for the
plaintiffs, asserted that if there
was anything good in tho new
complaint, the court was bound to
retain the complaint when it was
attacked by a motion to strike the
entire pleading. He insisted that
the New Mexico supreme court in
the Albright case had held that a
supplemental
complaint was an
amended complaint.
Mr. Wood claimed that the original complaint In the Ravnolds
suit ns drawn by A. B. McMillen
did not constitute a cause of action, that there was not a word in
the quoted articles that was libelous per fc.
Richard TT. ITannn, counsel for
the Journal and Mr. Magee, asserted that court was up against
the problem of whether It wished
to follow the great majority rule
In the matter of amended
complaints or whether It wished to
follow the small minority of three
states. He pointed out the vastly
enlarged scope of the amended
complaint and went into the question of the amount of proof required.
Mr. Jamison, speaking again
urged that the amended complaint be stricken entire in order
that the plaintiffs might amend
the old complaint to coyer only
the f ir"t issues.
Mr. Wood stated before the argument closed that if the cause
for action which relates to material published after the start nf the
hv?
original suit was stricken,
would start suits covering these
grounds.
Jndee Hickey announced that
he would take the matter under
advisement and would probably
give a decision In the next four
or five days.
The contempt proceedings, originally set for Friday at 10 o'clock
were set for Tuesday of next week.

1

ARTHUR S. KANE

PRESENTS

Ray
66
A Midnight Bell
IN

From the Famous Charles Hoyt Play

A Midnight Mystery with Mirthful Moments.
A Real Ray Thrill with Spooky Chills.
The Thrill That Comes Once in a Lifetime. Watch It! Gagged and tied to
a chair, he's got to ring that bell to warn the town of a bank burglary. Want
All here in one of those
Action? A breath catcher?
tingling suspense?
gaspy moments that never can be long enough.

"CHICKEN HEARTED"
NOTE
MATINEE Adults
NIGHT (6 to 11)

Adults

IN

ADVANCE

...10c

Children
Children
Included)

IN

Let Us Send a Man
that broken window
glass. Albuquerque Lumber Co..
423 North First
Phone 421.

WE HAVE

REPAIRING

will dance at'.
OLD TOWN SOCIETY HALT
Thursday. Novemner 3rd.
(Two Prizes.)
RAZOR' BLADES.
Send or bring your dull blades for

(Per Dozen)
Have your rasor honed and set by
exports. Work Guaranteed.

W deliver nnv size anv
where. Henry Transfer Co., I
Phone 939.
,T.

35c
25c

Double Edge
Single Edge

KOBZA BROTHERS,
At Ruppo's Drug Store.

TONIGHT COLLEGE INN.
Ol'R OWN JAZZ ORCHESTRA,

W. BRASFIELD, the Watrh Maker.
American, Swiss and iJngllah Makes.
All Work Guaranteed.
I'hone 01 J.
117 South First.

WRIGHT

Arkansas Blacks
Rome Beauty

Winesapa,

Jonathans

New Town Peppins Delicious
These apples will keep and we advise
to lay in your supply now
Plenty of Florida Grapefruit in the large sizes
Retail String Beans and Tiny Green Lima Beans
in No. 2 Cans are here
,

We Deliver Your Order for 10c
Orders Over $8.00 Delivered FREE
Twenty-si- x
years of high quality and low prices.

WILLY-NILL- Y
J.

A.

Skinner

205 South First Street

Because It's Rich and Mellow
We
CHOCOLATE

Sell

CREAM COFFEE
The Highest Grade Macaroni
Egg NoodIe( Spaghetti and

ether Macaroni Product

EAT AT

COAL SUPPLY AND LUMBER CO.
Trucks Bring Comfort to Tour Home.

Let Our

NEAR BEER
ON DRAUGHT
at the

FOR SALE BY OWNER
lust finished
modern
press brlok ind new
modorn except heat. Both in
modHightanr's. Also
ern house on West Gold, just
ompleting. Call at
821 W. Silver.
Phone 1D49--

MEDICATED AM) SULPHUR
BATHS
Graduate nurse and masseuse
in attendance
Shampooing and
scalp treatments a specialty,
all for appointment.
MRS. TERRY DEAMER. Prop.
508 Ji W. Central
?honc 085--

five-roo-

South First

jlx-roo-

GUARANTEED COAL

Water Spaniel,

Gallup

Sugarite

Swastika

Brilliant

Direct from the cars or from
weatherproof bins.

about 8 miles south of
town yesterday morning. Phone 402 or call
at 423 South First.

The

Buys an AH Wool Suit
Overcoat, tailored to your
dividual measure.

We Are on the Job
Tonr Trunk Hauled for

25 Cents
Call Albminerqoe Transfer Co
Phone S42.

FOGG, The Jeweler
Expert Watch, Clock and Jewelry
All
Also Engraving.
Repairing.
work guaranteed. Opposite
803--

J.

f;iC-

V.,!

-

1

RICHARD BONELLI
Brunswick Artist
Baritone

Open from 7 a. m. to 8 p. m
Corner Fourth and Central.

Phono

RS

$16.50 & $23.50

CAFETERIA

Post-offic-

UP-STAI-

CLOTHES SHOP

IE

BRACY'S

e.

122 S. 4 th St.

NEW STATE COAL CO.
Phone 35
Our Coal Makes Good, or We Do.

High School Auditorium
Tuesday, Nov. 8, 1921,
8:30 P. M.
Second concert of the series
offered by the Fortnightly
Music Club for the season of
1921-192-

.

All tickets exchanged for
reservations at Matson's.

clean 9x1,2 rugs for
for TWO MORE WEEKS

or

IMPERIAL

In-

A SAVING OF
$10 TO $20

$2

LAUNDRY

PHOXES 118 AXD 410.

Because yon nro buying direct

from manufacturer, saving the
retailer's profits.
Woolwortli Building.
VP A FLIGHT SAVE
$10.00

to- -;-

$20.00

You will never lose a
dollar that you spend with

The Army & Navy

Store

2

Single Tickets, $2.00

We have extended the time
during which we will

We Satisfy Every
Customer Every Time
customers are entitled to Satisfaction or
their money back and
they get it.

Have a home where things grow
Anderson Addition No. 2, on North
Eighth street Large lots, rich soil, alfalfa, ditch water.
Anderson Addition,' North Fourth street,
near the school, paved street. Close in.
$20 Down, $10 a Month.

FRANKLIN & CO.
Third and Gold ' Realtors
Phone 657

Our

Nice Roasted Pinons
15c per pound
ROBERT MACPHERSON
1114 West Central

CITY

Patrons are requested to ploee
orders for shelled pi non nuts well
In advance In order to be promptly
served. Fannie S. Spitz, 323 North
Tenth St. Tel. 802. Mull orders
given careful intention.
'V

Fuel

with a good glass of

Brown

J.

4 or 5

For Service and Quality In

WANTED

Tho remains cf !
SILVERMAN
Mrs. May Silverman, who died here
Monday, were shipped last night
to her former home in Cleveland,
Ohio. Strong Brothers were In I
K.I.KCTKIC SHOE SHOP
B67-CIS South Second.
Free Call and Delivery.

CALL

Reward.

Wright,
son of Mr. and Mrs.
n. B. Wright, 715 South Edith
street, died at the homo of his
parents last night. C. T. French
is in charge of the funeral arrangements.

rbone

REGULAR PRICES

LOST

Boston
face,
answers
to
female,
name of "Mickey." Return to
Sturges Hotel. Reward.

George-woo-

chart.

Enjoy your lunch

109

The Watch Maker.
cleaning
jewels,
Mainsprings,
staffs, $1.50 each.
American Swiss or English
Makes.
Phono 917-117 South First.

EVENTS"

Gallnp, Dawson, Canon City, Coke, Wood all kln3s

J. W. BRASFIELD

terrier,

FUNERALS

MARTINEZ Funeral of Jesus
Martinez, infant son of Mr. and
Mi
fose Martinez, who died Sundaynight, will be held this morn-at
ing from the family residence
9 o'clock.
Burial will be in San
is in
Crollott
Jose
cemetery.
charge.
PEREA Funeral of Paulita
Pcrea, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Mariano Perea, who died Sunday
night, will be held this morning
at 9 o'clock from the residence
on 407 Cleveland street, to tho
San Ignaclo church where services will be held. Burial will bo
in Santa Barbara cemetery. Crollott is in charge.

"CURRENT

40

PERSHING CAFE

LOST
bat ear

White

"HOLMES' TRAVELOGUE"

TAXI

Phone

Fred Shaw entered a plea of
guilty to stealing a bicyclo from
Juan Hildulgo und was given ninety
days and $90 in police court yesterday. Shaw took the wheel Monday night and sold it to another
man for $5. As he was unable 'o
pay the $90 ho will spend the next
six months in tho county jail.

ADDED ATTRACTIONS:'"

"Sandstorm Jazz"

IP HT'l

Apples

DESIGNERS AND BUILDERS
lobbing promptly attended to
Cement work and floor sanding
Phone 945. 211 West Gold.

WILL

WHISTLE"

"THE

Rossiter - McConnell

Bowling teams are being formed
to enter tho fall tournament at
tho Y. M. C. A. alleys. Bowlers
aro being classed "A" and "15''
I
according to whether they average
below or above 160. There will
overhaul your car
Completely
bo three first teams and possibly
$8,r. 00. Work
absolutely
Each team for
four second teams.
The Best Line of Gent's Watch
I
have no overhead
guaranteed.
will be composed of five players.
Chains In the City
mechanFour
expenses.
expert
been
has
A desirable
trophy
ics. Phone 961-or 537-Watch Shop
when
Wiseman's
bo
awarded
will
and
posted
tho tournament closes probably in
Second
215
South
the
of
January. With tho close
tourney, another will bo started
OCR
between first players of the two
classes, second players and on WATCH
down the list. These will be
FOUR-- 0
Must Moot tilt Rigid Requirements
handicap matches.
of tho Santa I'o Tlmo Service
The "Y" alleys have been
and are in first class con- Department.
NEW CARS
VANN
dition for tho fall sport. Tickets
are sold to members at the ra'e Vntch Inspector, Santa Fo R'y
memNondollar.
of nine for one
ber tickets are 20 cents each.

CURIOS

Washington

WILLIAM S. HART

,15c

35c;

To replace

BICYCLE THIEF TO
SPEND 6 MONTHS IN
THE COUNTY PRISON

Whistle.

Pictuie-iTh- e

BBS9

BOWLING TEAMS ARE
FOR
BEING FORMED
TOURNAMENT AT "Y"

i-f- - ir

PRICES:

..25c:
(Tax

1

Willtam S Hart in tie

Ttoamount

An exhibition of the federal bureaus located here will be one of
the features of the state teachers'

AND

grTj.lfrn

A Vanity Comedy

FEDERAL BUREAUS TO
HAVE EXHIBIT AT THE
ARMORY FOR TEACHERS

DEATHS

TODAY AND TOMORROW
HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY

TODAY AND TOMORROW

The forest service,
convention.
bureau of public roads and biological survey will have a comGood reliable man wants furbined exhibit In tho haleonv it
nace to take care of. West
the armory, which will undoubtedAddress
Lowlands
preferred.
ly prove of great Interest and will
"DO," Care Journal.
considerable educational
also
o'clock.
carry
new
is
now
for
fices,
looking
Cottonwood Grove No. 2. Woodbeen informed value.
having
stuffed
maps,
Topographical
men Circle, will hold a regular quarters,
he must vacate by November
that
at
o'clock
7:30
at
animals, scientific road construc15.
meeting tonight
It is probable that construction models and many other simJ. O. O. F. hall. Initiation and tion will begin about that time.
ilar things will be shown. After NAVAJO
social.
RUGS
the
teachers' convention Is comROOMS
BITTNER
HOUSE
Ol'R OWN .1AZZ ORCHESTRA,
pleted, the exhibits will be left at Moccasins, Baskets,
TONIGHT COLLEGE INN.
the armory for a few days In or3104 South First. Phone 221-Jewelry. Gems, Laces
der that Albuquerqueans and esTrading Post
pecially the pupils of the city XXP
VV TVIVJl x 1 "Indian
Buildlnf
schools may have an opportunity
to Inspect them.
Opposite Postoffice

Another Shipment of

lOTHEA TRE

I

Contending that the amended
complaints of J. M. Raynolds and
A. B. McMillen in their libel suits
against Carl C. Magee and the
Journal
Morning
Albuquerque
really sought to set up new causes
of action, attorneys for tho paper
and Its editor asked that the
amended articles und each of the

ROBERT JONES

Atenns

S15 Marble

is in
50c

CRESCENT GROCERY

WARD'S STORE
HOMER H. WARD

I

7
fT
LY RIC I HEATER

Judge Hickey Takes Under
Advisement Journal's Motion to Strike Amended
Causes for Damages.

ONE HUNDRED PER CENT PURE
Is Kollngg's castor oil, yet it is tasteless. The difference
25c;
bottles,
bottles,
the refining process

libel suits

in

Are due aguin today Now for. the best of conking apples, 10c
per 11). Splendid for eating also. !uy llipm by tlio box for loss.
ISc!
lb
More Barllett
Lie
California ltipo Tomatoes, lb
IS'le
California Lettuce, by express, head
If you Ret ft taste of the Skonkum Apple nutter that we are
will want a dozen cans before it is
selling at 10e per ran, you
all gone. No less than 3 0c in any quantity.

COMPLAINT

November 2, 1921.

Benefit Dance
Barelas Society Hall, Wednesday Night. November 2nd,
1921. Musie by Sand Storm Jnzz
EVERYBODY WELCOME

At

STAGE
Albuquerque
to Santa Fe.
Leaves Albuquerque. . 7:45
Arrives In Santa Fe. . .10:45
4:80
Leaves Santa Fe
Arrive In Albuquerque 7:30

Phone 600

am
am
pm
pm

TAXI
SINGER
Office
Clear Store,
Singer
210 West

Central

CERRILLOS COAL
LUMP

AND EGG
Produces More Heat
Uses Less Coal Hence Less Bill

Burns Longer

ARMY & NAVY

IIAIIN COAL COMPANY

STORE

I'HONE

323 South First St.

II

Quality

First.

01.
IbinrleeV

Always

